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Recommendation
To Accept Roads
Turned Down

On YMCA

Local Citizens
To Be Surveyed
Local citizens will soon be surveyed
to assess the community's interest in
starting a YMCA facility in Murray,
according to Chuck Wynn, spokesman
for a group which is interested in
locating such a facility here.
The idea of a local recreational
facility began with the concept of a
youth center, a concept which community organizations such as the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycees and
several churches have discussed from
time to time. Wynn said he proposed the
idea of a YMCA because it could be
used not only as a youth center, but also
as a family center.
While acknowledging that there is a
great deal of summer recreation in the
area, Wynn stated that there is a
definite lack of winter recreation.
"There is no indoor recreational
facility in Murray with the exception of
the university health building, which
we're not able to use," he said.
Wynn, who was reared in Sioux Falls,
S.D., a city with both a YMCA and a
YWCA, says that "the YMCA was a
large part of my childhood. It was a
place to meet your friends on
weeknights and Saturdays and enjoy
wholesome fun and healthy competition."
The type of facility that would be
located in Murray would depend entirely upon the community's needs,
according to Wynn. The YMCA would
have the responsibility for bringing in
professional staffing for the facility,
usually from other YMCAs.
Various recreational activities such
as an indoor swimming pool could be
included in the building, Wynn said.

The pool could be utilized for
recreational swimming, as well as
swimming for the handicapped and
disabled. The YMCA would also
sponsor Red Cross swimming classes
for any age group, he said.
Basketball and racquetball courts
would also be among the sports offered.
The courts would be designed for intramural play for all age groups, and
teams would be organized for middle
school or high school students who are
unable to play school basketball. The Y
will also sponsor adult men's and
women's teams. In addition, the courts
could also be used for volleyball.
Other available options include a
weight-lifting room, poolrooms,
pingpong, garnerooms, and rooms for
arts and crafts. Rooms could also be
used for meetings, banquets, teen
dances, wedding receptions or other
activities. Dormitory-style living is
offered in some YMCAs.
Wynn said that the YMCA also
sponsors camps throughout the United
States for various age groups.
Those interested in locating such a
facility here have discussed use of the
old city park area, however, there has
been no formal proposal presented as
yet. This area would allow continued
growth without interference with other
buildings, Wynn said.
Use of the facility would be on a
membership-type basis. Individual as
well as family memberships would be
available for a nominal fee.
Although the YMCA is connected with
the United Fund drive, Wynn indicated
that the community and churches
would be called on for financial support
if a facility were to be located here.

While Cruising Mississippi,
Carter Praises American
Farmers For Productivity
BURLINGTON, Iowa (AP, —
President Carter, declaring that his
spirit has been restored by a warm
welcome as he cruised the Mississippi
River, praised American farmers
today for increasing productivity and
said: "Thank you farmers from the
bottom of my heart!"
Calling this area "the breadbasket of
the world," Carter told 7,000 persons at
an outdoor town meeting in a
Burlington park that the increasing
output of U.S. farmers brings "a better
life" for the farmer and also helps
everyone.
The farmers' improvements in
productivity, he said, are holding down
the rate of inflation and helping to
relieve the U.S. balance of payment
problem.
But, Carter said, "The middleman is
getting top much" of food prices as
crops move from the farmer to the
consurner.
He pledged, "There will be an
adequate supply of fuel for the farmer," but that it will become increasingly expensive.
Standing on a bandshell in front of a
30-by-50-foot American flag, Carter
said he has been inspired by the crowds
that have come to the banks of the
Mississippi at all hours of the day and
night to meet and cheer him on his
week-long voyage aboard the paddleboat Delta Queen.
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
flew here to be with Carter and offered
an upbeat analysis of the president's
political fortunes among farmers.
Bergland said he believed Carter had
a chance in 1980 of carrying Iowa and
several other grain-producing states
that went Republican in 1976.
"The crops are probably the best in
history and prices are very good,"
Bergland said. "Jimmy Carter's farm
program is working. I think all signs
are 'go,' as nearly as I can tell."
Carter visited at the home of John
McCormally, editor of the Burlington
Hawk Eye, which is said to be the first
newspaper in the country to endorse
him for the presidency in 1976.
Driving to the editor's home, Carter
passed crowds three and four deep that
stretched for several blocks. The crowd
was thinner further on. Front porches
were decorated with flags and welcome
signs all along the route.
Carter found a friendly crowd waiting
when .he put ashore in Burlington.
"I didn't know you had this many
people here" in Burlington," the
president told the riverfront crowd of
several thousand persons.
He has been met by warm crowds
ever since he started the cruise down
the river Friday night, and the
reception has seemed to raise his

Carter went on a five-mile jog at
dawn today near Gulfport, Ill., where
the steamboat paused while going
through a lock.
On Tuesday, the president tooted a
calliope after conducting a radio call-in
show and marveled at an experimental
machine that turns corncobs into
electricity.
Seven thousand tickets were offered
to the town meeting — and they were
gobbled up quickly.
"People lined up as many as 500 at a
time" when the tickets were offered by
the White House advance team at 9
a.m. Saturday, said Peggy McCormally
of Burlington, whose husband, John,
publishes the Hawk Eye — touted as the
first newspaper to support Carter's 1176
presidential bid. By noon, folks from
Burlington and nearby towns in Iowa,
Illinois and Missouri had cleaned out
the supply, she said.
On Tuesday, the fourth-day of his
seven-day cruise, Carter spent 41
minutes as host of a radio talk show in
Davenport, Iowa. The "call-in" format
was reversed for the guest host, as
Carter dialed 13 persons pre-selected
by the League of Women Voters from
1,000 applicants.
His questioners were all friendly and
generous with their praise.

Local Head Start
Registration To
Be Held Friday
Murray Head Start will hold its
registration for the 1979-80 school year
on Friday, Aug. 24, at the Head Start
Center in the Child Studies building on
the Murray State University campus.
The hours of registration are 9 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Anyone who applied in the spring for
the Head Start program should come to
this registration to assure that their
child will have a slot in this year's
program. Those parents who have not
provided income verification will need
to bring verification at this time.
Head Start, a federally funded
program for low income families, also
has a few slots open for new applicants
in the county or city. Financial
guidelines for the 1979-80 school year
are $6,700 for a family of four.
Applications will be accepted for
children who are three, four or five
years of age.
Anyone needing more information
about registration should call 753-7286
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
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Annual Festival To
Be Held Labor Day
The annual Kenlake Arts and Crafts
Festival will be held this year during
the Labor Day weekend at Kenlake
State Resort Park in Aurora.
The festival is scheduled from 10 a.m.
until 5 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 1, and
Sunday, Sept. 2.
A wide variety of hand-crafted arts
and crafts exhibits are expected to be
on display, according to Karen Cissell,
executive secretary of Kentucky's
Western Waterland, sponsor of the
annual event.
"We are expecting an even greater
number of exhibits this year," said
Cissell. "Many craftspeople who have
never exhibited with us before have
inquired about this year's festival."
The Kenlake festival last year

featured more than 100 exhibits and
around 15,000 spectators.
The event will take place in the area
of the tennis complex at Kenlake State
Park. Exhibits will be located to the
north and west of the outdoor tennis
courts. Most of the exhibitors will have
their hand-crafted items for sale.
"This festival is a popular event for
purchasing authentic hand-crafted
Kentucky souveniors," said Cissell.
"Many people also like to look ahead
arid do their Christmas shopping at our
festival."
Musical entertainment will be
featured throughout the days of the
festival, and refreshments will be
available on the grounds.
•Admission to the festival is free, and
the public is invited to attend.

Dealers Say Prices Rise
Too Fast To Compile List
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Gasoline
dealers say wholesale prices are
changing so fast any government attempt to compile a list of maximum
permissible retail prices would be
fruitless because it would be out of date.
The Energy Department's first foray
into arming consumers with an

City Business To
Highlight City
Council Meeting
Several items of city business are
listed on the agenda for the regular
meeting of the Murray Common
Council Thursday, Aug. 23, at 7:30 p.m.
Among the items to be discussed are:
— The second reading of an ordinance rezoning the Dan Miller
property on S. 16th Street to allow the
construction of a planned development
project.
— The first reading of an ordinance
raising the standard residential rate
charged by the Murray Sanitation
Department from $4 to $4.50 per month.
— The first reading of an ordinance
amending the city's personnel ordinance.
— A recommendation from the public
works committee concerning a water
rate increase in the city.
— Discussion of an official position of
the council on the Main Street project.
— Presentation of a letter of
resignation from council member
Martha Sammons.

Routine Items Are
On Agenda For City
School Board Meeting
Several routine items are on the
2
agenda for the Thursday, Aug. 7
meeting of the Murray Independe'
Board of Education. The meeting v.
be at 7:30 p.m. at the board off:
building.
Board members will consider the pa
scale for substitute teachers for l979and personnel recommendations, in
addition to hearing reports on the
opening of school and summer work
Board meetings are open to the
public.

estimated maximum retail price list
brought howls of protests from dealers
across the country.
The dealers, some Of whom were
besieged with calls from irate motorists
claiming they were being overcharged
for gas, complained that the figures
issued Monday were outdated and did
not reflect latest wholesale price increases.
Nevertheless, Energy Department
officials said Tuesday they will have
such lists, perhaps every month, giving
consumers estimates "within several
cents" of what the legal gas price
ceilings are in 20 metropolitan areas.
And, said • the, department's Jay
Thompson, whose office is responsible
for compiling the list, if wholesale
gasoline prices are changing so rapidly
a list cannot be compiled, the department may take. a closer look at
wholesale pricing.
Energy Department officials conceded the first list, compiled Aug. 6,
was old by the time it was issued
Monday and said an updated version
would be made available today.
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very warm
and humid
Continued very warm and
humid this afternoon, tonight and
Thursday. Scattered showers and
thunderstorms possible through
the period, most likely during the
late afternoon and evening hours.
Highs this afternoon and Thursday in the mid 80s to around 90.
Lows tonight in the low 70s.
Winds, light southerly this afternoon and tonight but strong
and gusty near thunderstorms

The Murray Planning Commission
voted in its meeting Tuesday night to
turn down a motion that would
recommend the Murray Common
Council accept Oxford and Chaucer
Drive of the Canterbury Estates subdivision into the city and upgrade them
to meet with Murray city standards.
The council, at its July 26 meeting,
referred the matter to the commission.
In discussion of the motion, city
planner Steve Zea said that Ray Clark,
city road inspector, examined the roads
and said he felt they failed to meet city
standards. Further discussion revealed
the roads were breaking up and the
asphalt layer was thin in several
places.
When the subdivision plat was
originally accepted in a June 1968
planning commission meeting, the
development was in the county.
However, in 1971 'when the subdivision
unit containing the two roads was
annexed by the city, the streets were
not accepted.
Zea said that subdivision roads are
not required to be paved. But, he emphasized if the developer decides to
pave the roads, they must meet and be
maintained under current state road
regulations.
According to Zea, those regulations
are six inches of compacted gravel with
a two inch base coat and a one inch top
coat.
Acting chairman Greg McKeel, who
at the end of the meeting was voted by
the members as the new commission
chairman to replace W.A. Franklin who
had resigned from the commission,
said he felt the commission had no right
to recommend acceptance of the streets
if they were substandalii.
Commission member Jack Gardner
said consideration had to be given to the
residents on the streets since they pay
city taxes.
Howard Koenen, a member of the
commission and the city council, said
he felt the city was negligible for nine
years not to tell the subdivider of the
road conditions and force the roads to
be upgraded to standards.
McKeel disagreed, stating that it
should be up to the subdivider to have
the roads meet the standards and then
ask for an inspection.
Commission members agreed the
issue should have been forced when the
subdivision came into the city.
After the motion had failed, Dr.
Marshall Gordon, commission member, suggested the issue continue to be

studied. Members approved the
suggestion, along with examining what
would have to be done to bring the roads
up to standard.
In other action, the commission
members approved a motion to
recommend to the council that there is
no further need for an alley from 12th
Street to 8th Street, between Olive and
Sharpe Streets.
The action was the result of a request
by the city council at its last meeting.
Zea said the motion was made based
on the present arid proposed future
needs for an alley. He added from a
planning standpoint, the alley was not
needed.
He added the only alternatives to the
alley situation would be to recommend
it be opened, closed or left .as is.
To close the alley, according to city
attorney J. William Phillips, the suit
would have to be taken to circuit court.
The adjacent property owners would
share the court costs.
The alley is 15 feet wide and corn
mission members suggested the
property be divided equally between
property owners. Members also stated
the proposal would not drastically
change the assessed property value.
Mrs. James H. Blalock, property
owner adjacent to the alley, attended
the meeting and stated she would like
something legally done with the alley.
She explained that the owner on the
other size of the alley currently was
using the entire alley. Blalock added
she wanted action so if the portion of the
alley legally became her property, she
would not have to build a fence.
Concerning the development of a new
mobile home ordinance, Gardner was
appointed by McKeel to chair a special
committee. Other members include
Koenen, H.T. Waldrop and Maurice
Christopher.
Establishment of a transportation
committee also was discussed. The
committee's function will be to make a
final recommendation on the transportation study to the commission.
Zea said that color aerial
photographs and data from Frankfort
have been ordered.
He added 30 members on the committee would be sufficient. The
members would come from several city
businesses, organizations and minority
groups. Zea said the groups to be involved have not yet been decided.
At the end of the meeting, the
members approved Gardner as vice
chariman of the commission.

Insurance Meeting
To Continue Today
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A special
legislative subcommittee of the Interim
Joint Committee on Labor and Industry
was to continue today a two-day
meeting on workmen's compensation
insurance.
The conference began Tuesday with a
look at self-insurance, one of three
methods an employer may use to
comply with state requirements.
Under the state workmen's compensation law, an employer may
qualify as a self-insurs if he can
demonstrate his ability to directly pay
compensation as required by law.
Two other methods currently
available under Kentucky law are
private insurance and group selfinsurance, where two or more ernployers pool liabilities.
The high cost of workmen's compensation insurance in Kentucky
compared with relatively low benefits
received by injured workers has been
an issue in every legislative session
since 1972.
State Sen. James Hammond,
Prestonsburg, subcommittee chairman, asked the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce to gather information in

three areas:
—High rates charged by insurance
companies to "reinsure" employers
who are selfinsured.
—The relationwhip of self-insurance
to the state's so-called "special fund"
which pays benefits when a pre-existing
condition of an injury exists or when
more than one employer is involved.
—Ownership of self-insurance service companies.
Lowell Reese, Chamber vice
president, told the subcommittee that
the chamber does not believe the board
created to approve premium rates for
workmen's compensation and other
types of insurance is working the way it
should.
Reese said creation of the state
Insurance Regulatory Board spread out
responsibility for rates and thereby
decreased accountability. He said
authority to approve premium rates
should be restored to the state insurance commissioner.
The subcommittee is scheduled to
resume its meeting Wednesday with
testimony on the proposed state fund
approach to workmen's compensation
insurance.

Four Additional Candidates
File For Hazel Town Trustee
John
Four more candidates
Shendock, Hal Miller, Hill Winchester
and Billie Harrell — have -ecently filed
for the office of town trustee of Hazel.
The new filings, combined with
several withdrawals, make a total of
nine candidates for the five positions to
be filled in the Nov. 6 general election.
An incumbent, Shendock is a retired
Air Force officer and a former Hazel
city judge. Miller, an employee of
Trucks, Trailers & Buses at Midway, is
chief of the Hazel Volunteer Fire
Department and a lifelong resident of

Hazel.
Winchester is an employee of Winchester Printing Co. and assistant chief
of the Volunteer Rescue Squad. Harrell
is an employee of the Tennessee Valley
Authority
Those who have previously filed for
the office are present chairman Joe D.
Thompson, incumbent William Pratt,
David Provine, Edwin Knight and Ira
Mrs....-41rotikie Maddox, Sonny
Parkhill and Johnny Miller have withdrawn from the race.
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Thursday, Aug. 23
American
Disabled
Veterans Chapter and the
Auxiliary are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have games, sewing, quilting,
and crafts at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.

Reception for new faculty at
Murray State University will
be held at 7 p.m. in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of the Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at,
the Health Center.
Wednesday, Aug. 22
Seminar on -How To
Prepare Your Children For
School and How To Help Your
Child Do Better In School"
will be conducted by Dr. Joe
Fuhrinan, Murray State
faculty member, at the
Calloway County Public
Library at 7 p.m. All interested parents are invited to
attend.
Thursday, Aug. 23
Reentry Seminar for adults
entering ..Murray
State
University this fall, sponsored
jointla
y by Counseling. Testing,
and Learning Centers, will be
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at the
Learning Center, Lowry
Center Annex, Old Library.
For information phone 7626851.
New Concord and Hamlin
Senior Citizens will have their
annual fish fry at the home of
Mary. Rawlings, Pine Bluff
Shores, at 12 noon. All senior
citizens of the areas are invited.
Suzanne Doyle will present
a waaltkhop on "How To
Present Your Work With
Proper Framing" at the
Murray Art Guild from 1 to 3
p.m. No charge will Pe made.

Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Birding
For Beginners at 2:30 p.m.
and Hayride with $1 fee at 6:30
p.m., both starting at Center
Statkan.
Murray Sub District United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at Brooks Chapel
Church at 7 p.m.
County
Calloway
Homemakers Council meeting
will be at 9:30 a.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. A salad luncheon
will be served at noon with
beverage and bread being
furnished.

Friday. Aug. 24
Calloway County High
School Lakers will open their
football season with a home
game with Union County at
Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University.
Murray High School Tigers
will open their footbal season
with a game with Russellville
there.
Range rettes of the Woodmen of the World will have a
slumber party starting at 9
p.m. Each one is to bring her
sleeping bag.
Dillar Dollar Women's
Bowling League will meet at
10 a.m. at Corvette lanes. All
women interested in bowling
each Friday morning are
invited to attend.

Murray Senior Citizens will Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social are
have activities from 10 a.m. tr
scheduled
at 5:30 p.m. at the
Community
3 p.m. at the Ellis
Murray Country Club.
Center.

SPECIAL
Tues.,

Wed., and Thurs.
August 21, 22 and 23

21 SHRIMP., S3 95 $2
"
Includes 21 shrimp, hushpuppies, french fries, cole slow,
onion rings and tarter sauce.

Cypress Springs
Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Ky. Lake

4364496
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For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Friday, Aug. 24
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include The Sixth
Sense at 1:30 p.m. and Animal
Conununication at 3.30 p.m.,
ttoth at Center Station.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeteers will present a
performance at Hillman
Ferry Campground at 8:30
p.m.
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be held at the
Hazel Community Center
starting at 10 a.m. with lunch
to be served at 11:45 a.m.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.

Plans have been cornplead
by Miss Teresa Starks and
Roy Williams for their wedding on Friday, Aug. 24, at 7
p.m. at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The
Rev.
Lawson
Williamson will officiate at the
ceremony, and Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Scott will present a
program of nuptial music.
Parents of the bridal coup:e
are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Starks of Murray and Mr. aril
Mrs. Roy Williams of Dexter
Miss Starks has chosen her
cousin, Miss Lori. Adams, as
her maid of honor, and Miss
Jana Williams, sister of the
groom-elect,
her
as
bridesmaid.

Arts & Crafts
•
Fair Planned.
JACKSON BOY
A baby boy, Andrew Lee,
Hopkins yule was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Applications for exhibiting
at the third annual Little
River Arts and Crafts Fair in
Hopkinsville, Ky, are now
being accepted. The fair will
be held at the Little River
Park in downtown Hopkinsville from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 29.
The annual event is cosponsored by the Little River
Audubon Society and the
Pennyroyal Arts Council and
will feature various entertainers all day, including
the Pennyrile Playei.s. The
fair has regularly attracted
artisans and craftsmen from 3
states
and
throughout
Southern and Western Kentucky.
The exhibition fee is $8 and
all inquiries should be made to
the Little River Arts and
Crafts Fair, 310 Deepwood
Drive, Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240.

David E. Jackson of Mayfield
Route 3 on Saturday, Aug. 4, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert,Britt and Mrs.
Ruble Johnson and the late
Marvin Jackson, all of Wingo
Route 2.

Tracy Cleaver, cousin of the
groom-elect, will serve as best
man: Groomsmen will be
Gary Starks, brother of the
bride-elect, who will also
serve as an usher along with
Mark Williams, brother of the
groom-elect.
Mrs. James Rogers, aunt of
the bride-elect, will direct the
wedding.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church.

NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Ruth Hill and her
granddaughter,
Jennifer
McClain, have returned home
after a visit with Mrs. - Hill's
sister, Mrs. Marelle Treas of
Evansville, Ind. They also
visited her niece, Mrs. Kay
Croft and family, while there.
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ADULT GREAT BOOKS- Emestine Bucy, left, Dr. David Koos, Phyllis Alvic, and Emily
Wolfson, right, are members of the Adult Great Books Discussion Group which meets
each fourth Monday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. They are
discussing Shakespeare's Antigone with Mrs. Wolfson as leader. Mondays discussion
will be led by Libby Hart.
Photo by Nita Baugh

Local Discussion Group To
Begin 13th Year On Monday

HOSPITAL PATIENT
The longest running show in
Mrs. Robert Bazzell of
Murray has been dismissed town is probably the Adult
from the Western Baptist Great Books Discussion Group
which will start its 13th year
Hospital, Paducah.
on Monday. Aug. 27, at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Billy Farris of Hardin has Library.
Libby Hart will be the
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, leader for the discussion of
Paducah.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Plato's Apology and Crito. All
persons who have read the
book are invited to attend and
participate in the discussion.
Twelve years ago in the fall
of 1967, the library sponsored
a leader training course for
discussion leaders taught by
Will Wildermuth of the Great
Books Foundation. Attending
the initial training session
were 25 persons with 16
completing the course. From
this inunber the Great Books
Discussion Group was formed.
Through the years membership has changed as people
left town or found new interests, but new members
have been added all along.
After 12 years and 144 books,
four of the original members
remain who are .Dr. Alfred
Wolfson, Emily Wolfson,
Ernestine Bucy, and Libby
Hart.
The group has completed
the series of Great Books and
a year of reading its own
"greats." At a recent
meeting, it was decided that
enough time had elapsed and
enough new members had
been added . to make it

08-10-79
Adults 121
Nursery 7
Newborn Admissions
Alexander, Baby Girl
(Karon), Box 227, Cherry St.,
Puryear, Tenn., Littleton,
FBLA AT TRAINING - Officers of the Future Business Leaders of America Chapter
Baby Boy (Joan), 1034
from the Murrai Vocational Center attended the annual Leadership Training
Camp,
Manley, Apartment 7, Paris,
Hardinsburg, Aug. 7 to 11, with the purpose to provide better leadership within the
Tenn., Skinner, Baby Boy
chapter. Attending were, left to right, front row, Jamie Barnett, treasurer, Mrs.
Brenda
(Linda), Rt. 5 Box 85, Cadiz.
Nix, chapter adviser, Rhonda Garland, secretary, back row, Laura Morgan, historian, and
Dismissals
Tammy Frankhouser, president. Workshops were held for each officer with
guest
Herbert Key, Rt. 4, Box 42,
speakers
including Charlie Flener, chaplain, Jefferson County Police Department, and
Murray, Mrs. Lottie M. Lane,
Carolyn Broderick, IBM Corporation, business person of the year. Recreational
Rt. 3, Box 321, Murray, Mrs.
activities included a swim meet, track meet, folk dance, and talent show. MLA is a
Ruby K. Gamble, Rt. 8,
national organization for students enrolled in business and office
Benton, Mrs. Susan Ann
programs
throughout the country. In Kentucky there are over 8,000 members.
Filbeck, Rt. 4, Box 360B,
Benton, Mrs. Lisa L. Wilson,
Rt. 1, Box 132, Murray, Mrs.
Linda L. Lovett, Rt. 5, Box
52A, Benton, Fred Douglas
Tharpe, Rt. 6, Box 241A,
Paris, Tenn., Ned Galloway,
P.O. Box 32, Kirksey, Mrs.
Nona L. Schmelter, 405 North
7th St., Murray, Randy Shawn
A
Murray Assembly No.. 19
Darnell, Rt. 1,. Box 202,
Farmington. Terry Russell Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Lackey, Rt. 1, Box 244, Henry, met Tuesday, Aug. 21, at 7
Tenn., Mrs. Kathy R. Jones, p.m. at the lodge hall with
Rt. 1, Cuba Road, Mayfield, Clarissa Thorn as worthy
Mrs. Eva Ivey, Box 242, New advisor and Barbara Windsor
Reg. to $82.00
Concord, Mrs. Gladys L. as mother advisor.
Sok
Members present were
White, P.O. Box 296, Dixon,
-Mrs. Martha A. Padgett, 1309 Angie Thweatt, Tim Bogard.
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs. Nova Clarissa Thorn, Missy George.
A. Janes, P.O. Box 117, Lee Stacey, Tri,sha Clark.
Boys
Farmington, Maggie M. Mary Ann Gordon, Lana
and
Vicki'y
Derrick, 8901 Mehvood Road, Lasater,
Bethesda, Md., Mrs. Mary Lee Weatherford.
Adults present were Sue
Reg. to 16.50
Courtney, 147 Riveria Courts,
Thweatt,
Marilyn WeatherMurray, Ronnie Sanderson,
$449
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Michael R. ford. Max Weatherford, and
Barbara Windsor.
Sale
Dallas, 917 North 16th,
The next meeting will be
Murray, Mrs. Vera Esther
Group Boys
held Tuesday, Sept. 4, at 7
Cohoon, 309 S. 15th St.,
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Murray, Dwain Bennett, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Teresa J.
Reg to 1 2 00
Williams, 61 Shady Oaks,
'If'
Murray, Mrs. Anna Faye
$
00
Walker, 1632 B Miller Ave.,
AT JUNALASKA
Sole
Murray, Mrs. Virginia James,
The Rev. and Mrs. Glenn
222 South 12th St., Murray, Elliott and family and Mr. and
Edward R. Mathis, 1505 Mrs. Gene
urkeen and
Reg. to 39.50
Johnson, Murray, Richard A. family recently returned from
Scott, 1613 Belmont, Murray, their visit to the Methodist
Sole
Lela Y. Johnson, 414 Harrison Assembly at Lake Junalaska,
Lane, Apt. No. 3, Paris, Term., North Carolina. They were in
Mrs. Wilma R. Brown, 102 attendance for the Conference
Crestview Circle, Paris, on Small Church Membership.
Girls
Boys & Girls
Term., Dallas L. Rummager,
1609 Ryan, Murray, Robert
NOW AT HOME
Reg. to 37.50
Kirks, F-3 Southside Manor,
Ben Haley of Hardin is now
Murray, Nicholas A. Ferrara, recuperating at his home in
Solo
Rt. 7, Box 688, Murray, Robert Hardin after having been
D. McKinney, ELL 1, Dexter, dismissed from Lourdes
Reg. 4.99 SW.
Mrs. Eula G. Parrish, Rt. 1, Hospital, Paducah. He
Box 68, Dexter, Mrs. Hazel D. recently suffered an irlury to
*Cash
McCuiston, 1608 Hermitage, his foot in an industrial
acMurray, Willie F. Glover, Rt. cident at the Murray Division
1, Box 52, Almo, Mrs. Myree of the Tappan Company where
*Charge
Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. he is employed.
Lucille K. Potts, Rt. 7,
*-Loy-Away
Mayfield. Barnett B. Roberts,
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
1301 Elm St., Benton, Homer
Recently dismissed from
L. Farris, 1709 Ryan Ave.,
*Charge
Murray, Harlon Black (ex- Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
pired), Rt. 1, Box 244, Far- was Mrs. J. P. Kelly of
Cards
Murray.
mington.

profitable for all to begin
again.
Now a new series of
discussions has begun on a
revised edition of Great
Books. From Plato and
Aristotle to Freud and Darwin, the Great Books contain
the germinal ideas that have
shaped Western culture and
have given generations
something to think about, a
spokesman said.
"The
Great
Books
Discussion Group offers the
mature person a chance to put
his adult \
1 ight and experience to wo 'on,aroblems
he was sure he h solved in
his youth," commented Mrs.
Bucy. "While not limited to
the older person, Great Books
is a foriun where the mature
adult is valued and at home,"
she further added.
The discussion group meets
regularly
every
fourth
Monday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library. Selections for the
discussion are announced in
advance and anyone who
reads them prior to the
meeting may participate in
the discussion.

I.

TuesdaY,Aug.21
Magic Tri Bowling League
will 'meet at 7 p.m. at the
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, Main at
Seventh. This is for all women
interested in bowling on
Tuesday night.

Starks. Williams Vows
To Be Read On Friday

Rainbow Girls
Hold Meeting
On Tuesda

GYMNASTICS
For Information Phone

753-4647
Instructor: Mark Fisher

(Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio)

lac"sciu
nA.'
%A
RL
IE
n
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
Suits Si
Sportcoats

$500
.
$1 500

Pants

Shirts

&Iva 'MORIN DALIAS
FOR1Y

1 ,1)Chestnut

L

Now!

14

9:30

-71'
7•-•

Dresses

7:15,
L9:25

641N Central Ctr
141/1

641 N

7:20,
9:10

Central I It

Now!
s

ovular

121 South

[Ends Thar.I

Halloween(R)8:00
-Plus- Carrie(I)9140

•••••••Ver.ef•••••••
0•••••....
•
•
•

$2oo.$1 00

Underoos
$349

7he

Sportswear

$500
$100.

Step

Boy's

Vests
28 To Sell
Reg. to 13.00

Sole

Children's Fashiosis
Hrs:9-6 Mon.-Sat.
9-9 Fri.

Bel-Air Shopping Centercea
dd
er
753-1795

•

$1 49
Have
A
Great
Weekend
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Dr. Mills Participates In
Conference At Charlotte

Miss Byrn Becomes Bride Of
Lynn Solomon :At Nashville
Pky., Clarksville, Tenn.,
former residents of Murray,
were married on Saturday,
Aug. 4.
The wedding vows were
read by the Rev. W. C. Link at
5 p.m. at the Sunken Gardens

Miss Beverly Ann Byrn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James B. Byrn of Nashville,
Tenn. iand Lynn Allen
So1omon4, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Solomon, 1213 Southern

M 65

(Mrs. Kelso Is
Honored On
85th Birthday

0
7140--

foP
gin

of
a
eat
and
/ar'am
ave
and
ons
L, a

at Centennial Park, Nashville.
The bride wore a long pale
yellow dress with a large
bertha collar, and carried a
fan that had three yellow rose
buds attached. In her hair was
a circular headpiece of baby's
breath and at her waist was a
monogranied stick-pm which
belonged to the groom's
maternal grandmother and
was a wedding gift from the
groom.
The groom wore a light blue
three piece suit and a yellow
rose boutonniere.
JAMES A. and ELIZABETH HERNDON had all of her
Mrs. Pearl Kelso was
Mrs. Angela Bandy was her
children and families along with her mother, Mrs. Maude
honored at a dinner in sister's matron of honor. She
Starr, Paris, Tenn., here for a reunion at their home. This
celebration of her 85th bir- wore a long blue dress and
was the first time in 20 years the children from Fort
thday on Saturday, Aug. 11, at carried one long stemmed
Fla., Forrest City. Ark., and Virginia Beach,
Lauderdale,
the home of Jean and Joan yellow rose.
Va., had all been together. It was also a surprise birthday
Cooper.
Mrs.
sister,
groom's
The
celebration for their mother. Pictured, left to right, front
was the Nannette Kaiser, read a
The honore
row. Mrs. Marr, John Martin Azwell,,Christopher Azwell,
recipinet of many gifts.
poem, "On Marriage," and
John Michael Maldovan, David Azwell. Geri Gail Maldovan,
Those attending were Annie stalling with the groom was
back section, Richard, James, Elaine, Linda, and Joan
Lee Cooper, Clara and Mahlon his nephew, Tony Kaiser III.
Azwell, Mr. Herndon, Betty Carol Maldo‘an, Mrs. Herndon,
Treas, Lisa Andrews, Kriesta
At the conclusion of Rev.
Azwell,Thomas Maldovan,and Donald Azwell.
Charlotte
Gaines, Jean Cooper, Gail and Link's ceremony, Mrs. Bandy
Lanny Turner, Joan Cooper, said a wedding prayer.
Jane and Tommy Gaines, and
.ose in attendance were
the honoree.
se. ved a picnic supper at the
Unable to attend were June Centennial Pavilion. The
and Ken Andrews.
picnic tables were covered in
white with blue streamers and
daisies as centerpieces. The
serving table had a yellow
checked cloth and a cenA salad supper was served
Sara Alexander opened her
terpiece of yellow and white
home for the July meeting of followed by a rush party for
dFfsies.
two
The bridal couple,will reside the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, eight members and
in Nashville, Tenn., where she Unit 827, Woodmen of the guests, Teresa Cunningham
teaches special education and World with Ann Spann, and Joanne Alexander.
A slumber party for the
president, presiding.
Tennis play for Ladies he is a draftsman.
Rangerettes for Aug. 24 was
Group C of , the Murray
planned. It was announced
Country Club will be held on
that the Kentucky Little Miss
Thursday and Friday, Aug. 23
Pageant will be held May 18,
and 24, at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
Lovett
the
at
1980,
Pairings for Thursday are
State
Murray
Auditorium,
as follows:
University.
Court One-Sheila Grogan,
Donna Garland, social
Sue McCoart, Ann Haney, and
chairman, reported a dance
Renee Wynn.
with music by the band of
Two--Betty
Court
Craig Hargrove was held July
By Abigail Van Buren
Buckingham, Sue Spann,
13 at the WOW Hall with 30
Linda Haverstock, and Carol
persons present.
Hibbard.
Kentucky Little Miss 1979
Three--Sandy
Court
Spann was presented
Michelle
Hulse,
Brannon, Frances
at the Purchase District Fair
Sandy Coleman, and Janie,
Queen Pageant held at
Ryan.
Mayfield. She also assisted in
Court Four-Mug Rigsby,
the Calloway County Fair
Adkins, Kathy
Marilyn
Queen Pageant held at
DEAR ABBY: I live in a rough neighborhood. In the past
Mattis, and Annie Knight.
Pairings for Friday are as year I've had my purse snatched six times. I put up a fight
the last time and was hit over the head and had to go to the
follows:
get 12 stitches in my head.
Court One-Joy Waldrop,. hospital to
received 11 indecent propositions. I can't figure it
also
I
Knight,
Mug Rigsby, Annie
out because I'm 47, overweight and just an ordinary-looking
and Lori Rushing.
hausawife. I hardly ever wear makeup, and I dress up only
Court Two-Yvonne Hamby, for church on Sundays.
Nancy Fandrich, Norma
Three women in my neighborhood have been raped in the
Frank,and Lita Rushing.
past month and I'm scared that I may be next. I am thinking
of carrying a butcher knife in my purse for protection.
Will you please consult an expert and find out if I can be
put in jail for trying to protect my purse, my honor and my
life.
SCARED
TRIPP GIRL
DEAR SCARED: You don't say where you live, but yours
Mr. and Mrs. John Tripp of
Lynn Grove are the parents of is a good question. I advise you to get in touch with your
police or sheriff's office and ask them what kind of
a baby girl, Esther May. local
weapon (if any) a citizen is permitted to carry in order to
pounds,
six
weighing
protect life,limb and pocketbook. The laws differ from state
measuring llikt inches, born to state.
on Thursday, Aug. 16, at 10
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
DEAR ABBY: When I go to a fast-food place. I find my
County Hospital.
own seat, pay the cashier, carry my own food to the table,
The mother is the former and dispose of the debris in the waste receptacle. so I do not
Shirley Colson. Maternal tip.
But when I go to a restaurant and someone takes my
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis Ramey Colson of order, serves my food and brings me my check. I tip 15 percent of the bill.
Murray Route 1.
My question: What would you consider a reasonable tip
for a semi-service place when I stand in line 0) place my
order, pay the cashier and find my own table, but the
For Information
waitress brings the food, pours.my iced tea and clears tht
table'?
Regarding
ED IN SOUTH CAROLINA
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foR Groupeof,
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Ladies

Thursday, Friday
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She Lives in Fear
Of Neighbor Hoods

I.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
PO

This quality underwear is
styled for comfort and gcod
fit. Because the fabric is
100% cotton, its wonderfully
absorbent and perfectly washable. Where there's elastic,
It's made to stand up under
lots of wearings and washings. Fruit of the Loom . . .
they keep making it better—
not expensive.
_
NW'
3Pr Pltp sc..12.91
as ii"
Mse's Ti.Shirts
319, hp sai.$3.99
as Si 99
Sloes Sem %MI
319 hp We S41.419
Psi SS 99
hires Briefs
39r rtig sou MCP
Pse 53 19
WS Ti. Shirts
S. 33 49
3 P9 hp Sole $2.79

Uncle Jeff's
Clothing
Dept.
641 Us*

a."

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)
can

753-8856
4MIIIMIIMIIIMMMtmimmsmk

Homemakers To
Meet Thursday

Alexander Home Scene Of Supper
And Rush Party, Tau Phi Lambda

Tennis Plans Play

oks
the
put

Dr. Marvin D. Mills, a research and education. Other research needs and dealing
professor in the Department areas discussed included such with tax cutting legislation.
of Safety Engineering and basic concepts in traffic safety
Mills was present in 1957
Health at Murray State as:
when the ADTSEA was
University, recently parParent involvement in established. It works toward
ticipated in the 23rd annual driver education, K-12 traffic road safety and fuel efficiency
conference of the American safety programs, advanced by means of improving and
Driver and Traffic Safety driver education, program extending driver education
Education Association in evaluation, determiners of and related activities in
Charlotte, N.C.
performance, schools and colleges.
student
Mills, one of more than 400
traffic safety education
teachers from across the
nation taking part in the
conference, participated in a
teaching
on
discussion
physically and non-severely
mentally handicapped individuals to drive, the area in
The Calloway County Homemakers will hold their first
which he specializes at
council meeting of the new club year on Thursday, Aug. 23, at
Murray State.
9 a.m. at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Following the theme,
This will include officer training for the year, according to
"Turning The Corner," the
Jean Cloar, County Extension Agent for Home Economics.
conference offered members
A salad luncheon will be served after the meeting with the
choices among program
council to furnish the beverage and bread.
sessions and workshops
Another special meeting planned for the homemakers will
featuring 30 speakers from
be the Purchase Area Homemaker Couricil meeting to be
business,
government,
held Monday, Aug. 27, at 10 a.m, at tie West Kentucky
Livestock and Exrosition Center.
On Wednesday, Aug. 29, the Homemaker Leader Training
on Wood Burning Stoves will be held at 10 a.ni. at the County
Extension Office for housing leaders, but any person is
welcome to attend.

At the close of the meeting
refreshments of birthday cake
presented to Mrs. Alexander
by one of her sorority sisters,
was served. Jean Richerson
was cohostess and Judy
Scruggs won the door prize.
Other members present were
Linda Fain, Cynthia Hart, and
Marilyn Herndon.-

WANTED

the new

-

are twirlers for Cindy's Cinderella; If you would like to learn to
:ring registration in your
,
twirl a baton, Cindy's Cipderellasop

"ling and modeling, from
town for extension classes in bato
beginners to advanced Registration is $12 SO which includes a
professional balanced baton of the correct length for each child
The dsN sf ropIsfrefiseI year fines is Ali. 24
dis Woodson of the World Center
led la Mei

I,

Announces A Change In Office Hours
By Appointment
Mon., Wed., Fri., In Murray 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Tue. & Thurs. Saturday Afternoon By Arranged Appointment. Thursday's At Clinton 9
S.

118 So.12th - 753-0035

ktottc=t1o=taotlt=:mst=uK=C

STOREWIDE 11
/0 SALE

0/

NOREEN'S
DOLLS 8, CRAFTS
Open 12:00-5:30 Daily (Except Sun
ri= U.S. 641
C=1
$1=XS=)(111==t1C=i011,

8trideRite

store

Register For
FREE Wardrobe
Of StrideR iteShoes

We Have A Large
Selection Of

8trideRite
Shoes, to fit

any occasion
in colors and
styles kids
ask for
most often

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long.
self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby. 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Nikki Pack, Connie Jamison, Mariann Kelsey Rhonda Coiburn

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Friday and Saturday
August 24 and 25

DEAR TORN: The time to show respect for Parents i"
during their lifetime. If it tears you apart to visit their
graves, don't feel guilty about staying away. The poore..t
reason to do anything is for the sake of appearances.

Dr. James Courtney, Optometrist

Wedringi-Po rtraits-Fram es
Color Passports & ID's
While You Wait
ONE DAY FILM PROCESSING

-Plus- A gift of Dupont Vexar will be given with every
purchase while supply lasts. Effective through Avg. 27th

Bowlers for the Tuesday Night
Ladies' Magic In Bowling
League. Jf interested contact
Billie Hall at 753-7886 or
017-tIqrris at 753-5651.

DEAR ED: I'd leave a 15 percent tip. That will make up
for the cheapskates who leave nothing.
DEAR, ABBY: I am one of six, and we've always been 4
very close family. Were all married now, and have families
of our own.
Seven years ago our mother died. Dad died a year later.
We all contributed equally to the upkeep of their graves,
but I haven't been to the cemetery since we put up Dad's
headstone. I've headed out toward the cemetery many
times, but a terrible depression comes over me and I turn
back.
My brothers and sisters go often. They say it makes them
feel good. Well, maybe I'm an oddball but it tears me apart
to look at their graves, so I don't go. I was a good son, so I
don't have any guilt about how I treated my parents when
they were living. but I do feel guilty when someone in the
family asks me if I've been to the cemetery to visit the folks
lately.
• Should I force myself to go for appearances' sake?
TORN

1111Wv:1111

Murray State.
A report was given on the
National Little Miss Pageant
held in Roanoke, Va., with
Michelle Spann and her family
reporting an enjoyable experience.

Children's
Shoes
South Side Shopping Confer
Murray, Keatacky

753-4353

Phone 753-1429
•

gis
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Richtex

Register For FREE Bicycle To Be Given Away
Saturday Sept. 1 (No
Purchase Necessary)

Shortening
$ 39
3 Lb. Can

Frosty Acres Orange

1 Pb. collo bag

Li. Beg

Bleach

'- Diet Drink

98c

Beans

1..a...
4 $100

1 Gal hog

CONS

111

Great Northern
Beans

Ice Cream
1 2 Gal.
Asserted Haven

or

Pinto Beans

$ 39

c
39

Save SO'

Save SO

Sere 10

Kozy Kitten

Kraft American

Cheese

3 lb hag

Lucks

Prairie Farm

Orange Juice
$1199

$1 19

$219 Apples

Chicken

Sealtest

Pork

Rod Delicious

Bammet Fried

64 oz.

Bush
Showboat

Savo 24'

for

lb

Shasta or
Weight Watchers

Cons

Lemons

6 69c
Fresh Green
Frosty Acres Sliced
12c
Carrots ....b., 59c Cabbage
Fresh Crisp
Series Delight French
$100
$'I 49
Carrots 4
Fries

..gs
t

Savo 1` 12 Oz. Cons

%midst

12.i.79C

Juice

Savo 12'

A

PRODUCE

FROZEN
FOODS

Kids!

Cat Food
15 oz. Save 16'

Singles

29

12 oz.
Savo 20'

$100

Jamboree
Pure

Cans

Grape
Jelly

Bash Cut
Orl•00

Asparagus
Sea
g rs
9c

Toca
Shells

Savo 10'

/
2oz.
141

.169
31

10's

I
IIPSavo 10'

Spam

u s Chfoice
Bee

0/
Vri$

Chuck Roast 99,
Rowed BOW
Shoulder

Roast

0.S. Choice

Chuck Roast
$169
• lb.

*Pk Pork

Stew Beef
si49

89c

49c

5 oz. 100 Cops

19
Wieners

12.,.

89c

Savo S1

Bologna
$1 19
1 lb. pkg.

22 oz.

79

June
Peas

3

ir
ost.o'Sinke Dishwasher

41
50 Si.
Savo 29'

"If You atc

'7.'.
Savo 17'

$100
For

Detergent

Bonnie

Dog Food
25 Lb.
Chunk

Catfish Steak

For
Dishes

Cascade

Fresh Water

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

(0.UX

Minnesota Valley Early

Rog. $1.80

Razor $'I 29
Blades"s

Reelfoot
Sliced

Reelfoot

Lux -

Save 28c

With S10.00 Order or Moro

Schick Super
Ultrox Trac II

Says 50'

z

Save 60'

S Lb. Bag

s..

Picnics
Sliced Bacon

Meal

• lb.

Field's Boneless
No Waste

Reelfoot
12 oz. pkg.

Sunflower
Self Rising

Plastic
Cups
26,

o

$11 29

40 Tablets
$1.79

1111

Loan Boneless

Beef Boneless

Maximum Strength

Allman

44*

Luncheon Ak
Meat
4f-

Blade Cut

U.S. Choice Beef

*

$169

$32

$3.39
25 Lb. Ration

ur .uai ... •ou ant eat ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Porker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: is. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
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Looking Back

inion Page

10 Years Ago

I FuLLY e

EDITORIAL

To SOW'
BacHeLN NumBeQ
oF coua IN
The eVeNT cfmaN
urklaitgl4RizeD

Free Speech Upheld
federal district judge in
Louisiana has acted in the interest of free speech in rejecting an attorney's connection
that it is unconstitutional for insurance companies to publish
their views concerning large
jury awards in personal injury
cases.
The companies' advertisements south to make the
point that unjustifiably high
awards run up the cost of insurance for all policyholders.
The attorney who brought suit
alleged that such advertisements tamper with juries,
obstruct justice and prevent
fair trials.
But Judge W. Eugene Davis
of the federal district court of
Western Louisiana said that
any threat to a fiar trial posed
by the ads is outweighed by the
insurance companies' constitutional right to free speech.

"Speech is not stripped of First
Amendment protection merely
because it is made in the form
of a paid advertisement; nor
does the face that it reflects the
advertiser's commercial and
financial interest deny it constitutional protection," he
wrote.
Judge Davis, it seems to us,
is 100 percent right.
Astronomically high awards
are bound to have an effect on
insurance rates, and there is no
sound reason why the insurance industry should be forbidden from saying so. The attack on the ads by an attorney
who represents personal injury
plaintiffs was an attempt to
prohibit the facts - as the insurance industry sees them from being published, and it is
hard to see how Judge Davis
could have decided the case
other than the way he did.
Itichamild Timms-Dispatch

Letters To The Editor

Changes In Town
Dear Sir.
It was indeed a pleasure to read your
editorial report concerning our city
government.
The pleasure in reading it was your
reporting some of the happenings going
on in our city. Changing of minds so
often, voting one way and the next
meeting voting oppesite their first vote,
such as on the housing project on South
16th street not to mention other subjects.
One thing I have not been able to
solve in my mind was the changing of
Chestnut Street in order to build an over
pass for the students snd other
pedestrians to cross over from one part
of the campus to the other. In my
opinion there was a lot of unnecessary
work done and money spent There
could have been a steel ramp built to
each end of the over pass which
pedestrians, cyclist and wheel chair
students could have negotiated by using
a little muscle power.
My reason for making such a
statement is due to the fact that I have
visited in the state of Washington at
Seattle and in visiting with friends and
relatives I had to travel on interstate
highway five and near the campus of
the University of Washington (approximately 40 thousand students)
there are two such overpasses crossing
over a ten lane highway (3 driving lanes
and 2 emergency lanes, 1 emergency
lane on the outside of each 3 lanes of
traffic with a media in between north
and south bound traffic. (And the
engineers could not build a over pass
over 2 lanes of traffic without making a
short curve in the street here.)
I was living at corner of 16th and
Chestnut streets at that period of time
(1910). There were 6 roads coming
together at that point. The state built a
road beginning at 12th and Main going
west in to Lynn Grove, it was
graded and graveled and was called the
State Road.
This was the first road built by the
state and the road Mr. Elmus Beale
drove his first car into Murray over.
16th street was called Stubblefield
Lane because Nathan Stubblefield was
the only person that lived between 6
points and the state road. The road

running direct west was called Clint
Jones road, the Mayfield road run at
the same angle as of now. 16th street
was called Wallace Wells road.
Chestnut street was called Gilberts
factory road due to a tobacco factory
built at the corner North 4th street
crossing arid a Mr. Gilbert living a
short distance west of 4th street. The
6th road come into the intersection a
little south of Chestnut Street about
where the Murray State University sign
now stands. It traveled south east and
entered N. 12th near where Olive and
12th street intersect.
The building of the state road and
graveling was the beginning of excavating for Murray State's first
football stadium. After Stubblefield
lane and Gilbert's factory road were
• surveyed and constructed, gravel was
hauled from the same pit and made it a
great deal larger and also deeper. The
Stadium was built by W.P.A. funds and
employees. It was named after one of
the finest men Carlisle (Red) Cutchin
that ever put his foot on a football field,
basketball court or a baseball field. He
was a leader not a driver and he was
very highly respected by the students of
Murray High ( where he taught and
coached before going to work at the
University.
I think you have done a wonderful job
as editor of the local paper and made it
a more desirable paper than it was
before taking it over. I hope your health
will enable you to continue reporting
the news of our state, county governments in the future for to the elderly I
am sure they get most of their. news
from the news media.
Thanking you for taking time to read
this letter and if you want to print it in
your editorials, I am sure that a lot of
old timers would like to think back to
this period of time and newcomers
would enjoy knowing of the improvements that been made since the
period I have mentioned of.
Thanking you for taking time to read
this and if you desire for publishing it.
Respectfully submitted,
Wildie H. Ellis
719 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

Supports Commentary '
Dear Editor:
I read with much interest and enthusiasm the recent editorials concerning city government and responses
generated as a result of these
editorials. I have heard numerous
favorable comments expressed that
finally ow newspaper was willing to
express an opinion.
It matters not whether I agree or
disagree with your editorial opinions,
but it is extremely important for a
corrununity the size of Murray to have a
forum that serves to give the public an
unbiased objective viewpoint of events
that shape our community history.
Hopefully. our public officials,
knowing that they are under the watchful eye of a press corps that will "tell
it like it is," will tend to dissect issues
as to their impact on the community
thereby creating a more objective
public policy-making process that will
benefit the entire community.
I believe this function needs to be
performed and the Ledger and Times is
In a position that provides the ideal
setting for this performance
I do believe that these editorials are
the first in my recent memory that

attempt to say something besides expressing your support for one fund
raising drive or another. I hope to
continue to see your editorial staff
serve this vital community function by
giving your readers "the whole story."
I can only applaud your initial efforts
and encourage your staff to continue in
the endeavor.
Respectfully,
David Graham
Box 390, Murray
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number !mist be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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The three banks in Murray and
Calloway County—Dees Bank of Hazel,
Bank of Murray, and Peoples Bank—
will begin closing each Saturday. Their
hours will be 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, and 9 a.m. to 6 p m.,
•
Friday.
Deaths reported include Guy Oliver
Wimberly, Mrs. Vera Lamb, 69, and
Everett N. Perry.
Murray City School teachers
received instruction Aug. 20 and 21 on
the use of educational television in the
classrooms. William McNeill of the
Kentucky Authority for Educational
Television gave the instruction.
Robert Singleton of Calloway County
has been named as director of the Cadet
Band of Lone Oak High School.
Births reported include a girl, Teresa
Gail, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham
on Aug. 19, and a boy, James Clifton, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Junior Pittman on
Aug. 19,
Max Russell, president of the Student
Organization, Murray State University,
will attend a creative seminar between
student leaders and state government
officials Aug. 22 to 24 at Frankfort.

20 Years Ago

IlEARTLiN
Heartllne is a service for senior,.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I would appreciate
your help in straightening out a
problem that has been baffling me for
the past three years.
In 1972, at the age of 62, I started to
collect Social Security benefits on my
own earnings. My husband retired in
1976 at the age of 68. I was told that I
was entitled to half of my husband's
benefits if it was more than I was
receiving from my own. My husband
collects $454.50 a month and I am only
getting $188.10. I have gone to the Social
Security office four times and have
called several times also and each time
I was told something different. The last
time I was told that indeed I was entitled to half of my husband's Social
Security payments and that I would-be
hearing from them and would be
reimbursed for the money due me.
As of today, I have not heard

Bible Thought
He that taketh warning shall delher
his soul. — Ezekiel 33:5.
Danger signals are erected for ,ur
safety. God's word issues warnings f,r
our eternal welfare. The wise man
gives heed to them.

Funny,
Funny World
Burnaby, B. C. — A Ping-Pong ball
has claimed the life of a 23-year-old
man, police in this Vancouver suburg
said Tuesday. Adolph Daxboeck was
taking part in a contest to see how far a
Ping-Pong ball could be blown when he
inhaled by mistake and the ball lodged
in his throat, choking him, police said.
(Vancouver Sun)
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anything, even though I have called
several times this year. My question is,
am I entitled to half of my husband's
benefits, or am I being penalized for
collecting on my own earnings at age
62? — A.F.
Because you started drawing your
own benefits at age 62, you are being
penalized on your wife's benefits just as
you were on your own benefit. You are
entitled to approximately 374'2 percent
of your husband's benefits, which could
be either higher or lower depending on
your exact ageitt the time you started
drawing your own benefit.
Also, since your husband worked past
the age of 65, he is receiving delayed
retirement credits, which you are not
entitled to as a wife but will receive if
you are widowed. The amount of his
delayed retirement credit would be
about 3 percent of his benefit.
For the answers to this and other
Social Security questions you may
have, we have available Heartline's
Guide to Social Security. It can be
ordered by sending $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P.O. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
HEARTLINE: Could you tell me how
to go about getting proof of my age? I
need a birth certificate for my job and
will later need proof of age for Social
Security. My mother misplaced the
original. — I.H.
To obtain a copy of your birth certificate, you should write to the county
courthouse in the county seat of the

county in which you were born.
For Social Security purposes, there
are other documents which will suffice
if a birth certificate cannot be
produced. They are: birth or baptismal
records filed within five years of the
individual's date of birth; school
records; census records; Bible or other
family records; religious record of
confirmation in youth or early adult
life; insurance policies; marriage
record; employment records; labor
union records; fraternal organization
records; military records; voting
records; delayed birth certificate;
birth certificate of child showing age of
parents; physician's or midwife's
record of birth; your passport. For a
person born in a foreign country, there
should be available records of his entry
into the U.S. and, perhaps, a
naturalization record.
.ARTLINE: I am 68 years old and
FE,E
have been receiving Social Security
widow's benefits since age 60. I have
coverage on my own work record,
witch is less than the benefit I would
receive on my husband's record. My
question is, can I receive any portion of
the benefits I have built up on my work
record and Still receive the widow's
benefit? — H.J.
No, under present law, you are only
entitled to receive the highest Social
security benefit to which you are
eligible. You cannot draw anything
from a benefit that is lower than the
benefit you are now receiving.
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Scarcely had the Paris Roaders hit the high gravel banks
before the toxic fever was "ketchen." On the east side, the Old
Concord Road from Daniel McKeel's to Cherry Corner broke out in
a rash with the same recovery recipe of men; mules and money.
Not to be outdone, another east side plague broke out with a big
whoop "On to the Bluff' crusade, outperforming the early birds
for a three day event set for Nov. 5, 6, 7. The rowdy Bluff challenge stirred Newburg louder than ever did a steamboat whistle
as the Hensleeites came bulling out of the woods and river weeds
claiming a share of the glare of the new-born country-road mania.
So did Kirksey, ruffled by the original Wadesboro routing north.
not to mention the Paris Roaders, Cherry Pickers, Bluffers and
Newburg Bull Rushers, proclaim to work their hearts out to overtake the front runners in the mule race to build a gravel road from
Kirksey to the county seat.
The little weekly Ledger groaned under the load with printing
commitments of Men, Mules, Money-the original Calloway County
3M organization. Consequently, there was little newspaper space
left for cherry tree elopments and hog killing news.
Town merchants flinched under the money grab from every
section of the county, paying $6 tribute to get on each of the
Road Calls of Honor, resulting in a sort of delirious bilious complaint making the rounds in the shake down. The good roads movement pushed the pesky country town editor on a down hill slide
with the wind "agin" him. However, all was okay with 0. J. for he
was highly pleased to rid the memories of hide-bound Democrats
who were wont to forget he ran "On the ticket with O'Rear," the
losing Republican candidate for governor.
In a second call as fervant as the original, the editor went
whole-hog for a repeat performance on the Wadesboro Road to
,apj
,
complete the job, requesting a duplication of each man's work,
and
flowers
"wall
all
demanding
effort,
first
mules or money in the
bank sitters to steer clear for there was no place for the loud mouths
who don't know how to work." The second charmed as well as the
first for the entire cast playing in the original Calloway County Road
Show was plagued by the thoughts of other sections stealing their
first glory. Within a brief period of three weeks, literally t;,ousands
of Calloway citizens cheerfully participated in a magnificent selfseeking undertaking never before seen nor matched in this county.
through
Nearby counties picked up. the Calloway trail and carried
graveling
county
the
of
leg
Wadesboro-'Murray
similar projects. The
effect a
project really had been inspired through earlier efforts to
was
leg
Galloway's
Paducah.
to
Murray
direct gravel road from
completed on schedule.

To Be Continued

Howard Koenen, a member of the
International Service Committee of the
Murray Rotary Club, spoke on the
theme of "International Service" at the
meeting of the club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. He also reviewed
the Rotary published book, Seven Paths
To Peace.
The Rev. Layne Shanklin will be
speaker at the opening day exercises on
Aug. 24 at Alrno High School, according
to Bill Miller, school principal.
Miss Suzanne Curd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. G,t Curd of Hazel, will
represent the Hazel Grain and Milling
Company in the queen contest at
Jackson Purchase Fair. She is a senior
at Hazel High School.
Miss Sondra Lynn Kyle, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Verne 0. Kyle of Murray,
was married to William Robert Henry,
son of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Henry of
Normundy, Mo., on Aug. 8 at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
The Rev. G. M. Peery will speak
Sunday at the First Christian Church.
"Teenagers From Outer Space" and
"Lone Texan" starring Willard Parker
are showing at the Varsity Theatre.

30 Years Ago
A temperature of 61 degrees early
this morning here was the lowest dip
that the thermometer took in the past 24
hours. At 11 a.m. today the reading was
70 degrees.
George Hart, vice president of the
Bank of Murray and president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association, addressed a meeting of Group 7 of the
Kentucky Bankers Association held at
Pikeville.
"Installation of neon signs in Murray
seems to be on the increase. Gives us a
citified atmosphere," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
A Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce meeting will be held at the
American Legion Hall over Rudy's
Restaurant on Aug. 24, according to Bill
Shelton, organizational secretary.
"Henry The 'Rainmaker" starring
Raymond Walburn, Walter Callett,
William Tracy, and Mary Stuart is
showing at the Capitol Theatre.
Beef roast is listed at selling for 39
cents per pound in the ad for Kroger.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 22, the
234th day of 1979. There are 131 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1910, Korea was formally annexed by Japan.
On this date:
In 1485, King Richard III of England
was killed at the Battle of Bosworth,
ending the War of the Roses.
In 1654, the first Jewish emigrant to
America, Jacob I3arsimson, landed in
New Amsterdam.
In 1776, during the Revolutionary
War, British General William Howe
landed 10,000 soldiers on New York's
Long Island.
In 1846, the annexation of New
Mexico as U.S. territory was announced at Santa Fe.
In 1941, German forces reached the
outskirts of the Soviet city of Leningrad
in World War H.
In 1968, Pope Paul VI arrived in
Bogota, Colombia, beginning the first
papal visit to Latin America.
Ten years ago: Some 5,000 anti-Soviet
demonstrators clashed with police in
Czechoslovakia's second largest city,
Brno, and two persons were reported
killed.
Five years ago: Panama and Cuba
re-established diplomatic relations,
ending a 12-year estrangement.
One year ago: United Airlines asked
the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board to
approve routes that would link eight
American cities with cities on the China
.a•
mainland.
Today's birthdays: U.S. Labor
Secretary Ray Marshall is 51 years old.
French fashion designer Marc Bohan is
53. Actress Valerie Harper is 39.
Thought for today • A man admires a
woman not for what she says, but for
what she listens to -- George Jean
Nathan, American writer and critic,
1882-1958
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Ten More New York Banks Hit
.By Armed Robbers Tuesday
the city's Financial District.
They took two hostages, a
Brink's security guard and a
restaurant employee, who
later were released unharmed.
Brink's offered a $100,000
reward.
Tuesday's bank robbery
total was three short of the
city record for robberies in
one day — 13, set July 27.
Authorities say there have
been 575 bank robberies in
New York so far this year.
"There is a sense on the
street that it's open season on
banks. We have to turn that
around," said Police Commissioner Robert McGuice,
who promised to commit "a
substantial amount of our
:esources" to the burgeoning

NEW YORK 1AP — Ten
more New York banks have
been hit by armed robbers,
and gunmen pulled off a $2
million heist while police were
declaring war against the
daring daylight raids with the
formation of a 30-man shotgun
squad.
Within four hours Tuesday,
robbers attempted to hold up
10 banks in Manhattan, the
.Bronx and Queens, raising to
120 the number of bank jobs in
the city since Aug. 1. The old
August record was 84 in 1977.
In another holdup, three
skimask hooded gunmen using
a fish delivery truck scooped
up money bags being loaded
into a Brink's armored truck
at the Chase Manhattan
Bank's main headquarters in

bank robbery problem.
A
Police Department
spokesman said a special
shotgun squad probably would
be on the streets in about two
weeks. Meanwhile,"the entire
detective division has been put
on the alert," he said.
McGuire said the "apprehension" squad would
consist of shotgun-armed
detectives riding in unmarked
vans. They would anticipate
likely targets in hopes of
stopping
in
robberies
progress.
A 23-year-old teller at a
European American Bank
was killed Monday in a
holdup, and the bank Tuesday
offered a $25,000 reward for
information , leading to an
arrest.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
Gardner Ford
Tractor _
Is Your Full Ford Tractor
Sales-Service-Parts

Storg

Storey's
FC:300

Bel Ai Center
Limn Rights

Storey's Maws.. A Super Way 7-4

Appalachian Council

Service Special

Should Approve

For The Month

Free

Recommendations

Pick-ap and %livery
With Meter Overhaul
he Oar Shop
Good thru Aug 31

4149,4

We are now your
Sachs MOPED Dealer

Gardner Ford Tractor
Mayfield

247-7408

Hwy. 45 N.

A police officer shot Friday
while chasing a. bank robber
was buried Tuesday. Two
other officers have been
wounded this month.
Two men . were arrested in
attempted robberies Tuesday .
There were no injuries
reported in any of the holdups.
Authorities blame the
robbery
bank
soaring
statistics on a variety of
factors, including excess
publicity, inflation and what
McGuire labeled "cafeteriastyle" banking — no bars in
front of bank tellers and often
no armed guard in the bank.
John Robert James of the
Risk Insurance Management
Society said banks are not
insured against small robberies, so most try to
minimize their losses.
"You're not looking to pay
out a large amount and at the
same time, you're not looking
to jeopardize your employees
or customers," he said. "You
want to get them robbers) in
and out with a minimum of
trouble.Bank robberies have been
on the upswing nationally, and
the FBI projects a 13 percent
increase this year. But in New
York City bank robberies
were up 27.3 percent in the
first seven months of the year.

FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
The Appalachian Development Council is expected to
approve legislative recommendations at a meeting in
Berea next Monday and
Tuesda.
The recommendations will
be presented to the Governor's
Economic Development
Commission for possible inclusion ' in a legislative
package for the 1980 General-Assembly.
Democratic gubernatorial
nominee John Y. Brown will
address the Council Tuesday.
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A Junior Now,
Robbins Earns
Starting Spot
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times
Sports Editor
It was hardly a situation
that Kris Robbins enjoyed last
season, but he could do little
about it.
Here was David Thomas,
Murray State's 6-1, 228-pound
bullish tight end from
Covington, Tenn., who caught
everything in sight and
bounced up from the most
crunching
of
tackles.
Meanwhile, Robbins was
spending most of his time on
the bench.
A junior on the current
Murray State football team,
Robbins admits the situation
was most humbling for him,
particularly since he had
started six games as a freshman after aninjury to Larry
Foxwell.
"I guess I wasn't ready to sit
Orr- the bench. I didn't know
how to react to the situation,"
he said before a Racer
practice session yesterday.
Now, though, Thomas has
graduated, and Robbins
currently sits atop the depth
chart at tight end.
Physically, Murray should
lose little or nothing at the
position. Robbins is an imposing 6-2, 220-pound figure,
and Murray State coach Mike
Gottfried says Robbins is as
rugged as Thomas.
"Kris is David's equal at the
position," says Gottfried. "He
can do everything we want out
of a tight end — block well,
catch passes, even run the

Trial By Knight
Indiana Coach Will Be Absent
When Court Begins Today

ball."
As a student at Southport
High School Indianapolis,
Ind., Robbins starred in both
basketball and football. And
he was coached in the latter by
his father, Charles Bobbins.
"I guarded Steve Risley ( now
a starter at Indiana University) during my senior year in
basektball. Man, he ate me
alive," Robbins says.

With David Thomas (above) gone, the Murray State tight end chores will be handled by
junior Kris Robbins.

Kris Robbins
Even without that experience, he feels football has
always his true calling. "I've
been playing since I was eight
years old. I just like the feel of
the game." As a student,
Robbins is no slouch either. He
carries a 3.54 grade point
average while majoring in
mathematics.
Now Robbins must try to
equal or surpass the performances of Thomas, who led
the Racers in receiving for

Ledger & Times

three straight seasons. As a was what made him so steady
"1 really got down for a
sophomore, Thomas caught 17 — he was the most consistent while. Coach Gottfried expasses for 219 yards and three player on the team last year." plained to me that he needed a
touchdowns and improved
When Gottfried and his staff good backup to David, but I
each of last two years — 29 assumed the command at was sort of depressed that I
catches for 407 yards in 1977 Murray last year, they so probably wouldn't be playing
respected Robbins' athletic much," Robbins said. He did
and 35 for 471 yards in '78.
"I learned a lot from Dave, skills that he was moved to see some playing time, cateven if I was competing defense in spring practice.
ching four passes for 42 yards,
"I really- thank coach and was in on some specialty
against him. He has such a
great pair of hands, he could Gottfried for moving me there team action.
catch anything within his for a while," said Robbins."It
reach." But the two players' showed me that he was trying
This season, in addition to
mental approaches to the to find a place for me."
his tight end duties, he will
game are far from the same,
"We hated to have Kris sit handle the snaps for punts.
Robbins admits.
on the bench, because we felt "We could have, and maybe
While Thomas was relaxed, like he could help us should have, given him more
almost aloof, during a game, somewhere else," says playing time last year at
Robbins says "he likes to get Gottfried. When the squad another position," Gottfried
up and get it. I really get reported for practice in the said. "But now we've got a
excited about it," he says. fall of '78, though, Robbins solid player at tight end for the
But I think Dave's attitude was moved back to tight end.
next two years."

By the Associated Press
guilty and pay a nominal fine
INDIANAPOLIS — Trial in — something like $100—but
absentia "is an acceptable that's definitely out. Bobby
procedure in Puerto Rico," Knight will not plead guilty."
says the attorney for Indiana
He said Knight could also
University basketball coach have chosen to "ignore this
Bobby Knight, charged with whole thing, but that's not
assaulting a San Juan viable, either. We wouldn't
policeman.
want to do that. The fourth
Knight, the U.S. coach in alternative would be for a trial
last month's Pan American in absence of the defendant, as
Games, has decided not to long as he is represented by
attend his own trial, scheduled counsel."
to begin today, said attorney
Doninger said he talked with
Clarence Doninger.
Knight on Tuesday, and it was
Instead, Knight was to be
the Hoosier coach who made
represented by Puerto Rican
the decision "with advice by
counsel.
counsel."
The 38-year-old coach was
involved in a fracas with a
Doninger said he could not
policeman who intervened discuss the merits of the case,
during an argument over who but he acknowledged it might
had the right to a basketball pose difficulties in the
court during a practice presentation of the defense
session. Knight filed a without Knight there.
counter-charge against the
"I don't know what would
policeman, but that was happen. We're just hoping for
the best, hoping he would be
dismissed. •
If convicted, Knight could found not guilty. We discussed
draw six months in jail and a
8500 fine.
There had been much
speculation whether Knight
would show up for the trial,
and Doninger said the Indiana
coach had considered four
alternatives.
By the Associated Press
The first was to stand trial
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.
and, bring witnesses on his — Jockey Steve Cauthen, who
behalf, Doninger said.
left the United States this year
"But there was a cost factor to be a contract rider in
involved, with witnesses all England, will return to this
over the country. ft would be country on Sept. 4, the opening
very'expensive to have them night of the third thoroughthere," he said.
meeting
bred
at
the
Doninger said Knight also Meadowlands.
ruled
out
two
other
The 19-year-old native of
possibilities, that he "plead Walton, Ky., native, who rode

do
141

many things, but it's just best
that I don't comment any
further."
Doninger said he did not
anticipate any attempt to
postpone the trial. "We want
to get it over with."
Knight has been on vacation
in Colorado and California the
past four weeks and has been
unavailable for comment on
the case.
The charges were brought
by San Juan policeman Jose
de Silva, who skirmished with
Knight during the argument.
Knight was arrested, handcuffed and jailed briefly
before being released.
It was the second time in a
week that Knight was the
center of controversy at the
games. He was ejected in the
opening game against the
Virgin Islands after protesting
a referee's call. A day later,
he was called on the carpet by
Pan Am officials and
apologized.
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Ky. Native Cauthen
To Return To U.S.
Affirmed to the 1978 Triple'
Crown, has been riding in
Europe for the past seven
months since hooking up with
English owner and bloodstock
buyer Robert Sangster.
Cauthen will arrive from
Londont the day before the
Meadowlands meet and will
return to England the
following day.
•

Gold Medalist Recalls Meeting
With Russian Athletes In 1960
By HAL BOCK
that they were rewarded with
Lynn Burke, age 16, quite
AP Sports Writer
a post-competition side trip by frankly was frightened.
The first team to arrive in rail to Naples.
Remember this was 1960 —
Rome for the 1960 Olympic
"We were kids, remember," just after the U-2 spy plane
Games was the American Burke, a double gold winner, incident and the shattered
swimming squad, a group of said the other day, recalling Vienna swaunit — when the
superb teen-age Neptunes who her adventure on that train. Cold War was positively
retrieved world supremacy in "We were running through the frigid.
the sport for Uncle Sam.
cars, yelling and screaming
''l thought," said Burke,
The names bring back and letting off steam. Sud- -they were going to kill me."
memories ... Lynn Burke, denly, a hand came out of one
The questioning began.
Chris von Saltza, Donna De of the compartments and
-Where do you live?" the
Varona, Carolyn Wood, Lance grabbed me."
Russians asked.
Larson, Jeff Farrell and the
It was like something right
others .. a crop of kids who out of Agatha Christie's
In a regular house, just
were so dedicated to their "Murder on the Orient like other people," the
sport that they overcame the Express." Inside the com- swimmer answered.
roadblocks we traditionally partment sat Soviet gymnast
"You lie," the Russians
place in front a our amateur Larisa Latynina, herself a snapped. "When do you go to
athletes.
winner of three gold medals at school?"
Rome. With her was an of"From 9 to 3, just like other
The American swimmers ficial of the Soviet team and a kids," she said.
did all right in those Games. translator. "Burka," they
-Impossible," said the
The women, led by von said, pronouncing the silent 'e' Russians. •'When do you
Saltza's three golds, won five on the end of Lynn's name in a train?"
of the nine events and the men way that sounded ominous.
"Before school."
took six of 10. They did so well "We want to talk to you."
"Lies. You are lying."

Burke sat in that compartment for a long time,
answering questions and
wondering how she'd like it in
Siberia. She was rescued only
when the other American kids
missed her and began going
through that train, "'compartment by compartment,
looking for her.
Larson, who's nuw a dentist,
located Lynn and excused her
from the Soviet hosts. "Was I
ever glad to see him," she
said.
The Russians meant no
harm. They simply were
trying to get some insight on
the training habits and living
conditions of the American
swimmers, wondering how
these precocious kids had
been able to produce their
peak performance at the
Rome Olympics, without
benefit of government subsidy.
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The fun started when
Houston's Jeff Leonard fouled
a ball into the stands. Right
fielder Dan Norman, who had
given chase, was slow
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caught to officially end the
game.
The setback, Houston's fifth
in the last six games,trimmed
the Astros' lead in the
National League West to
games over the second-place
Cincinnati Reds, who edged
Montreal 3-2. The Expos thus
remained two games in back
of Pittsburgh in the NI, East
as the Pirates dropped a 6-1
decision to the San Francisco
Giants.
Elsewhere, the Los Angeles
Dodgers downed the Chicago
Cubs 4-2. the Atlanta Braves
nipped the Philadelphia
Phillies 5-4 and the San Diego
Padres shaded the St. Louis
Cardinals 3-2 in 11 innings.
Reds 3, Expos 2 -- Pinchhitter Heity Cruz' infield
single drove in the winning
run in the seventh inning and
gave Tom Seaver his 10th
consecutive triumph as
Cincinnati snapped Montreal's fivegame winning
streak. Dan Driessen led off
the seventh with a single, stole
second and went to third on an
infield out before Cruz, batting
for Seaver, chopped an infield

hit on which third baseman
Larry Parrish was unable to
make a play.

Dodgers 4, Cubs 2 -- Ron
Cey's
three-run
homer
followed by a solo blast from
Dusty Baker and powerecWon
Sutton and the Dodgers ton-2
victory
that
snapped
Chicago's six-game winning
streak.
Braves 5, Philo 4 —.Gary
Matthews hit his 25th home
run of the season in the
seventh inning to break a tie
and give rookie I.arry
Bradford his first major
league victory.
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- Giants 6, Pirates 1 — Jack
Clark's tie-breaking three-run
homer highlighted a four-run
sixth inning and Dennis Littlejohn hit his first major
league homer in the ninth as
San Francisco ended a
sixgame losing streak. Giants
pitcher Bob Knepper, who
scattered six hits, including
Dave Parker's first-inning
homer, started the sixthinning rally with a single, only
San Francisco's second hit off
Bruce Kison.
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...,
returning to his position so
umpire Doug Harvey called
time but Falcone released the
next pitch anyway and
Leonard flied out to center
fielder Lee Mazzilli.
Or so it seemed. Harvey
ruled that time was out and
sent Leonard back to the
plate. Two pitches later he
singled to center.
Or so it seemed. The Mets
had no first baseman on the
field since Ed Kranepool had
gone to the clubhouse thinking
the game was over.
New York Manager Joe
Torre argued that the rules
call for all fielders other than
the catcher to be in fair
territory for a play to count.
The umpires agreed and The
Jeff Leonard Hour continued.
But first a word from
Houston Manager Bill Virdon,
who claimed that if Kranepool
was not in position the intervening pitches to Leonard
shouldn't count. Again ,the
umpires agreed, but Virdon
said he was playing the game
under protest.
Two pitches later Leonard
hit another fly ball. which left
fielder Joel Youngblood

I

ELECTRIC

Btu 14cu ft 2-door oat iyetator freezer has automatic defrost
in fresh food cdmoartment handy door shelves hiq yogi,
table crisper.

New Yorkers Prove Game Not Over After Last Out
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
In their wild and woolly,
daffy and wacky history, only
the New York Mets could
prove that a baseball game
isn't over even AFTER the
last out.
There have been some weird
happenings in the Mets' 19year history and they have
won and lost games in some
strange ways, but never
before have they had to go
through a doover to end a
ballgame. Suffice to say that
Doug Flynn drove in three
runs with a single and double
and Pete Falcone pitched a
4"z-hitter Tuesday night — all
right, it was really a fourhitter — as the Mets defeated
the Houston Astros 5-0.
Falcone's toughest chore
was recording the final out.
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Koosman Notches 16th
Triumph; Rangers Edge
East-Leading Baltimore
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
It's been a season of ups and
downs for Jerry Koosman
with the Minnesota Twins ..
but at least it's better than last
year, when it was just one big
downer with the New York
Mets.
Coming off a 3-15 year, when
just about everything went
wrong', Koosman's first
season in the American
League has been spectacular
by comparison - even with
his inconsistencies.
"I 'don't keep track of the
streaks I've had, but) I've
been good at the beginning
and at the end this season,"
said Koosman after improving
his record to 16-10 with a fivehit, 7-2 triumph over the
Boston Red Sox Tuesday
night.
The streaky Koosman
started out this year with
seven straight victories, then
lost the next six.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

"Actually, I pitched better
ball in the six straight losses,"
said Koosman, a one-time 20game winner for the MeLs of
the National League. "It just
depends on how the whole club
is going."
Tuesday night, the Twins
were doing their best for the

venerable
southpaw especially on defense, where
they pulled off four double
plays and made some superb
catches.
"I was the beneficiary of a
lot of good plays tonight,"
Koosman said. "Bombo
Rivera made a nice catch out
in left and then (John) Castino
made a couple of great plays
( at third).
Elsewhere in the AL, Texas
beat
Baltimore
2-1;
Milwaukee beat Chicago
twice, 3-2 and 9-5; Cleveland
outscored California 12-7;
New York trimmed Kansas
City 6-2; Oakland whipped
Detroit 8-1 and Seattle
defeated Toronto 8-4.
Rangers 2, Orioles 1-Steve
Corner, with eighth-inning
relief help from Jim Kern and
home runs by Buddy Bell and
Richie Zisk, pitched Texas
over Baltimore. Bell connected for his 15th homer, a
career high, in the second off
Dennis Martinez, 14-10, and
Zisk's 13th homer snapped a 11 tie in the sixth.

save
Indians 12, Angels 7 - Cliff
Johnson drove in four runs
with a homer and a single to
lead
Cleveland
over
California. Paul Reuschel,
who pitched 42-3 innings of
relief, picked up the victory as
the Indians broke a five-game
losing streak.
Yankees 6, Royals 2- Fred
Stanley's three-run homer
capped a five-run, ninthinning
rally that powered New York
past Kansas City. Stanley's
shot off loser Paul Splittorff,
12-13, followed Roy White's
two-run single that erased a 21 Kansas City lead and made a
winner out of reliever Rich
Gossage,2-2.

A's 8, Tigers 1 - Rookie
right-hander Brian Kingman
fired a three-hitter and Jeff
Newman belted a three-run
homer as Oakland crushed
Detroit.
Mariners 8, Blue Jays 4 Tom Paciorek drove in six
runs with a homer and triple
in Seattle's victory over
Brewers 3-9, White Sox 2-5- Toronto. Paciorek hit a threeBuck Martinez slammed a run shot in the fifth after
pair of RBI singles, leading Toronto first baseman Craig
Milwaukee over Chicago in Kusick bobbled Dan Meyer's
the first game of their double- two-out grounder. In the sixth,
header.
Winner
Lary Paciorek drilled a basesSorensen, 14-12, needed relief loaded triple to help make a
help in the ninth from Bill winner out of reliever John
Castro, who recorded his fifth Monatgue,6-4.

Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings

Transactions

NA TIoN AL LEAGUE
EAST
W
Pet
I.
Pittsburgh
72 12
5111
Montreal
517
U 52
Claiago
649
67 55
St Lows
520
64 56
Philadelphia
64 61
512
New York
Si 70
421

In other action, Mike Cahill
scored a stunning upset with a
6-3, 7-5 victory over secondIn other action, Jeanne
seeded Jose-Luis Clerc of DuVall
Dianne
upset
Argentina; unseeded Jay Fromholtz 2-6, 7-5, 6-2; Sue
Lapidus„ a
Princeton Barker defeated Kate Latham
University
AllAmerican, 5-7, 6-2, 6-3; Ivannan Madruga
upset Australia's Kim War- of Argentina beat Zenda Liess
wick, 6-2, 7-5; Johan Kriek of of 6-3, 6-0; Leslie Allen ousted
South Africa scored a 7-6, 6-3 Ilana Kloss of South Africa 6-2,
victory over Australia's Phil 6-3; Hana Mandlikova of
Dent; and Ivan Lindl of Czechoslovakia beat Bettina

Bunge 6-3, 7-5; and Marita
Redondo topped Linda Siegel
when Siegel retired because of
illness after losing the first set
6-1.
MASON,Ohio - Top-seeded
Roscoe Tanner beat Argentinian Lito Alvarez 6-1, 6-4 in
the first round of the $200,000
Association
Tennis
of
Professionals Championships.

worr
Houston
71 56
563
Cincinnati
169
70 57
651
Loa Angeles
58 67
464 1269
San Francisco
56 611
460 13
San Diego
54 73
425 17N
AUanta
49 77
.38I 39
Tuesday's Games
Las Angeles 4. Chicago 2
Atlanta 5, Philadelptua 4
San Francisco 6, Pittsburgh 1
New York S. Houston 0
Cincinnati 3, Montreal 2
San Diego 3, St Louts 2, 11 innings
Wednesday's Games
San Franctsco tY/hitson 64) at Pittsburgh fBibby II-3
Houston I Richard 12-111 at New 'York
Kobel 94s
Lin Angeles (Hough 3-4s at Chicago
(Krukow 9-11,
Atlanta ISolomon 4-10) at Philadelphia
(Chnsternon 4-7s, n
Montreal Rogers 11-71 at Cincinnati
(laCoss 13-5s. n
San Diego (Owciunko 4-7) at SILows
Fulgham 5-41, n
Thisaday's Games
No garnes scheduled

ISASKETZALL
NaMmal Basketball AsmirlalSoa
INDIANA PACERS-Released Steve
Green, forward
FOOTBALL
Natioaal Football Leagoe
ATLANTA FALCONS-Cut Scott
Hunter, quarterback, Spike Jones, punter, Brent Adams, offensive tackle.
George Franklin, running back; Ernie
Jackson and Charles Johnson, cornerbacks. Jim Bailey, defensive end;
Keith Miller linebacker, Bill Lew,center,
and Jimmy Bryant, wide receiver.
BALTIMORE COLTS-Acquired Bucky
Dins, punter from the Denver Broncos for
an undisclosed draft cikece Cut Dave
Rowe. defensive tackle, Marshall Johnson. side receiver-kick returner. Jack
Shrawder. defensive end, Nate Jackson,
fullback, and Lee Gross, center
BUFFAW BILLS-Cut Craig Hertwig,
offensive tackle; Marvin Switzer,
defensive back; Jay Sherrill, putterplacekicker
CHICAGO BEARS-Waived Chris
Devlin and John Sullivan, linebackers;
Jeff Sevy. offensive guard; Dave Becker
and Joe Raise, defensive backs. Ron
Hams and Jerome Heavens, ninning
backs, Ron Robinson, wide receiver,
Willie Washington, defensive tackle, and
Bob Wright. offensive tackle.
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Cut Pete
Pullers, offensive guard; Gary Parris and
Anthony King, tight ends; Woody
Thornpson and Dino Hall, running backs;
Mike 'flag wad and Ken Smith, wide
receivers. Carl McGee, linebacker; Jim
Ramey. defensive end, and Tom London,
defensive back
DALLAS COWBOYS-Placed Charlie
Waters, safety, on the injured-reserve list.
Waived Doug Dennison, running back;
Mark Washington, cornerback; Gary
Cobb. linebacker, Duane Carrell, punter;
Chris DeFrance, wide receiver, and Raq:sh
DeLoach, defensive lineman.
DENVER BRONCOS-Waived Steve
Schindler, offensive guard; Jeff McIntyre,
linebacker; Wylie Turner, defensive back;
Frank Smith and Dave Hubbard, offensive
tackles. Charlie Taylor, wide receiver;
Rich Tuten, defensive tackle, and Zachary
Dixon, running back.
DETROIT LIONS-Waived Donnie
Hickman, offensive lineman, and Nat
Terry arid Mike Burns, defensive backs.
Placed John Mohring, linebacker, on the
injtred reserve list.
HOUSTON OILERS-Cut Jim Mol and
Matt Bisnett, defensive linemen; Richard
Ellender, wide receiver; Mike Taylor and
Randall Young, offensive linemen; Norris
Banks, running back; John Paplham, tight
end, and Bruce Bell, cornerback Placed
Franklin King, defensive lineman, on the
injured reserve list.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS-Traded Tim
Gray, safety, to the San Francisco Oen
for an undisclosed draft choice. Waived
Zenon Andrusyshyn, punter

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L
W
Pet. GP
Baltimore
60 43
660
Boston
75 48
5
610
Milwaukee
76 51
6
698
New York
"95
563 12
Detroit
65 60
520 16
Cleveland
62 63
4% 19
Toronto
39 80
312 42
WEST
California
70 56
.566
Minnesota
M 58
.432
Kansas City
64 61
.512
74213
62 64
8
492
Chicago
55 71
437 15
Seattle
53 73
421 17
Oakland
40 86
317 30
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland (Spinner 7-3) at California
(Ryan 13-4s
Detroit
Wilcox 104) at Oakland
(McCatty 8-7)
Chicago (Baumgarten 11-7) at MBWaukee (Haas 8-7), n
Boston (Stanley 114) at Minnesota
(Gott: ii-6), n
New York (Beattie
) at Kansas City
(Gura 6-9), n
Torm.to sStieb 5-31 at Seattle ( HoneyCutt 8-9), n
Only games scheduled

6-4, 6-4; and Bernie Mitton of
South Africa beat Australian
Chris Kachel 6-2, 7-6.

Gilliam Beating

Study On Munson
Crash Underway

May Involve Drugs

By the Associated Press
BALTIMORE - City police
said they were investigating
the possibility that the beating
Monday of former NFL
In other matches, Ilie quarterback Joe Gilliam was
Nastase beat Jose Damiani of drug-related.
Police spokesman Dennis
Uraguay 6-3,6-1; Jaime Fillol
of Chile defeated Victor Hill said that police are inAmaya 4-6, 6-2, 6-2; Brian vestigating a "very strong
Teacher ousted South African possibility" the beating was
David Schneider 6-4, 6-3; Tom drugrelated. Gilliam has a
Okker beat Fred McNair 1-6, history of drug abuse.

By the Associated Press
AKRON, Ohio - Federal
investigators ruled out
mechanical failure in the Aug.
2 airplane crash that killed
New York Yankees captain
Thurman Munson, and have
no proof of pilot error, an air
safety inspector said.

Rookie running backs Ottis
Anderson and Theotis Brown
should bolster Coach Bud
Wilkinson's ground game.
The Redskins were a
revolving door in the offseason as Coach Jack Pardge
decimated "The Over-thg
Hill' gang except for defensive
lineman Diron Talbert.
"They just couldn't do the
things they used to do," says
Pardee in disposing of
quarterback Billy Kilmer,
safety Jake Scott, linebacker •
Chris Hanburger, defensive
end Ron McDole, defensive
tackle Bill Brundige and
others.
The Giants had their share
of tragedy in the off-season
when defensive end Troy
Archer was killed in an
automobile accident.

Lopez More Dominant Figure
Than Zaharias, Admits Suggs
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PINEHUBST, N.C.- Even
the fabled Babe .Zaharias
failed to dominate women's
golf to the extent that Nancy
Lopez now rules the game,
said Louise Suggs, the latest
member of the World Golf
Hall of Fame.
Suggs, along with turn-ofthe-century player Walter J.
Travis, were inducted into the
Hall of Fame in ceremonies
Tuesday night.
"Babe didn't win all that
many tournaments," said
Louise, a contemporary of the
famed Zaharias.
"Of course, there weren't
that many tournaments to be
won at the time. But I don't
think she beat me but once.
She didn't put an umbrella
over the tour the way Nancy is
doing.
"Of course, I'm glad to see
the exposure, the television

coverage, the women's game
is getting because of Nancy.
"But, in a way, I'm sorry to
see it, too. It puts so much
pressure on her. And it puts
pressure on the other girls,
too. And there are a lot of good
women players out there.
"In a way it's like with Babe
and me. She was so flambouyant, she put pressure on
me. She was all fire and fall
back and flail at it and grunt.
But she was spectacular.
"I wouldn't jump up on that
table there and do a hula, but
if she had to do it to gain attention,she would.
'I don't think I ever got the
recognition
deserved
I
because of her.
"Course, I never had any
trouble with Babe. She just
spoke her mind and I'd speak
mine, and we'd go our own
way. I didn't want to mess
with her because I didn't want
to have to contend with

George," professional
wrestler George Zaharias,
Babe's husband.
Suggs, a native of Atlanta,
was only the seventh woman
player selected to.
the Hall.
She and Travis, who died in
1927, brought to 37 the number
of members. Travis was
named to the Pre-Modern Era
section by a blue-ribbon
committee. Suggs was the
only nominee this year to be
named on the necessary 75
percent of the ballots cast by
the Golf Writers Association of
America.
She had a spectacular
amateur record before turning pro in 1949.
In one 12-month period
beginning in 1948 she held the
U.S. and British women's
amateur titles, the Western
Open and Amateur, the NorthSouth Amateur, the Southern
Amateur and the TitleHolders.
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One Week Only

At FABRIC SHOP

Give the best!

Mineral Wells Ave.
Paris, Tenn.
UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS ON TOP KNOWN BRANDS, FIRST
QUALITY FALL & WINTER FABRICS-These are not last
years hold,-overs. These are all the pick of the lines for
1979-80 fail & winter.

moderate Pricei

•Fenton fine handmade glass
•L.E. Smith Glass
•The temple bell Wind Chimes •Whitehall Glassware
40 Silk Flowers- Dry Flowers
•Silk & Dry arrangements
•Pictures & Plaques(galore)
•Fresh cut arrangements
*Best selection Green Plants
•Beautiful Fireside Baskets
& Dish Gardens in this area
•Beautiful Ceramic Cannisters
•Statuary•Figurines
•Decorator Fans & Brooms
•Wood items•Candles•Spice ropes•Scenic Clocks•Wicker
•Bud Vases•Ceramics•Birthday Dolls•Baskets•Brass
•Place mats with matching napkins•Napkin Rings•Door decorations for fall•Experienced Designers
RECEPTION
FUNERAL
We Wire Flowers
WEDDINGS
SERVICE
DESIGNS
Anywhere
We Appreciate Our Murray & Calloway Co. Customers!
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VIP All Cotton 45 In.
298
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Bentronic-Monarch
Shirley Fabrics-Milliken
60 In. Wide

Polyester-wool blends-Plaids•Tweeds• Herringbones. Matching heathers & solids.

7.98 yd. values
our regular 6.88 yd.

#

198

Reg. 2.98 Yd.

. WOOLENS

Now Open
Friday Nights til 9P.M.

CHALLIS PRINTS

POLYESTER SUEDE

-'111W

Jim Adams & Tommye Clayton
Owners
- FREE PARKING Regular Shop Hours:
8 A.M. til 5 P.M.

VIP Polyester-Rayon -45 In.

Attantex-Bentronic
60 In. Wide Washable

Beautiful dork & dusty shades.
Reg. 5.98 yd.
-

•

Jim Adams Shopping Center
1027 Mineral Wells Avenue
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Phone 9O1)642-2262

possession laws. Vermeil is
hoping for young Cleveland
Franklin, third-year vet Larry
Barnes or Billy Campbell to
come through.
St. Louis was shocked by the
death of tight end J.V. Cain in
training camp and the Cardinals have dedicated the
season to him.

PRE-SEASON FABRIC SALE

•New Ownership•New Location
• Newly expanded huge Gift Dept.
•Newly remodeled Modern Shop

Pa414

What team can put a fiveyear veteran like Randy
Hughes at strong safety for
Waters? Or trot out a 14-year
vet like Preston Pearson for
Dorsett?

Jim Adams PARIS
Shopping FLORIST
Center

Gifts ofDistinction!

Quaiity at

One in a series
NFL East

What team can lose Ed (Too
Tall) Jones and Jethro Pugh
to retirement and still have
athletes like Larry Cole, Dave
Stalls and Larry Bethea to
count on?
If there is an heir apparent
in the NFC East, it could be
the young Philadelphia
Eagles, who made the playoffs
as a wild card teani last year,
losing to the Atlanta Falcons.
But Eagle Coach Dick
Vermeil figures Philadelphia
is still three or four years
away from the Super Bowl.
The Eagle rise comes as
Washington washes out its
"Over-The-Hill" gang, Bud
Wilkinson tries to rebuild at
St. Louis, and Ray Perkins
takes over a struggling New
York Giant team.
The Eagles still don't have
the offense to match the
Cowboys, who were No.1 in the
NFL last year with quarterback Roger Staubach
leading the league in touchdown passes.
Fullback Mike Hogan and
reserve running back Jim
Betterson were lost in the
offseason to the Eagles when
they were charged with
violations
of
cocaine

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

pew/ 9eolut
When you care enough Co Give

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS - There is a swing
of power in the National
Conference Eastern Division,
but it's not at the top where the
Dallas Cowboys' title flag
remains firmly implanted,
Charlie Waters may be out
for the regular season with a
knee injury and Tony Dorsett
may be hobbling around on a
broken toe but Coach Tom
Landry somehow prevails.
"Torn likes it when the going
gets gritty," says a front office worker."He really has his
game face on now."
The Cowboys, who have
made the playoffs 12 out of the
last 13 years good for five
tickets to the Super Bowl, are
deep enough for two National
Football League teams.

Natalia% Lambe
PHILADELPHIA PHILIJES Placed
Dick Ruttlyen. pusher. on the 21-day
disabled list Recalled [Oct Soles, pitcher,
from Reading 4 the Eastern League

Cahill Upsets No.2Jose-Luis Clerc
Czechoslovakia edged Rick
Fagel,6-4,7-6.
MAHWAH,
N.J.
Defending champion Virginia
Wade was upset by Ann
Kiyomura 6-2, 6-4, while
veteran Billie Jean King
defeated Sylvia Hanika of
West Germany 6-2, 2-6, 6-2 in
first-round matches at the
$75,000 Women's Tennis Cup.

Dallas, Even With Injuries, Should
Remain The Team To Beat In NFC East

nAsEBALL
Assertesa Leagise
SEATTLE
MARINERS- Optioned
Charke 'Stamm. infielder, to Spokane of
the Pacific Coss League Activated Shane
Rowley. pitcher

Etc.

By the Associated Press
BROOKLINE, Mass. Thomas
Smid
of
Czechoslovakia
eliminated
Australia's Paul McNamee 64, 7-6, to move into the third
round of the 52nd annual
$175,000 U.S. Pro Tennis
Championships.

Cowboy Power

Perma Press
Reg. 2.98 Yd.

1

98

A Yd.
- ONE LARGE GROUP
SPRING-SUMMER
Only

CLEARANCE FABRICS
'Polyester Knits
k

98
Only

FAVORITES PRINTS

Yd.

8.98-9.98 yd. values 598
our reg. 7.98 yd.
Yd.
Only
,

*Polyester Gabardines
'Poly-Cotton Knits
'Poly-Cotton Woven
Prints
Reg. 2.98-3.98 Yd. Only

7t

yd.
.

4
•0'
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Loch of these advertised items is required to be readily _voilable for sole
in each Kroger store except as spec ificolly noted in this ad If we do run
Out of on advertised itern we will offer you your choice Jf a comparable
item when available reflecting the some sowings or u oincheck which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWAY..•

TER

Prices effective thru Aug 28th
Quanity right reserved
Copyright 1979
The Kroger Co

A

/
C

•
•
•
•

CHUCK
ROAST

PICNICS
CENTER
CUT

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Sale
Fore Quarters
w $994
$ 29 CUBED
Hindquarters
% 1 STEAK
Sides
$1°9 $259
FAMILY

PAK

U

kok%
.

U S GOVT. GRADED CHOKE BEEF/

PORK
ROAST

CHUCK
STEAK

$118

esININIERW LB

r\-

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

S GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEE

lb

Cut and wrapped free for your freezer. Please allow 3-5 days
for processing.

lb. 139W
CATER
ADDED

IB

111

69`

UMMINEgr

GLENDALE OLD FASHION

BONELESS

WHOLE

FLAT BRISKETS

BONELESS HAM

$179

$199

le

WATER
ADDED

LB

fl

10°1

C
4.,`••
,t
0s 4

Fresh Quarter-Sliced
A

PORK
LOIN
18

resh Frozen

Fresh

BAKING
HENS

Country Style king Cotton

GROUND
BEEF
28

SLICED
BACON

39

4

lb

Turkey Drumsticks

Le

% Catfish Steaks

394

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

TENDER BEEF

Short Ribs
51,10
Beef Liver
8111A HYDRATED SOYA PROIFIm

Fort FOR e

•1,sghly coeiSt tbes ppcbed 6111,1 KID WI 11•01•111 L °MOWN.,I
•Il oolote directly to Kier. howl toloobt• lost Cost Fittott,et
•Accototoly lob•Ilottiptac.•$ •Op•o &Otte to. osso,•O

Nil

Kroger's Pro

SWEET CORN

II

894

o

1 29

Pork Steaks

Frfla••••$1

Le

POTATOES

,5„968

77c

le

MIS

NIF AVERS lAIAPINO OR

Pimento Spread

DI
TUS

794

FRESH PORN

Williams Sausage

e

$1V 39

WAFER SLICED COUNTRY ClUll

Lunch Meat

301
PIG

A94

115 0 A GRACIE A HOLLY FARMS

Fresh Catfish

294
IS 494

Fryer Backs

FILETS

le

TIMMS

$259

Turkey Wings

LB

KROGH'

$ 1 49

Semi-Boneless Hams

\

'1 39
It

WHIM OR HALF A'Af

RUSSETT

VINO(1 POND RAISED

- FRESH
COD
CATFISH
FILLETS
$199
$199

le

Spare Ribs

4.

,f • 7,. . ,

1
OCIAM Fens PIRCH Olt

MEATY PORK

WISTSIOI
FANCY
CANTALOUPES

PAK

IRISHWAYII IMPOITID

NUM TINDER

YELLOW

-

,AMIL

lb.

er ogo

c
Taal

P

Meat Weiners

Le

1201
PIG

Q

ac

N"

Assorted
PICNIC AND PARTY TIME cells for good food and fun. let the Kroger Deli
prepare for your picnic. Choose cold or hot fried chicken, barbecued ribs,
roast beef, baked ham, beans, salads, deserts...the whole works, with
the work all done fc:W' you'
759-4641 t.

SHAMPOO

BAG

EXTRA FANCY

MANGOES
FLORIDA SEEDLESS

JUICE LIMES
..............„
\
4'''

RING SIZE

FANCY
HONEYDEWS

9

NORTHWEST FANCY

BARTLETT PEARS
NORTHWEST FANCY

RED NECTARINES
FRISM

FLORIDA AVOCADOS

EACH

•

2FOR s1 00
994
le

784
78

2,0,11"

OR EXTRA BODY

SILK1ENCE

WITH MUSTARD MAYONAISI tITTL4(1
AND TOMATO JUMBO

STEAK SANDWICH ONLY
CREAM HORNS

CONDITIONER

FRENCH
BREAD

3FOR $ 00

CREAM FILM

11 1
7-07.
BTL.

(VERY KIDS FAVOIITI (00811

CHOCOLATE CHIP

WHITE
GRAPES

-

p,

14

PLATE
LUNCHES

FRIED
CHICKEN
14
)r
P,

„

1 WAY
2VFGETABLES

,0
[

7

BAND AID BRAND

,SHEER OR
BNIVMD1PLASTIC

SO CT
PKG

Anti•Perspiront

mon CARRYOUT

•

FANNY PAR GOLDEN

•BAND AID

COLE
SLAW

DRY IDEA
ROLL-ON

ROLL

'I 10
OMIT

PEPPER LOAF
KANN S CCM

es99 HI•STORI MADE GARLIC

$

A

nifireoors maim

4

CLUB BOLOGNA

FRENCH BREAD

I

APPLE PIE

#

14,1Pf )14s

59
'18

LOAF

(ACM

44*/*

STRIPS
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ASSORTED COLORS

WHITE CLOUD
:
:
TISSUE

C111111111

CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

with this coupon and '10.00 purchase. excluding items prohibited by low and in addition
to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes limit One Expires Aug 28th

FRESH

v

4

t. 4
. *

Assorted Colors

WHITE CLOUD
TISSUE

CLOROX
.
Nz4

CHEF'S RIDE
CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

QUARTERS

ASSORTED

10 LB
BAG

KROGF FRESH PAK

$135 iK iiiisiIP BERRY
PRESERVES

-

PIMENTO
994 SPREAD

SQUARE $169 PAA
ICE CREAM
MARGARINE

99c
ICE MILK
66` BARS

t aiN
i

1807.
JAR

32 OZ
JAR

7 2 OZ.
TUB

1 LB.
PKG.

CTN.

FREEZER MUER

KROGER

POLISH'KYLE
PICKLES

2 GAL

COUNTRY OVEN

SAND WICH
COOKIES

99c

12(1.
PKG.

49c
99c

18.07.
PKG

)

C
,*
e.
4 4;
• G4
,
*
,
qpi

a.,
4,a
:
al 0 4
4 es
• A'
..t.s.41
‘
'Avi
bs,
t,,
1„1 7

Kroger Frozen

FRIED
CHICKEN
99

-#2BUTTERMILK
axiGI „ BISCUITS
w.—
6
SC
_0

lb.1

pkg

FREEZER PLEIZER
11 C7
PAG

EDWARD S LEMON COCONUT OR

•

Chocolate Pie

—BAKERY —

—DAIRY—

—FROZEN FOODS —
2 LB
PEG

no"

79'
99"

Cottage Cheese

PEG

2401.
..TUB

3

Donuts
FREEZER MEIER
Ice Cream Sandwiches

TUBS
GAL $

29

Sesame Buns

39

LB.$1
1 99
PIG
LI $1 99
PEG.
•

act.$1 00

$02

69'

$119

2402 LOAVES

2 1,'s $1'9

French Onion Ready Dip

70' Country Style Bread

TUB O

9
AD

20 OZ $ 1 1 9
LOAVES

EACH

Mr. Coffee Filters

Bean Salad

IS' 2 OZ.
CAN

READ'S GERMAN

Potato Salad
WAS

IS

02
CAN

65'
63'

NOW

614
bp

WAS

BARTLETT

Shortening

3 LB $ 1 99
CAN

'2"
702.
PKG
75'

ASSORTED FRAGRANCES

Glade Solid
DISPOSABLE

OCT. $185
PKG.

OLD EL PASO

Taco Sauce

1 01
CAN

65'

OLD FL PASO

Taco Shells .
SOFT PUFFS

Facial Tissue
KLEENEX

Facial Tissue

SOZ. A9C
. PEG. ‘.4
2SOCT. 000
BOX I

1251cji,

g

3

Tone Soap

$179
594
67"
96"

Vienna Sausage
ARMOUR

Corned Beef
FAMILY SUE

02
BAR

494

NOttatit )

Deviled Spam
HORMEL DIM NIOORE

Beef Stew
READ'S AMERICAN

Potato Salad
REFRESHING LIPTON

Tea Bags'

15202
CAN

63'

1601.sox

249
5,

$ 01
PEG

$ 1 85

REFRISNING

Lipton Tea
LIVER & CHICKEN DRY I LIVES

WON'T SCRATCH TEFLON
2 CT.
PEG.

75'

RESISTS SMEARS

Favor Polish

12 01.
CAN

4

302.
CAN

$ 1 59

65'
434

74 02. SIAS
CAN

KROGER
DINNER

$157
59
41
sys

NOW

4

BARBEQUE
SAUCE
NOW

(kp

6P
$339
$175
69"
$129

44

WAS
PARKAT
PILLSRUPY

Lite Spread

2 LB
BOWL

1 35

69c

$ 1 39

$1 35

REFRESHING UPTON

Tea Bags

100 CT
BOX 5229
16 02 S 1 7 9
LOAF

Light& Lively
NtnnS
Prima Salsa

'602
PEG
IS

01
JAR

S 1 69

75`

$129

I OZ
PRG $1 03

LIQUID

64 01
DTI

Peanut Butter

1102
JAR

51 25

70"

SOFT N
PRETTY
NOW

1 63

PETER PAN

5165

BATHROOM TISSUE

JAR

KRAFT WRAPPED & SLICED

$219
$175

NOW

KRAFT

10 CT
\\ CANS

40 CT
BOX

Tea Bags

KRAFT SINGLES

1

99'
BISCUITS
Cheez Whiz
'2°9 $199
3
,.American SinglesueN
$1 29
'
2 9 $249
Wisk Detergent
NOW

NOW

CRAFT LOAF

KRAFT DELUXE

American Slices

WAS
REFRESHING LIPTON

Light L Lively

7'4 07
BOXES

NOW

9 Lives Cot Food '.t $2°9
Scrunge Pods

1202.
CAN

MACARONI I, CHEESE

51'

02
CAN 534

02
BAR

Dial Soap

WAS

OZ

OPEN PIT

WAS .—__NOW

69'
$.1.7
47C

ARMOUR

49

232 99

Collins Tumdlers

02 S1 89
Spray N Wash 32ITt
$1 97 NATURAL STRENGTH
Realemon Juice "Blif $1 15

202
ITt

Step Saver

WITH COCOA BUTTER
PURE MUM'CRISCO

PAIR88

Tube Socks

111111

CLEANS & SHINES

Gloss N Toss

NOW

NOW

200 CT
PEG

JUBILEE 11 INCH

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols an hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus each week you'll find coct-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health 8. beauty aids, meats and produce.

WAS

99c

ORIGINAL

COST CUTTERS!
READ'S EMILIE

549

PIGS. .
tool
PIG

3

Sandwich Bread.
COUNTRY OVEN
Cake Dtnuts

POLAROID
s
LAND FILM

16 01 $
00
LOAVES
U-

KROGER

"
"
A

PKG

Apple
p Topped Rolls
KROGER

1601.

ct

2
2

KROGER FRESH

Orange Juice

as

PR G

MEOW GLAZED

WHEAT OR

Multigrain Bread

oZ $ 1 00

KROGER SLICED

Jelly Donuts

KROGER I 060

KROGER

Yubi Yogurt

110, 794 Mild Cheddar
79' Kalls;Cheese

KROGER

99c

ASSORTED FLAVORS

24oz $939

UTTER

cans

.
Ap°11(
t

Fudge Bars

ND 30 Quaker State .:*1:

vstoco

2

rretinch Fries

P
MOTOR- OIL

Kroger Homestyle or

$1 21

4 BOIS
PKG
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...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
NEW DELHI,India I AP) —
President Neelam Sanjiva
Reddy dissolved the lower
house of Parliament today in
preparation for a mid-term
election to try to bring India
out of the political crisis
resulting from the resignation
of two governments within
less than a month.
UNITED NATIONS IAPI —
Israel's ambassador and New
York Jewish leaders rebuffed
the campaign by Andrew
Young's black caucus to get
Israel to negotiate with the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization.
AWAY FROM IT ALL — Cheering Japanese mountain climbers greet the rising sun with a -banzai" atop Mt. Van, a
peak in the mountains of central Japan. The climb wasn't suggested for those desiring solitude. So many climbers
made the trek that some had to come away from the peak to allow others a brief opportunity to enjoy the view.
(AP Laserpholo)

Blind College Student, Friend
On Long-Distance Bike Trip
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
— Intent on riding a
bicycle built for two from
Chattanooga to Louisville.
Ky., two college students —
one blind — are progressing as
they had hoped. the wife of one
says.
Linda
McJunkin
said
Tuesday her husband Larry,
27, one of the bikers, called her
to say they reached Murfreesboro and were spending

I

the night there before
resuming the trip today.
McJunkin is blind. His
fellow biker, Daniel Harrison,
21. of Poplar Bluff, Nlo., is
sighted. They say they are
making the nearly 6004nile
trip to raise money so that
other blind persons can attend
their college, Tennessee
Temple University in Chattanooga.
Murfreesboro. McJunkin's

SPENCd
The Most
Natural Choice
After Surgery
Designed by a physician,
the Spenco Breast Forms
are the best choices after
breast surgery. They are
now available in two
shapes, each to satisfy a
specific surgical need. We
invite you to come in and
personally review these
new forms. We shall be
happy to help you with
your selections.

hometown, is about 100 miles
northwest, of Chattanooga.
The bikers said they planned
to cover about 50 miles a day.
They started out Monday
morning.
The, sounded pretty
good," Mrs. McJunkin said by
telephone. She said, however,
ther were tired.
The two will be seniors in
Bible study this fall at Tennessee Temple, founded and
operated by Highland Park
Baptist Church of Chattanooga.
A classmate. Robert Owens,
21, of Tampa. Fla., is
following them in a van and is
to relieve them 6n" the bike if
necessary, Tennessee Temple
public relations director Peter
Faulkner said.
The students began planning the trip in January and
asked sponsors to contribute
six cents a mile. They hope to
raise $3,000 this year,
Faulkner said he didn't know
how many chipped in for the
trip.
Mrs. McJunkin said her
husba,nd is calling her daily to
advise her of progress and he
is allowing 11 days to two
weeks for the journey.

Their route includes riding
U.S. 41 from Chattanooga
northwest to Murfreesboro.
then taking U.S. 231 north into
Kentucky before picking up
U.S. 31 for the final leg to
Louisville. Faulkner said. -

TEHRAN, Iran iAPi — A
married woman was executed
today in the northern town of
Behshahr for having illicit
relations with a man and her
lover received 100 lashes in
public, the official Pars news
agency reported.
NATIONAL
DETROIT AP) — As many
L 1.5 million members of the
United 'Auto Workers union
are interrupting their work for,
six minutes today to write
postcards
to
their
congressmen
and
the
president in a unique UAW.
sponsored energy protest.
NEW YORK

AP) — Ten

more New York banks have
WASHINGTON 1API —
been hit by armed robbers, President Carter's
Mississippi
and gunmen pulled off a $2 riverboat campaig
n for his
million heist while police were energy program
enters its
declaring war against the fifth day today
and the Delta
daring daylight raids with the Queen was putting
ashore in
formation of a 30-man shotgun Burlington,Iowa.
squad.
Burlington residents said
WASHINGTON
7,000 tickets for Carter's
scheduled "town meeting"
were snapped up three hours
after they were offered.

Ohio Man Killed In
Car-Train Collision
At London, Ky.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API —
William Cook, 58, of Portsmouth, Ohio, was killed at
9:20 a.m. Tuesday, state
police said, when an Amtrak
train struck his car and a
London, Ky. man died in an
afternoon accident the same
day.
Cook's auto was hit at a
crossing in Lewis County, a
half nule east of the Firebrick
community on the Lock and
Dam Road,state police said.
James Hamilton, 51, of
London died at 1:10 p.m. after
his car ran off Kentucky 290
some 3'2 miles west of McKee.
The deaths raised the state
traffic death toll for the year
to 545, compared to 533 road
deaths through Aug. 21 a year
ago.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Gasoline
dealers
say
wholesale prices are changing
so fast that government efforts to provide lists of permissible retail prices are
doomed.
The Energy Department's
first attempt to arm consumers with such a list

brought howls of protest from
dealers, who said the figures
issued Monday did not reflect
the latest wholesale price
increases.
WASHINGTON (AP) Investigators want to know
why warnings that might have
averted the Three Mile Island
accident were not pursued by
the Nuclear Regulatory'
Commission staff.
At least three separate
warnings during the past five
years should have alerted
NRC technicians to major
problems that later developed
at the Pennsylvania nuclear
power plant, said a source
close to the presidential
commission investigating the
April accident.

MIKE KELLER
Certified Public Accountant
Announces
The Opening Of An Office To
Practice Public Accounting.
Hours By Appointment

753-8918

Deadline For State
Scholarship Extended

Available Only At

sVo/Ez,4/vc co.
MEDICAL SUPPLIES HEARING.AIDS
206 S 4th St., Murray, 753-8055

'Deborah's

01110

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -The application deadline for a
new
state
government
scholarship program in
computer science and electronic data processing has
been extended until Sept. 5,
state
Personnel
Commissioner Addie Stokley said
Tuesday.
Applications are available
on state university,campuses
and from the Personnel
Department.

tanalue
HRH)

NOW IN NEW
LOCATION
Lakeway Village Shopping Cent
Hwy. 79 East — Paris, TN

NEW FALL MERCHANDISE ARRIVING DAILY
• Bridal Gowns•Bridesmaid Dresse.
• Mother of Bride & Groom Dresses•Prom
•Pageant Gowns•Special Occasion bre.,.es
•Wedding Invitations• Bridal Accessorits

TUXEDO RENTAL
AND NOW

BRIDAL GOWN RENTAL
OWNERS: Deborah Higgins and
June Williams invite von to
COME 0117'/IAD BROWSE

tt.‘

You're drinking
Diet Pepsi...
and it shows!
You're Part of a trend—a major trend—that's sweeping across America: physical
fitness. You want to stay in shape. Feel good. Look good. And Diet Pepsi's part of that
trend. Diet pepsi-Cola has the taste that's changing the taste of America. Just one
calorie in twelve ounces. And sugtar-free. You're drinking Diet Pepsi—and it shows!
STORE COUPON

Save 25c
Thte coupon a worth To toward the purchase of I pack, ox I het Pepsi
MrGrocer . This coupon vrill be redeemed by your Prps1.Cola salesman You will
„ceive the fere value plus kr for handling in accordance with our consumer offer
:,,,onsunier must pay any deposit and/or sales tax involved Invoices proving pur
, go days prior to submission, of sufficient stock to cover coupons submitted
shown upon request. Cash value 1 20th of Ii Offer void where prohibited or
mquirvd. This coupon expires Oct. 31, 1979 Offer limited to one coupon per
?MT:
,group or organisation. Any other use constitutes fraud. This offer good only in
lLeto serviced by: Paducah Bottling Co.
ife
iTri
REDEEM THIS AT YOUR(;ROCER'S

0.61.
.
0010
0/0.

WYTTI F.1)BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO PADUCAH.KY UNDER A PPOINTM EN T FROM PepsiCo , INC
,PURCHASE, N Y
a

Prices Good Through Sunday August 26
rate
t five
lerted
major
loped
uclear
ce
ential
the

Save S2.88

EACH
Plaid is in
Roses has plaid
tops in for you
Many
styles and plaids are
availabee

Super styled jeans for men
of 100% cotton with special
back pocket treatment.
Sizes 30 to 38.

Quality bra
supports, in
popular sizes.

72 x 84 In. Blanket
Mochine Washable Strong
and Durable

Reg. $3.99

2/
Athletic Socks
Super absorbent, cheery'
100-2 ply
sheets per
roll.

Reg. Save $477
$5.77 $1.00
Package of six athletic
socks Boy's sizes 8 to 8,
81
/
2 to 11. Men's sizes 10 to
14
"

Roses
2 Ply

Facial Tissue

Perm. Press, Wash I Weor
Asstored Prints

3/$

120 Ct. 9.7 in. x 8.2 in.
Reg. 2/97'

for recharging
air conditioners
14 oz. can
Limit 6

68.
Dowguard
Summer

Coolant
Winter Anti-Freeze
ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
policy ot P. to sem every
adywheed 10 r Noce if tor nose un
aeoefeble melon eoe edverlYeed sew
chorale b see h *lock Rawl• we
law rein 04ew/. on sequelO IWO can
be used Oo purchase toe solesPendee
le doe *We orb* atom We wertfundwo
II maim*
cowswebb sow
Seesaw ad be offered W e cove
mew,feisreis pricy II is the honed
hissed, of Row. 4 to Ince .0 oat
Dairy od
Sort« wh Ckerweeed
WCWO S smelts INC
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Randy D. Williams
Dies At His Home
With Rites Today

Funeral Is Today
For Toy McDougal
The funeral for Toy
McDougal of 1008 Olive Street,
Murray, is being held today at
3 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White and
the Rev. Buren Richerson
Milton
officiating
and
Gresham as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Hayden Rickman, Porter
Chilcutt, Howard McNeely, L.
D. Cathey, Claude Miller, and
Pete Farley. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. McDougal, 85, died
Monday at his home. He was a
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church. His wife,
Bessie, died Nov. 10, 1977, a
daughter, Nell, in 1929, and a
son, J. D. McDougal in July
1963.
Survivors include two
Mrs. Louis
daughters,
(Juanita) Dickerson, Trenton,
and Mrs. Earl Virginia
Ragan, Denver, Colo.; five
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.

Randy Dale Williams, 23, an
employe of Colt Industries,
Inc., Paris, Tenn., was found
dead Monday in his trailer by
a friend, apparently having
died from a gunshot wound,
said authorities of the Henry
County Sheriff's Department,
Paris, Tenn.
Officials said the shooting is
investigated
and
being
declined to give further
details.
Funeral services are being
held today at 1 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. Burial will follow
in the Point Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mr. Williams is survived by
one daughter, Miss Kelly Ann
Williams; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Williams, all of
Buchanan. Tenn.; four sisters,
Mrs. Linda Walker, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Phyllis Craig and
Williams,
Miss Brenda
Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs.
June Shankle,
Tenn.; one brother, Jackie
Lee Williams, Springville,
Tenn.

Jesse Crouse Dies
This Morning With
Rites On Thursday
Jesse Crouse of Murray
Route 2 died this morning at
6:32 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 69
years of age.
The deceased was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.
Rachel Marshall Crouse, on
Aug. 29, 1977. He was a
member of the Spring Creek
Baptist Church.
Mr. Crouse is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Max
(Wanda) Bailey, A14 Fox
Meadows, Murray; two
sisters.
Novella
Mrs.
Chambers, Murray Route 2,
and Mrs. Lorene Morton,
Pasadena, Calif.; three
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 3 p.m. 'at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
with the Rev. Gregg Burton
and the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White
officiating. Burial will follow
in the church cemetery.
charge
In
the
of
arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after 6
p.m. tonight Wednesday.

Four Evening Classes Set Bv
MSU Engineering Department

Woman Charged
With Breaking
In Kennedy Home
FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) — A
Florida woman has been
charged with breaking into the
McLean. Va., home of Sen.
Edward Kennedy, according
to Fairfax County police.
Sammie C. Hayes. 38, of
Tampa, was held on charges
of unauthorized entry, officials said Tuesday.
The woman entered the
house Tuesday ifternoon
through a front wilidow, and
her entry activated an
automatic alarm, police said.
Ms. Hayes called the alarm
company to tell them to
disregard the signal. jut she
was arrested a short time
later, police said.

Rafshoon's Ad
Agency Cleared Of
Illegal Charge

Administration
Loan Approved
For Facility
Home
Farmers
The
Administration has approved
a $70,000 loan to Marshall
County Sanitation District I
for a proposed facility consisting of a waste water
collection system and an
expansion of the waste water
treatment plant at Kentucky
Lake State Park, according to
a spokesman at U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard's office.
The district, located in
Aurora. has 49 users.
Other grants, $314,000 from
the Economic Administration
and $300,000 from the state,
will help finance the project,
the spokesman added.

WASHINGTON
AP —
Gerald
Rafshoon's advertising agency has been
cleared of a suspicion that it
made an illegal in-kind contribution to President Carer's
1976 general election campaign.
The Federal Elections
Commission found
no
reasonable cause" to believe
that $15,080 in apparent
overspending by the Atlanta
ad agency constituted an inkind campaign contribution.
The commission's decision
came on a 4-2 vote in an
executive session last week.
The decision, along with a twofoot-high report on the case,
was released Tuesday.

CHILDREN TO SHOW THEIR TALENTS AT YOUTH CELEBRATION DAY — Vanessa
Long, 8-year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Long of Mayfield, is shown with her
brother, John, practicing her face painting on balloons for Youth Celebration Day this
Saturday. August 25. She will be exhibiting her talent along with other young people
from the Purchase area for children and adults at the Mayfield-Graves County Park
from 9 A.M. until 7 p.m. Ingersoll-Rand Corporation is supplying Vanessa's
materials;
her balloon faces will be given to children attending Youth
Celebration Day. This
event is sponsored by Purchase Players, Inc., and the Bureau for Social Services, in
connection with the International Year of the Child.
Photograph Courtesy of The Mayfield Messenger

NYC Mail Clerk Charged
With Pushing Girl Into Train
NEW YORK AP) — A 26year-old mail clerk was
arrested Wednesday and
charged with the June 7
subway attack on teen-age
musician Renee Katz, in
which her right hand was
severed by a passing train.
'Allen Curtis Lewis was
charged with first-degree
assault for allegedly pushing
Miss Katz onto the tracks of an
IND station in midtown
Manhattan, just, a few blocks
from the CBS headquarters

197 N. 4th
753-4937
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FRANKFORT. K. 1API —
The executive director of the
state Council on Higher
Education said Tuesday that
student enrollment shifts to
new educational fields may
require greater funding.
"For example, all our
professional programs are
full," Harry Snyder told a
budget review subcommittee
of the Joint Interim Coinrnittee on Appropriations and
Revenue,"but there is waning
traditional
interest
in
graduate programs such as
history.
Declining enrollment in
certain areas also has an
impact
faculty
on
requirements-,Sii32Ztr-said._ —
State Sen. Robert Martin,0Richmond, suggested that the
council conduct a staffing
study. However, Snyder said
the council had tried to do one
but the universities did not
want the study.
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Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 42,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 714 Est 500 Berms, Is
Guts 25-50 lower Sows Steady to 50
higher
US 1-2200-230 lb. 139 25-39 50 fear 39 75
US 2 200-240 lb...
$39 00-39 25
US 2-3240.29011
838 00-2900
US 2-4 200200 Its
Sows
US 1-2 2/0350 its
$211 30.2900
US 1-3 300-450 lba
127 00-28 00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
tzt 90-3000
US 1-3 50065016a
930 90.3100
US 2-3 300-50016a
$36 00.7700
Boars 23 00-27 00

$425,000 sale', said Tuesday,
"and Mrs. McNamara has
called me, too, to tell me that
nothing will change."
That Means the public —
clothed and unclothed — still
will be barred from the exclusive 450-foot beach, owned
by McNamara, former World
Bank president and former
defense secretary.
Ms. Pratt said the calls
came from the comedian's
representatives because of
stories going around the island
that nude bathers would be
welcome once the property
became Belushi's on Sept. 17.
The "Saturday Night Live"
television performer made a
raucous hit in "Animal
House," a movie farce about
college
fraternity
life
featuring brief glimpses of
nubile coed nudity
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Stock Market
Prices of stock of local
interest at
noon. EDT, today.
furnishe,
1 to the
Ledger & Times by First of
Michigan.
Corp ,of Murray,areas
follows
Industrial Average .
-1.78
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire .
Goodrich
Hardees
..
Heubleln
I.B.M
Jerico
la Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Gata
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wrimilyx
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John Beiushi Is Buying
Robert McNamara's Beach
Home In Massachusetts

Livestock Matket

Ia liamey

Director Says Field
Shifts In Education
May Require Funding

potential health hazards involved.
ENT 491-691 (ManufacWring Management). Meeting
Tuesday
evenings,
on
beginning Aug. 28, this course
deals with the fundamentals of
management
and
organization as applied in
manufacturing industries.
ENT 581 (Environmental
Treatment Technology),
Scheduled for Wednesday
evenings and beginning Aug.
29, this course will be taught in
flown S104 of the Applied
Science Building. A seminarylaboratory course, it will
cover selected areas within
the environmental technology
field such as air pollution or
industrial wastewater
treatment.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
vestigating. The boys' mother,
A 38-year-old south Jefferson
Metta T. Davidson, 34, rat:
Minty man was shot to death after
the
police
car
Monday night during a threatening and cursing
struggle with a county police Cissell, while her husband
officer who had picked up his followed in his car.
two sons for questioning _tn.— When Davidson rammed the
connection with vandalism.
police car a few blocks later.
Terry C. Davidson died at Cissell radioed for assistance.
Liversity Hospital of a
Cissell got out ()Ibis car and
gunshot wound in the chest, was confronted by Davidson,
according to Deputy Coroner and the two began struggling
Rosaland Anderson. She said after Davidson tried to get the
an autopsy would, be per- officer's revolver. After
formed later today.
repeated warnings, - Cissell
Davidson was shot by drew the gun and fired once,
patrolman Joe Cissell, ac- striking Davidson in the chest.
cording to police spokesman Yates said.
Bob Yates.
Mrs. Davidlon was later
According to Yates, Cissell arrested and charged with
had picked up the two boys to disorderly conduct. The boys,
take them to a vandalized 7 and 12, were charged with
house on a case he was in- criminal mischief.

KET To Present
Live Coverage Of
Confirmations

PROTECTION
PRICE
PROMPT,
PERSONAL SERVICE

questioning at work Tuesday.
-He was arrested based on
information
developed
through the investigation," a
TA spokesman said Wednesday after the formal
arrest.

Thursday, Aug. 30, this course
will be taught in Room S101 of
the same building. It -deals
with the chemical and particulate air contaminants
occuring in the industrial
working environment and the

Jefferson County Man
Shot To Death During
Struggle With Police

CHILMARK, Mass. API —
Just because John Belushi is
buying Robert S. McNarnara's
private beach, it doesn't mean
the jowly comic.is planning a
Martha's Vineyard-version of
"Animal House" for nude
bathers.
His people have called
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API — me,' Judy Pratt, the
real
1"William T. Canan has filed estate agent
handling the
suit in Fayette Circuit Court
seeking reinstatement to the
Metro police force.
Canan, 33, was fired by the
Urban County ,Council after
eight days of disciplinary
hearings last month. He was
charged with insubordination,
misconduct and inefficiency.
The suit, filed Monday,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
names Mayor James Amato
and members of the council as Kentucky Educational
LIFE INSURANCE
Television plans to present
defendants.
live coverage of confirmation
PROBLEMS...
hearings for members of the
WE'LL RIDE TO
state's utility regulatory
• LOUISVILLE. Ky /AP) - USDA — commissions.
THE RESCUE
CatHe 900, slaughter steers and heifers
The hearing before the
untested slaughter cows 1 00 lower, bulls
As an independent agent
Interim Joint Committee on
steady, calves and vealers 300.500
representing the,Kemper
State Government begins at 10
higher, feeders steady .
Life Insurance eximpanies
Slaughter cows utility 1-3 47 00-63 00. a.m. Monday in the House of
high dressuuf 5900. cutter 1-2 40 OD-52 00.
we can offer you the best
Representatives Chamber.
canner 42 00-48 00,
combination of.
Slaughter bulls 1-2 1090-1570 lb 58 DO
63 00
Slaughter calves and vealers choice 186
253.lb vealers 81 00-91 OD, choice 325-400 lb
calves 80 0040 50, feeder steers choice 145300 lb 104 00-119 00 300-450 lb 93 00104 50
50800 lb 82 00-90 03, 400.790 lb 78 00-62 00,
mired good ind choice 303-500 lb 116 06
0400 500450 lb 71 00-8$ CIO, good 300.100 lb
70 00-88 00, 800.900 lb 58 50-70 00, heifers
how.. 300-500 lb 70 00416 00. 900.725 lb
86 2546 75, mixed good and choice 900400
lb 70 00.79 00, good 400400 lb 4000-71 no,
Hogs 38130, 1300 feeder pigs, barrows and
gUts 25 lower . 1-2 200-240 lb 40 50-0 95, 210255 lb 39 95-40 50. sows 75 higher, 1.2 UO001.21410-39 50. 40040 1b20 50-30 50 500O0 lb 30!OM 00, boars over 300 lb 29 7539 75,
&leap 25. slaughter Iambs steady
gaughtor LI its choice and prime 4544 lb
5609

where Lewis works.
Her severed hand was
reattached by a 12-member
team of microsurgeons in a 16hour operation at Bellevue
Hospital.
The 17-year-old Miss Katz, a '
talented flutist and pianist,
had been on her way to the
High School of Music and Art
in Harlem, where she was a
senior.
Transit Authority Police
Chief Sanford Garelik, who
announced the arrest, said
Lewis ;ens picked up for

Four evening classes have
been listed for the fall
semester by the Department
of Engineering Technology at
Murray State University, each
being conducted from 6 to 9
p.m. on the evenings
scheduled.
Each carries three semester
hours of credit, and, with
exception of ENT 388, the
wastewater treatment course,
may be taken for either undergraduate or graduate
credit.
Registration and payment
of fees may be handled at the
first class meeting, according
to James G. Weatherly,
chairman of the department.
Weatherly lists the cost for
Kentucky residents at $60 per
course for undergraduate
credit and $93 per course for
graduate credit. Fees for outof-state residents are higher.
The courses to be offered
include:
ENT 388 ( Wastewater
Treatment).
Beginning
Wednesday, Aug. 29, this
course will be taught in Room
S104 of the Applied Science
Building.
Its
material
examines the treatment
processes utilized to purify
municipal and industrial
wastewaters.
ENT 426-626 (Air Contaminants and Industrial'
Ventilation I. Beginnin
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Department Plans To
Collect Civil Penalties
From Legislator, Cousin
By MARIA BRA DEN
Associated Press Writer

Clears Way For Full Operation

Nursing Home Is Purchased

ntal
Y
day
Aug.
tin
lied
arywill
thin
logy
or
ater

cleared the way for hill
operation of the facility, which
almost closed in July because
of financial troubles.
Mid-South Nursing Homes
Inc. of Madison, Tenn., bought
the home for $1,076,000 at a
foreclosure auction sale at the
Christian County Courthouse.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —1
Louis Zumstein, spokesman
A preliminary report by a for Mid-South Nursing Homes,
consultant hired to evaluate said after the sale Monday
eight bids for Lexington's that full service of the home
cable television franchise has would be restored as soon as
made no recommendation possible.
about which company should
Christian Circuit Judge
emerge the winner.
Stephan White ordered the
"It's a preliminary report. sale in June to pay the nursing
We never said the consultants home's debts, which totaled
would lay all the cards out in $972,000.
this report," said Rick
Mid-South Nursing Homes,
Bubenhofer, an aide to Mayor which operates a 115-bed
James A. Amato.
nursing home in Madison,
The 183-page report ,issued bought only the building,
Tuesday was prepared by the fixtures and 12.8 acres of land.
Cable Television Information
No value was placed on
Center, a non-profit firm hired equipment at the home.
by the Urban County Council.
Zumstein said it probably
CTIC will issue a more would take about $750,000 to
specific final report after each
of the eight companies bidding
for the contract has had a
chance to make an oral
presentation to the council and
respond in writing to comments contained in the
preliminary report.
The oral presentations are
to begin next Tuesday. The
final report is scheduled to be
sent to council members on
Sept. 17.
CTIC's fee will be paid from
a fund of $80,000 — $10,000
from each company submitting a bid.
The fund also will be used to
pay other expenses incurred
by the total government in the
bidding process. Urban
County officials said Monday
thee CTIC's fee will be
determined after a bid has
been accepted.
Lexington's cable TV
system will enable subscribers to receive additional
programming that is not
available with home antennas.
The bids were opened June
18. The winner of the franchise
will be required to offer cable
service to the urban areas of
Fayette County within three
years, but some bidders
proposed a shorter timetable.
Companies submitting bids
were CPI of Lexington Incr.,
Citizens' Cable of Lexington
Inc., Cox Cable of Lexington
Inc., Fayette Area Cable
Television Inc., Horizon
Communications of Lexington
Inc.,
Lexcable,
OVC
Telecommunications of
Lexington Inc., and Telecable
of Lexington Inc.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. I AP)
— The purchase of a 155-bed
Hopkinsville nursing home by
a Tennessee corporation has

No Recommendation
Made For Cable TV

NELL EATON, who died July 17, is shown here with the
silver tray presented her 64 hen she retired at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Her sister, Lillian Graves, was
presented a resolution in her memory by the Board of
Directors of Need Line at a meeting on Monday.

Need Line
Resolution

The Board of Directors of the Need Line Service
Organization at its meeting on Aug. 20 at Pagliai's presented
a Resolution honoring the memory of Nell Eaton, board
melitber since the organization of the service in 1972 until her
death on July 17, to her sister, Lillian Graves.
Making the presentation was the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
also a board nieniber since its organization. Groover Parker,
president, and Jo Burkeen. secretary, signed the resolution
which reads as follows:
"WHEREAS, Nell Eaton had served with the Need Line from
its inception for more than five years with distinction, and
WHEREAS, she filled the offices of Secretary and
Corresponding Secretary for several terms with utmost
dedication,and
WHEREAS,in spite of her ill health she continued to perform
her responsibilities beyond the normal call of anyone's expectaion,and
WHEREAS,her life of caring showed forth itself in numerous
ways including her work in the Murray-Calloway Hospital
and the First United Methodist Church of Murray,and
WHEREAS, her couraee under pressure exemplified to us
that her life was not measured by its quantity but by its
qUality, not:by its length, but its lift,,and not by its duration,
----put-its donation, .
I THEREFORE, be 4 spread upon the minutes of her deep
love, anparalleled loyalty, and unstinting caring for the
ministry of the Need Line cf Murray and Calloway County
this Aug. 20, 1979, at the special called meeting of the Board
of Directors."
Also at the meeting la special tribute written by, Euple
Ward, executive director of the Need Line, titled "A Tribute
To My Friend, Nell" with a quote from Elizabeth Barrett
Brownine, was read by Mrs. Graves.

NOW OPEN .
Murray Precision Machining Inc.
Our machine shop is now open in Murray.
Lathe and mill work done for construction
equipment, trucks, farm equipment. We
also repair obsolete pieces and make internal and external standard & metric
threads.

Call 753-3010
Mow %milk Fri, 7-4
After Hours 7334238

404 North 4th
Shop No. 3

equip the facility. He said the
Madison
company
will
probably buy the equipment
already there.
Consulcare Inc., a Louisville
firm that was managing the
home for its last owners, Dr.
P.K. Mukherji and his wife,
Dr. Chandra Mukherji, of
Louisville, started closing the
home in late July when it had
66 patients.
By the end of last month, all
but about a dozen of the
patients had been moved,
mostly to private and other
types of public facilities.
White ordered the home
placed in receivership, which,
in effect, temporarily halted
its closing.
Consulcare had laid off 55
employees of the home July
25.
Zumstein said Monday that
the employees who remained
on duty and those laid off
probably could retain their
jobs if they want them.

The 55 laid off by Consulcare
are seeking $22,000 in back
pay in a a criminal court
action.
Christian County Attorney
Tom Soyars filed a criminal
summons charging Sandra
Bulgrin, president and
inanager of Consulcare Inc.,
with failure to pay earned
wages.
Soyars said that, if Ms.
Bulgrin is found guilty, she
could be ordered to pay a fine,
a $22,000 to the former employees out of Consulcare
funds.
Ms. Bulgrin appeared in
Christian District Court
Monday. The case was
postponed until Sept. 14, according to Richard Trautwein
of Louisville, a lawyer
representing Consulcare.
The 55 employees have also
filed a civil lawsuit for $62,450
in alleged back wages and
punitive damages against
Consulcare.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API —
The state Department for
Natural RAources and
Environmental Protection
plans to collect civil penalties
of $13,500 each from state Rep.
Jimmy
White,
DBarbourville, and his cousin in
a case involving alleged strip
mine violations.
"We will be filing an action
in (Franklin) Circuit Court
shortly," said Robert Yarbrough, an attorney for the
department.
Rep. White and his cousin,
Byron White of London, doing
business as L.A. Coal Co.,
were assessed $5,000 each for
strip mining without a permit;
$2,500 for failing to complete
reclamation work, and $3,000
for failing to file and carry out
a silt control plan on a Whitley
County site.
Each of the Whites have
been assessed an additional
$3,000 for failing to post a
reclamation bond with the
department.
The assessments were
levied in a July 3 order signed
by Eugene Mooney, former
secretary of natural resources
and environmental protection.
The Whites had 15 days from

the date of that order to post a
reclamation bond with the
department. Yarbrough said
they had not posted the
required bond.
They had 30 days from the
July 3 date to appeal Mooney's
order to Franklin Circuit
Court, but filed no appeal,
according to court records.
Departmental officials had
said no attempt to collect the
penalties would be made until
the appeals period had expired.
In order to collect, the
department must file a
complaint in circuit court
alleging that the strip mine
violations occured, and noting
that assessments were levied
following an administrative
hearing, Yarbrough said.
The department will ask the
court to issue an order enforcing that administrative
decision, he said.
Rep. White has said his only
connection with the mining
operation was to lease some
equipment to his cousin. The
mining allegedly took place on
Corn Creek in Whitley County
in 1977 and 1978.
Mooney ordered' penalties
assessed against the Whites on
the recommendation of
hearing officer Gregg Clendenin of Lexington.

This Week's Special
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Jumbo Country Boy Sandwich

Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Ming ft We Cook ft

HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-0
806 Chestnut 753-8370

1SC off 4 cans of
petoury Regular B;scurls
10 count sire ,

)

12C off 2 cans of
Hungry Jack' Mures
15-Count or 10 count sitc
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Nashvillians Wanting State Zoo
Enlist Aid Of Marlin Perkins

Franklin County Adopts Tax
Rate To Raise More Revenue
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The Franklin County Board of
Education has adopted a tax
rate that would bring in more
than a 4 percent increase in
revenue, giving county school
district residents 95 days —
until Oct. 5 — to file a petition
requesting a recall election.
To place the tax rate on the
ballot, the petition would have
to contain some 1,600
signatures, 10 percent of the
voter turnout in the 1976
presidential election in
Franklin County.
The rate of 25.1 cents per
$100 assessed valuation,
adopted by the board Monday.
is subject to recall under the
terms of House Bill 44,
enacted by the Kentucky
General Assembly in special
session earlier this year.
That law limited local
taxing districts to a 4 percent
increase in revenues each

year. If taxing authorities set
a rate to produce more than a
4 percent increase, citizens
could petition to put the rate to
a vote.
In Franklin County's case,
the 25.1 cent rate adopted by
the board is just one-tenth of a
cent higher than last year's
tax rate, but is expected to
produce about $195,000 more
than last year — a 15 percent
increase — because of increased
property
assessments.
If voters succeed in bringing
the issue to a vote and reject
the 25.1 cent .rate, the rate
would revert to 22.6 cents,
producing the maximum 4
percent increase available
under FIB 44.
The board adopted the tax
rate unanimously after a
public'hearing on the proposal
showed a mostly favorable
response.

J ROTC Instructors
Needed
Immediately
1 Senior instructor
Requirements (1) Minimum 2
years college; (2) Minimum 20
Years Military Service; (3)
Retired Officer.
1 Junior Instructor Requirements (1) High School
Graduate; (2) Minimum 20
Years Military; (3) Retired
Enlisted.
Contact:

Calloway Co. Bd. of Ed
P.O. Box 86
Murray, Ky 42071
Tole:(502)753-3033
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IT IPRICEITERS
CORRECTION: 8-15-79

"Get Tow Heir Swells Terrific" shampoos and conditioners
were eels-priced it $2.99 so. The correct price is 99' ea.
mod will be lo effect tbro S-26-79
We Shwerely Regret this Erre,

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(API —
The host of television's "Wild
Kingdom" has been enlisted
by Middle Tennesseans who
want a $25 million state zoo in
their area.
Marlin Perkins, host of the
syndicated television show,

UK Agriculture
College Sets Reunion
Alfred Hitchcock recently
celebrated his 80th birthday.
The master of movie
mystery is working on his
54th feature-length thriller.
(AP Laserphoto)

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture reunion
will be held Sept. 15, with
more than 1,800 expected for
the event.
The program will honor a
distinguished alumnus from
each of the 15 chapters of the
alumni association.

99'

ZOO.

Our department has been
asked to try to find sonic
answers," she said.
The angwers it first found
didn't satisfy Murphy. He said
a preliminary study by Mrs
Tuck's department noted the
$5 million anonymous gift and
suggested the study was
biased in favor of an inner cits
zoo, which was not what the
Legislature had in mind.
"A fair and unbiased study
would show you don't need
that kind of gift," Murphy
said. "If it is a fair and unbiased study,and you consider
it has to be accessible to
everyone and draw tourists
froni other tourist attractions,
Nashville is a natural for
that."

SCHOOL LUNCH KITS
BY ALADDIN
EACH WITH MATCHING UNBREAKABLE THERMO
IA, BOTTLE.. NO GLASS TO BREAK.. KEEPS LIQUID
OR FOOD HOT OR COLD.

• ic_4(
CHOOSE FROM AN
ASSORTMENT OF T.V.
AND COMIC BOOK
CHARACTERS

ONLY

Work Resumes At
Richmond Plant
After 24-Day Strike
RICHMOND, Ky. AP —
Work has resumed at the
Westinghouse plant, where
nearly 700 employees had
been on strike for 34 days.
Members of the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 2340
returned to their jobs at 11
p.m. Sunday after the union
accepted a new national
contract.

Breakfast
Buffet

(It'll keep you comm'back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ye eaten all
you want and you re ready
to have a good day'

utE
Bur

$199
(CHILDREN UNDER 12-99)
BREAKFAST BUFFET -OPEN 8-10 A.M DAILY

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Quality that keeps you comirf back.

2
88

SIGNAL MOUTHWASH
12 OZ. 99c
SUPER TUFF ODOR EATERS 1 PAIR $1
"
JOHNSON'S BABY POWDER 24 OZ. S
JOHNSON'S COTTON SWABS 3001 138

STEEL
Gillette STAI
NLESS

SUPER STAINLESS

BLADES

Come try our.

ALL FOR JUST

penditure of the zoo itself.'
It all began with a 1979 law,
sponsored by Middle Tennessee
lawmakers, appropriating $30,000 to study a
state zoological park. Pending
is legislation to authorize a $25
million bond issue to finance
the project.
Murphy and Sen. T. Tommy
Cutrer, D-Cottontown, want
the zoo in Middle Tennssee.
But an anonymous resident of
Memphis, which already has
the state's only large zoo — in
Overton Park — has offered $5
million toward construction of
a new zoo there.
Mrs. Tuck said she "felt
great about the meeting," but
she could not say now whether
the administration would
support a Middle Tennesee
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PALM' SPRINGS, Calif.
APf — For the second time
Tuesday,an earthquake shook
a section of California, with
the latest jolt setting off
burglar alarms and shaking
Palm Springs residents with a
magnitude of 4.1 on the
Richter scale.
•'I thought 'somebody was
lumbering down the stairs,"
said Mike Duchowny, a
reporter at television station
KESQ here. He said the quake
"sounded like somebody was
dropping a piano down the
stairway."
Earlier Tuesday, residents
of Santa Barbara were
awakened by a smaller quake
that measured 3.3 on the
Richter scale.
Riverside County Sheriff's
dispatchers reported several
calls within minutes of the
7:01 p.m. PDT quake, 150
miles southeast of Santa
Barbara, but no reports of
damage or injury had been
received.
Seismologists
at
the
California
Institute
of
Technology ,in Pasadena said
the quake was centered about
10 miles southeast of Hemet,
which is located 85 miles east
of Los Angeles. Persons
reported feeling the jolt as far
away as Indio, 130 miles east
'of Los Angeles.

SHAMPOO Sex.
or
CONDITIONER Sex.

ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want.
too We want you to c mon in.
start the day off right and
c mon back often to say
Good Morning'

came to town as a zoo consultant at the request of Rep.
Mike Murphy, 1)-Nashville,
and the Middle Tennessee
Zoological Society. He met
Tuesday with Conservation
Commissioner Ann Tuck and
Murphy, who is promoting the
zoo for Nashville and Middle
Tennessee.
Employed by Zoo Plan
Associates, a consulting firm
based in Wichita, Kan.,
Perkins said the location of
the zoo was not discussed but
if his company is hired as a
consultant, it will be. Of the
project's potential, he said, a
successful zoo "will bring in
enough money to increase the
tax income for the state to a
point where it will be far
greater than the capital ex-

Earthquake Shakes
Section Of California
For Second Time

"GEE YOUR HAIR
SMELLS
TERRIFIC"

ONLY

Charles Barrett, assistant
county school superintendent
For finance, said the lower tax
rate would -put the school
system in a "real tight pinch"
next year, forcing cutbacks in
programs and purchase of
equipment and materials.
"Without the additional
revenue, the school system
will be taking a backward
step," he said. "With the
additional money we have a
chance to improve our
facilities. Without it, work will
be delayed on needed
projects."
Opponents of the higher rate
in general did not urge cutbacks in essential school
services, but rather said the
school system should adopt
- measures to hold costs down
and rely on increases in the
local utility tax to finance new
facilities.
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5 blades

FREE BOOKLET!

"KEEP FIT
AMERICA"

FROM
GERITOL
This all new exercise and
weight control program
was developed by the
Presidents Council on
Physical Fitness and
Sports Get it free
in specially marked
packages of Geritol

BOTTLE OF
40 TABLETS

Bel Air
Center
Murray, Ky.
753-8304

SECRET ANTIPERSPIRANT
2.5 OZ. SPRAY

$288

•REGULAR
•UNSCENTED

99c
9-9 Mon.-Sot
1-6 Sunday
SALE PRICES GOOD
THRU 8-25
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Mississippi Officials
Release Identity Of
Kidnapper-Slayer

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fr-anus Drake

ti) HEALTH
4-4b

Juvenile diabetes

FOR THURSDAY,AUGUST ideas. Use extra mental
23, 1979
energy constructively, and
What kind of day will tackle unfinished business,
tomorrow be? To find out what especially inrelationships.
the star say, read the LEO
forecast given for your birth (July 23 to Aug. 22)afg
Sign.
Doing extra research re a
financial project puts you in
ARIES
the position to evaluate the
The man was identified as (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T
situation properly. Extra
Kenneth Wheat, 40, of New
Some may complete extra
effort.
Jersey, who was charged with office work at home during work is worth the
the kidnapping and murder of leisure hours. A time to be VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Joseph and Theresa Mayer of responsible and also to attend
You may give more than
health
to
complaints.
Paducah, Ky. Authorities say
you get in friendships now and
they were shot in the head -TAURUS
have second thoughts about
before their bodies were found ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
your own self-worth. Know
You'll
come
to grips with a
July 29 near Interstate 10.
what you want out of life.
problem concerning children
County officials said Wheat or romance. Be realistic and LIBRA
rel
had once served 18 years in don't expect progress im- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
An insight from a friend
prison for the slaying of a
mediately.
makes you pause to reflect.
brother-in-law, and that he GEMINI
Take time out to visit a shuthad been staying since May
May 21 to June 20)
Give quiet moral support to
in.
with
relatives in the
It's OK to spend on home
Henleyfield community in improvement projects, but be those in need.
sure to deal with necessary SCORPIO
Pearl River County:
repairs
before
adding ( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
authorities
However,
said decorative touches.
A whirl of social activity
the relatives reported they CANCER
may put you in the mood for
had not seen Wheat for the ( June 21 to July 22)
more
serious
topics.
past three weeks.
You're brimming with new Discussions with old friends
will prove fruitful.
SAGITTARIUS '
( Nov. 22 to Dec.21) 30
4
0.
Despite your willingness to
work, results may not be
forthcoming as quickly as
you'd like. Accent patience
and long-term objectives.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Id
Encouragement
from
Now Enloy Our
partners or close allies may be
the catalyst you need to
handle a long-term problem re
of
legal or educational matter.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A mildly speculative mood
gives way to a more cautious
approach. Today, the accent is
on timing, when to retreat or
to go ahead.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
"
Spending
some
time
together may lead to serious
thoughts about a more permanent
relationship.
Marrieds will confront issues
together.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific.
Intellectually curious, you're
interest in new schools of
thought, yet are practical too.
Your innovative nature
coupled with self-disipline and
hard work makes you a force
to be reckoned with in the field
of your choice. Education,
,41,01 Gorl,c- Bread on
Pr.ce On
publishing, writing, research,
Co,,L,nor.on Sctorl
Ph Meal
acting, and music are some of
the vocations in which you'd
excel. Medicine, lkw, banking,
On'y
brokerage, and real estate
Super Special For Kids
may also appeal to you.
lh
Though fond of social conspaghetti and Salad
tacts, you are very selfsufficient. Birthdate of: Oliver
Perry, naval hero; Edgar Lee
Wednesday
Masters, writer:. and Gene
4 to 10 p.m.
Kelly, dancer
BILOXI, Miss. ( AP)
Harrison County authorities
released on Tuesday the
identity of a man wanted for
the kidnap-slaying of a
honeymooning
Kentucky
couple last month.
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Last Week Until
Further Notice

Spaghetti Special

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have a daughter who is just
11 and she was discovered to
be a diabetic a few months
ago. She is the only child I
have. I'm depressed all the
time and very often I'm
unhappy. I feel sick every
time I have to give her a
shot. If I were the kind to kill
myself I would have done it
already. Do you have any
advice for the way I feel and
what I can do?
I would sure like to know
what they're doing about the
cure for diabetes or having a
better way of treating it than
the injections every day. It's
very hard on children who
are so young. I'd be relieved
if she could only get off the
shots.
First,
DEAR READER
about the diabetes. It's difficult for a parent who has a
child who has diabetes and
requires insulin shots. Your
child should learn to give
herself her shots. I wish
there was a better method
available at this time to
solve the whole problem.
• There are some developments on the drawing beard
that look pretty good. The
National Institutes of Health
has let a contract for the
final development and production of what's called a
mechanical pancreas. Models are supposed to be ready
by 1981.
This is billed as a little
device not much-larger than
a package of cigarettes that

can be worn in the breast creased rate of vascular dispocket. The device provides ease that's present in diabetregular amounts of insulin ics.
About yourself. If you refor the circulation and
avoids the necessity of daily ally are as depressed as you
suggest, you might need
shots.
some profess‘onal help. I'm
Then there's a totally im- also sending
you The Health
plantable device under de- Letter
number 10-10,
velopment which automati- Depression:
The Ups And
cally releases the amount of Downs Of Life. Other readinsulin a person needs, just ers can send 75 cents with
like the insulin glands do in stamped self-addrtssed enthe pan,reas.
velope for it. You're being
It seems safe to predict depressed isn't going to
that within your daughter's help. And your daughter's
lifetime she'll be able to medical problem might not
have this kind of support for be the only factor related to
her diabetic problem. This this.
could significantly alter the
total picture for such individuals.
Meanwhile, I'm sending
you The Health Letter number 3-11, Diabetes: Diagnosis, Prevention And Man- 4
RADCLIFF, Ky. 1AP) —
agement. Other readers who
want this issue can send 75 Radcliff Building Inspector
cents in check or coin with a Melvin Atcher said some work
long, stamped, self-ad- has been halted
temporarily
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me, in care on the Hardin Mall because
of this newspaper, P.O. Box some regulations were not
1551, Radio City Station, met.
New York, NY 10019. This
Atcher said he halted work
issue will give you general Aug. 9 -because we did not
information about diabetes have. a master plan on the
and what can be done about
whole mall. They were
it.
Many of the complications moving dirt and dumping it in
of diabetes are thought by a place that possibly could
some experts to be caused have caused flooding later."
by the fluctuating blood
Edgar
Englebrech,
sugar levels. If it's true, Evansville, Ind., the main
such devices could eliminate
such complications as developer, said the project
changes in the eyes, nerves should be back on schedule in
and perhaps even the in- about two weeks.

Radcliff Building
Inspector Says Work
Is Halted On Mall

AUTO SERVICE CENTER
TUNE UP

BEAnIS

In May, officials of this
BOLINGBROOK, Ill. (API
— Blight — the peeling paint, young, sprawling suburban
broken windows and unsightly Chicago community of 36,000
weeds that visually mar urban announced they would begin
areas — is under attar) here enforcing ordinances against
with a successful three-month blight. Tickets were issued
crackdown on home eyesores. and fines levied.
Since then, junk ha's been
removed from sight, yards
have been improved, and the
village has gotten a stack of
mail from people around the
country who would like to see
their communities try the
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. same thing.
"We've received letters and
( API — The east Kentucky
mountains' cultural heritage requests from 205 comwill be featured Sept. 7-9 munities" for copies of the
during the . 14th annual ordinance
and
recomHighlands Folk Festival at mendations about starting
Jenny Wiley State Park.
similar programs, said orWorkshops will be presented dinance supervisor Marianne
Kozlik in an interview.
by folk musicians and crafIn
three
tsmen who are helping keep
months,
alive the heritage passed from Bolingbrook has issued 634
generation to generation, said warning tickets and 86
festival director Kathryn citations, with fines ranging
from $10 to $50. It has taken
Frazier.
four persons to court and other
She said that this year, for
cases are pending.
the first time, there will be a
"One was where a gen"writers' corner" set up by
Dr. Leonard Roberts of tleman had a boat parked in
front that's been there for nine
Pikeville College.
years and never operated ...
Among those invited is Lillie
There's no way this boat could
Chaffin of Lexington, a have
ever made it in water,"
Pikeville native who recently Mrs.
Kozlik said. "IV was
won a national award for her
really a large accumulation of
poetry.
debris."

East Mountains'
Cultural Heritage
To Be Featured

rQQ_Dki.01:EAR
SERVICE STORES

OPEN 7 A 44 FOR AUTO SERVICE

Two Places!

[

Illinois Town Cracks
Down Successfully On
Urban Blighted Areas

LKir.17'RUCKS

A78-13 blackwall.
plus $1.63 FET,
no trade needed

Italian Spaghetti
Special

SIX-RIB POLYESTER
Blackwell
Size

/nri,ips As A,

fRIE RIM'S

DRiviks

Federal income tax first
was levied in the United States
in 1913.

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99(

The 102-story Empire State
Building in New York City was
completed in 1931.

NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

POLYGLAS
BUY!

Kink Henry VIII had six
wives.

For Christ's
sake.
This should be the reason for our every action.
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
have been reared. We do this or that because the church has
told us to or the other members expect us to.
Is that what it means to have faith and belong to a church
farnily?
We don't think so. The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diversity in religious thought. Each person is encouraged to relate
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
church offers many and varied opportunities to put them to use
as each sees fit. Putting your faith to work in your everyday
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters.
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
us this Sunday.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street

SALE
PRICE

Plus FET,
trade
no

$1.69

B78-13

$23.50

C78-14

$25.75

$1.87

F78-14

$28.75

$2.22

G78-14

$31.00

$2.38

H78-14

$34.50

$2.61

G78-15

. $34.50

$2.44

H78-15

• $36.50

$2.66

Cushion Belt
PolyglasDouble Belted
for Strength!

Power Streak 78
• Smooth-riding polyester cord
body
• Six rib tread design
• Dependable diagonal ply
construction
• Goodyear's best selling bias
ply, now at-sale prices

Sale Ends Saturday Night

Goodyear
Retreads
$1

5

Choose 695-14, C78-14
or 078-I4 blackmail plus
31C to CO FEE dependinf
Size No trade
heeded

B78-13 whitewall, plus $1 86
FET and old tire

001E1 SIZES LOW PRICED
TOO! WNITEWALLS ONLY
53 MORE.

OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED TOO!

Just Say
'Charge It'

ucotenance tree ro,.
PS not added ode—
overat,ng cent it.on'

'4495
'389
'
'369

$5160
F i•sn topsesi battery
DetiOdic checking pratecis
asaixst "proper watering Stess
titan in service resifts !tee'
Oration and overchargiog
0u11 FREE 1,177zey colt'
ASK

Foe

t3x5 5

FREE
INSTALLATION

14,46 75

llanitie Goodyear
! Revolving
row •j Charge ACCOunt

15a7 5

Deep-dish slotted one-piece aluminum
wheels High gloss finish shines bright —
draws attention to your car'

Use any 0 these 7 other ways to bus
Oar Own Customer Credit Plan • *este
Chap • Visa • American Espress Card
• Ca-. 9 a,nn • C1,, C,,A, • Ceti,

Chrome
lugs extra

xpert wheel service also available Mounting — Balancmg — Alignment

12-MONT
SAVE
GAS
H
R
TUNE
-UP
Includes 3 FREE Electronic Check-Ups To Save You Gas All Year Long Am
Here's How It Works
Under this special service policy Goodyear will tune
your car electronically following the 7-point check
list shown here. Anytime within one year of your
tune-up, take your invoiCe and free engine analysis
certificate back. to the store that performed the
tune-up, and Goodyear will provide an electronic
analysis tree of charge (Up to 3 separate analyses
are provided free during the year ) If arty of these
check-ups indicate the need for any adjustment or
replacement lthat were part of the original
tune-up), Goodyear will make the adjustment or
replacement free of charge. What could be fairer
than that'

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

•

"

Murray, Ky.

er

7POINT TUNE L* $A188
• Check charging and starting

systems
• Install new points and
condense,
• Install new rotor
• install new spark plugs
•Set dwell and trming to
recommended Specs
• Lubricate and check choke
adiust as required
• adiust carburetor

Cci into

$4988
CY(INDIP

OFFER
ENDS
AUGUST

31!
Subtract Mi tot cars
mitt tiectron• ignition
'Electronic ignition Points and condenser aft
not required Air pp is sel where wooed

Store Manager Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.

Goodyear Service Store
Store Hours: 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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A grant of about $70,000 has
been awarded to Richmond
for community Assessment of
decentralized solar energy
technology. The grant was
awarded by the Oak Ridge
(Tn.) National Laboratory

(ORNL) to involve Richmond
in evaluating it's energy
future and the special role that
solar energy might play.
The grant will support the
program which is schedL:ed to
run from June 1979 to May

Blind, Disabled Youths
Qualify For SSI
"Blind or disabled children
can qualify for Supplemental
Security
SSI
Income
payments no matter how
young they are," Bettye
Wexler, Social Security
District Manager in Paducah,
said recently.
SSI is a Federal program
that makes Anthly cash
payments to aged, disabled, or
blind people who do not own
much in the way of property or
other assets and who do not
have much income.
Although an adult's own
income and assets are considered
when
deciding
eligibility, the income and
assets of a parent are considered when deciding the
eligibility of a child under 18
or under 21 if in school.
To be considered disabled
for SSI, a person must have a
physical or mental impairment which has lasted, or
is expected to last 12 months
or more or which will result in
death. For a person 18 or over,
the condition must prevent
him or her from engaging in
substantial gainful work. Ern'
a child under 18, the impairment must be comparable
in severity to one that would
prevent an adult from
engaging in substantial
gainful work.
Blindness is defined as
central visual acuity of 20-200
or less in the better eye with
the use of a corrective lens or
reduction of the visual field to
20 degrees or less.
Anyone who knows of a
disabled or blind child who
may qualify for SSI checks
should suggest that the person
responsible for the child get in
touch with any Social Security
office. The people there will
explain the SSI program and
help complete an application.
The telephone number for
the Paducah Social Security
office is 443-7506: and the

telephone number for
Mayfield Social Security
fice is 247-8095.

1980.
Dr. Janet Patton, Assistant
Professor of Political Science
at
Eastern
Kentucky
University and contact person
for ORNL, said, "The study
will identify the political,
social, and economic lifestyle
consequences of increased use
of solar energy."
"The assessment," she
added, will be undertaken by
a group of individuals
representing all segments of
Richmond." The group is now
being recruited and will hold
its first meeting in late
August.

Mr Smithera Complete

Anthropology, Sociology, and
Social Work, also participated
in developing the proposal.
The Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, operated by
Union Carbide Corporation,
Division,
Nuclear
in
fulfillment of responsibilities
to the Department of Energy
( DOE ), requires that community-level technology
assessment
for
solar
technologies be carried out in
selected communities in
various regions of the United
States. The first community
chosen was for the Northeast
U.S., a three-county area

centered in Corning, New
York The second was Richmond, the experimental
community
for
the
Southeastern U.S. The third
was Kent, Ohio as the Midwest
site.
Anyone interested in being
involved in the program, or
anyone desiring further information about the program
or solar energy is asked to
contact Dr. Janet Patton,
Political Science Department,
Eastern Kentucky University,
Richmond, Kentucky. Phone
number 622-1180 or 6225931
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Fancy Selected
Western Grown

"Greet For" Elakmg
Lbs. $1
"

BIG JOHN'S DEU HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!!
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Dr. Thomas Gray
Named President
Of Association

twates

SHORTENING
F Dip%

COFFEE
GOLD MEDAL SELF RISING

FLOUR

Dr. Thomas E. Gray,
chairman of the Department
of Graphic Arts at Murray
State University, has been
-named to a two-year term as
president-elect of the 550member International
Graphic Arts Education
Association.
Gray, a member of the
Murray faculty since 1975,
was elected to the post Aug. 8
at the organization's annual
convention in Oswego, N.Y.
With a membership made
up of professional educators,
industry representatives and
individuals with a common
interest in graphic arts
education, the organization is
dedicated to the promotion of
effective research and the
dissemination of information
concerning graphic communications and related
fields.
The son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil T. Gray, Sr., of Natchitoches, La., Gray came to
Murray from Huntsville, Tex.,
where he was an associate
professor of printing and
photography at Sam Houston
State University.
He earned both his undergraduate and master's
degrees at Northwestern State
College of Louisana at Natchitoches, and his doctorate in
education from Texas A & M
University.
Before going to Sam
Houston University, he had
taught at Central Missouri
State College, Warrensburg,
and at Stout State University
at Menomonie, Wisc.
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Nelson Is Acting
Director Of Division
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
Tom D. Nelson has been
named acting director of the
Public Information Department's information and
communicatons division.
Nelson, 33, has been with the
radio and television section
for more than four years and
supervises some 80 employees.
succeeds
Paula
He
Alexander, who resigned
effective Sept. 16.

Political Science; and Dan
Reynolds, Assistant Vice
President of State Bank and
Trust Company.
Joe Rosselot, Project
Manager for the Kentucky
River Foothills Developmant
Corporation; Dr. J. Allen
Singleton, Chairman and
Professor of Political Science;
David Warner, Assistant
Superintendent of the Rich
mond Water, Gas, and Sewage
Works; David Williams,
former Richmond Community
Development Director; and
Dr. Vance Wisenbaker,
Chairman and Professor of

the assessment group will George
E.
Campbell,
develop a set of alternative Associate Professor of Social
solar energy options Rich- Science; Dr. Romeo E.
mond citizens may face in the Cartier, Civil Engineering
future. The community will Consultant;
Dr.
Jerry
then be asked to evaluate Faughn, Professor of Physics;
possible
these
choices. Alfred
Forsyth,
Media
Several programs will be Specialist; Dave Graham,
planned to acquaint the former City Manager of Richcommunity with possible solar mond; Mrs. Connie Lawson,
energy alternatives.
General Sales Manager of Don
Members of the Task Team Foster and Assiaciates; Mrs.
that developed the proposal Marilyn Long, Certified
submitted to the Oak Ridge Public Accountant; Dr.
National Laboratory were: Ronald L. Marionneaux,
Joe Ballou, Superintendent of Chairman and Professor of
the Richmond Water, Gas, Geography; Dr. Janet Patton,
and Sewage Works; Dr. Assistant
Professor
of
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Technician Class Has Openings Dr. Joan Maupin Participates
In Institute At Georgia State

The
Paducah
Area
Vocational Education Center
is now accepting applications
for
the 1979 Surgical
Technician class which will
begin the first week of
November. The program is
ten months and offers over
1500 hours of instruction in
specific functions in the
operating room and departments in the hospital which
sterile techniques are used.
The Paducah Area Vocational
Education Center is accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.

Graduates of the program
will take the Surgical
Technicians Certified Exam.
The surgical technicians
acquires basic skills in
scrubbing and circulating for
selected operations, including
the performance of duties
required before and after the
operation.
Applicants must be 17 years
of age, be a high school
graduate or have the General
Education Development Test,
be in good physical and
mental
health, furnish
references, take two preentrance test, and have a

personal interview. The cost
of the program to in-state
students is $5 registration fee,
and $4 per month tuition. The
registration fee for out-ofstate students is $20 and
tuition is $40 per month. The
cost of books and uniforms
approximately $150.
Applications may be filed at
the Paducah Area Vocational
Education Center, Health
Occupations Building, between the hours of 8:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m.
The General Aptitude Test
Battery GATB) can be taken
at the Department of Human

Resources at 418 South 6th
Street in Paducah, Kentucky.
Applicants should call 502-444
6392 for an appointment to
take this test. The California
Test is also required and can
be taken at the Paducah Adult
Learning Center, 2500 Adams
Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
Appointments to take this test
can be made by calling 502444-6436.
Personal interviews will be
scheduled after the test scores
and the application are
received. All applications
should be in by August 31,
1979.

Dr. Joan L. Maupin,
assistant professor of home
economics at Murray State
University, was one of 30
college and university consumer education teachers who
participated in a recent 10-day
institute at Georgia State
University in Atlanta.
Conducted by the Joint
Council
on
Economic
Education
(JCEE)
in
cooperation with the Georgia
State Council on Economic

Education and Georgia State
University, the institute entitled "Economic Education Consumer
to
Key
A
Proficiency" was the first
phase of a four-part consumer
education program. It was
directed by Prof. Charles C.
Boardman of the Georgia
State University faculty.
, Dr. Maupin was involved in
ways of inexploring
corporating basic economic
principles into the consumer's

decision-making process by
the
developing
further
competencies of consumer
education teachers. She also
assisted in developing teacher
techniques designed to help
students become more effective as purchasers of goods
and services.
Under the direction of Dr.
John C. Clow, JCEE director
of consumer and business
economics, the program is
funded by a grant from the
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NASHVILLE,Tenn.(API —
Charles , E. Smith, former
chancellor of the University of
Tennessee at Nashville, has
been named editor of the
Nashville Banner.
Smith, 40, is vice president
for public service of the
University of Tennessee and
was press secretary in the 1970
gubernatorial campaign to
John Jay Hooker Jr., the
Banner's new publisher.
The Banner on Monday
published its first editions
under the new ownership of
Music City Media Inc. Irby
Simpkins Jr. is president and
Brownlee 0. Currey Jr. is
chairman and chief executive.
, -Charles Smith is by in.itinct an intelliEct, an evenhanded. balanced man who
knows that tallness is the
essential ingredient in the
pursuit of a public trust,"
Hooker said in making the
announcement.
He is a man who unpolitical
derstands the
process, its strengths and its
weaknesses. He is a man who
deeply loves the profession of
journalism."
Smith has served in several
editing and management
positions in the news field.
Larry BrintOn is managing
editor of the afternoon
newspaper.
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Dole Says Raises
Push Wage-Earners
Into Higher Brackets
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WASHINGTON (API — Sen.
Bob Dole, R-Kan., says pay
raises sought to keep up with
inflation are pushing wageearners into higher income
tax brackets without actually
giving them more spendable
income.
At a 10.6 percent inflation
rate for this year and.next, he
said, the federal government
will reap $11.5 billion in inflation-swelled 1979 federal
taxes and $15.6 billion the next
year. Inflation now is running
at an annual rate of more than
13 percent. "Workers are
given cost-of-living raises or
merit raises or they change
jobs in order to obtain a better
wage, thinking they'll come
out ahead," Dole said. "But
for too many Americans these
raises are illusionary for when
they are jumped into higher
tax brackets they end up
losing ground in terms of real
dollars."

.
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State Police Start
Clamp On Drivers
In Emergency Lanes

1.V.. Cord horkas01
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'1600.00

'."SPECIAL FRIENDS'
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American Express Foundation and the Fireman's
Fund American Foundation.
It is designed to help build
consumer education courses
into the curriculum of the
nation's schools through
university-level teacher
programs and
training
development
materials
programs.
Dr. Maupin will attend the
annual meeting of the Joint
Economic
on
Council
Toronto,
Education
in
Canada, in October where she
will help to evaluate phase I
and make a progress report on
phase II, the development of a
for consumer
program
education teachers.
She joined the faculty at
Murray State in 1978.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
State police have started a
crackdown on motorists who
park in emergency lanes
along Kentucky's limited
access highways.
State police field commanders have been ordered to
enforce regulations which
prohibit stopping or parking in
the emergency lanes except in
cases of emergency.
The order also was extended
to include a prohibition
against hitchhiking, and
abandonment of disabled
vehicles at the roadside for
more than six hours.
State Police said the order
was issued in the aftermath of
recent fatalities which occurred when vehicles parked
in emergency lanes were hit
by moving vehles.
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Spiderman, Hulk Can't Teach
Bible Society About Horror

Louisville Youth Makes
Appointed Rounds On
Blue Roller Skates
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP recent Thursday , he was
Only an occasional shag rug or training Luckey- Pool, 16, on
stairway keeps delivery boy the finer techniques of finding
Mickey Ward from making his downtow n offices.
appointed rounds. Most of the
Pool said he will probably'
time, he just keeps rolling walk when he delivers. "I
along.
think I'll just let him stick with
The blond 15-year-old works the roller skates," he said.
for a restaurant in downtown
Ward said he enjoys skating
Louisville and totes a card- almost everywhere. "It beats
walking. I'd almost do it for
board box full of lunches each
nothing.-day to various offices -- on
blue roller skates with green
In fact, when he commutes
to work, he does do it for
wheels.
"IL can skate better than I
nothing.
can walk," said Ward.
-.I race the bus every
Market
morning
down
Ward usually is seen on
downtown streets near the Street," he said, adding that
restaurant, cardboard box in
lie usually wins.
hands, yellow cap on head and
hair blowing in the wind.
A sign pinned to the front of
his shirt reads,"Golden Chain
Restaurant - Fast Free
Delivery." Most everyone
notices, he says.
Besides shag rugs and
stairways, avoiding unsuspecting pedestrians whilt.)
4
cruising down city streets is
By STEPHEN FOX
about the only problem Ward
Associated Press Writer
encounters.
LOS ANGELES AP) — The
Restaurant owner Ermal Organization of Petroleum
Estepp said she wouldn't let Exporting Countries is unWard skate on the job at first fairly taking the blame for
because she was afraid he U.S. economic woes, says a
might
get
hurt.
The lawyer in a price-fixing suit
restaurant's four other against the oil cartel's
delivery people work on foot member nations.
or use bikes to cover a 10-block
And U.S. District Judge A.
downtown area.
Andrew Hauk, who is hearing
"But one day we got in a the unique case, suggests that
bind, and I told her I could
members of cartel might have
skate faster than I could
raised crude oil prices to
walk," Ward said.
protect themselves.
"He hasn't had -any accame
comments
The
cidents or dropped any food," Tuesday as Dr. Stanley
Mrs. Estepp said. -He can get Foster. an international
the delivery there so much
economist, testified in the
faster, and the people love it."
second day of hearings on the
Some people like the service
suit, filed last December by
so much that they make the International Association
special.requests to have "the of Machinists and Aerospace
blond-headed boy on roller
Workers.
skates- deliver their lunch.
The suit alleges OPEC and
Besides his delivery route. its 13 member nations violated
Ward also helps in the kitchen
the Sherman Antitrust Act by
and prepares the orders. On a
meeting together to fix oil

The BUrgerbraukeller, a beer hall in Munich
HITEER COL P Slit JO tit KAZID
where Adolf Hitler announced his unsuccessful coup attempt in 1923, is scheduled to
be torn down by the end of the year. Munich city fathers plan to build a shopping city
in its place.
(AP laserphoto)
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1975 Pontiac Grand Prix
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Two Brothers Plead
Innocent To Murder
in Family Fued
MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP)
— Two brothers have pleaded
innocent to charges of murder
in connection with an apparent family feud that turned
into a shooting match and left
three persons dead.
A.T. Collins, 53, and Bart
Collins, 39, pleaded innocent
at their arraignment here
Monday before Clay County
District Judge Robert C.
Muncy. The elder brother is
said to be the lone survivor of
a tragic mine disaster at
nearby Hyden,Ky., nine years
ago that killed 38 men.
Clay County Attorney Oscar
House said the two were ordered held without bond in the
Clay County Jail, "but their
attorneys may file motions for
bonds on the hearing date," he
added.

Bright red, block vinyl roof, black interior, white
letter tires, Rally wheels, power steering and
brakes, air conditioner, power windows, door
locks, tilt wheel, AM-FM stereo, approximately
56,000 miles. $3,099.00.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports

Dwain Tailor Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617
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"OW "OW
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Foster contended that
OPEC increases in crude oil
prices — the most recent in
June — have helped to fuel
double-digit inflation in the
United States. The attorneys
for the Concerned Black
Americans suggested the
Vietnam war and price increases by American oil
companies were principally to
blame.
Hauk asked Foster if the
devaluation of the dollar
might have led OPEC to increase its prices to the United
States.
-If the gold you can buy is
worth 1,000 percent less than it
was 10 years ago, doesn't
OPEC have to keep its prices
up to keep up with the dollar's
devaluatiOn?" Hauk asked.
-I think it is a question of

ANY LARGE1
PIZZA I
MEDIUM TACO
1
PIZZA

Coupons Valid Aug. 22nd-26th
One Coupon per party per visit at participating Pizza Hut® Restaurant.
Offer good on regular menu prices through Aug. 26th

A third brother, Marion
Casey Collins, Was named on
three counts of murder in a
warrant not immediately
served because Collins '"as in
a Lexington hospital f,r
treatment of a bullet wound
received in the fracas. He v, a!,
listed in satisfactory condition
Monday at the Albert B
Chandler Medical Center
Lexington with a gurlot
wound in the shoulder.
Shot to death were Geor“;e
W. Napier, a, his wife, Jese.
and their daughter, Phyllis
Dezarri. Clay County Coronet
Buster Bond said he had not
been able to determine the
ages of Napier's wife
daughter.,
The three died of gur.hot
wounds Saturday at tliein
home in the Elk Creek nowmunity of Clay Countn.
miles east of here.

whether the chicken or the egg
came first," Foster said.
Hauk began grappling with
the complexities of international oil pricing after
removing OPEC on Monday
as a defendant in the suit and
ruling that the machinists'
union was not entitled to
collect damages. Hauk said
OPEC itself could not be
served with a copy of the suit,
but left its 13-member nations
as defendants because they
have been. served through
their
embassies
ige
Thej
said he hopes to
make a ruling in the suit on
Friday.
New York City
corporated in 1665.

was in-

NORTHSIDE & SOUTHSIDE
Promotion Good for 20 Weeks

Add A Touch Of Charm
ToYour Kitchen With
•Qc_w_

Crowning louch.
PORCELAIN ENAMEL COOKWARE

Now yew can odds bright cheery note to year kitchen with
Crowning Touch.. the fine porcelain enamel cookware that leeks
as great an it cooks.
Crowning Teach is•burtifol alternative to the typical drab
aluminum and stainless cookware tolerated in many kitchens today. The coicirfal Harvest illessom Pattern or elegant Blue
Garland pattern can brighten the mood of any kitchen. And each
Is attractive enough to come straight from the range or oven
and sit proudly on your finest dining table.
Crowning Touch ranks among the
highest quality cookware lines produced
in the world. today. It is manufactured in
Spain by skilled craftsmen. The body is
constructed of high conductivity carbon
steel, coated with 2 layers of fine
porcelain enamel and kiln fired 3 times at
temperatores in excess of 1500 degrees
Farenheit. Its many unique features indude copper finish bottoms/ shock absorbing stainless steel rims; and color coordinated, compression fitted anatomic
1
handles specially designed to conform to
the contours of. woman's hand.
Now, for a limited time only, you can
nuke•fall set of this beautiful European cookware at savings of over 40%
on our convenient stomp plan.

A.T. Collins was char4,1
with aiding and abettmg ci
connection with that shootin,,
but those charges w ere
dropped.

"They all live down in thi,
holler called Lost ('rcok
Road," said state poly,.
detective Colan Hari ell
Eleven persons, including four
children, were at the Naria.1home when the shootineoccurred, he said, but the t
families were "definitely noi
in the home together.
On June 16, 1963, the first
woman in space, Valentina
Tereshkova, was launched
into orbit from a base rn
Russia.

Last year when we tried the Cuba swim, I was nice and
round and chubby. I was cold
all last night in 86-degree
water. I can't have that."
She grinned triumphantly as
she waded ashore amid the
cheers of a throng - of wellwishers, in sharp contrast to
earlier scenes when she
sobbed after quitting two
earlier long-distance swims.
The 30-year-old New York
resident stumbled only
slightly as she rose from the
calm ocean 27 hours and 38
minutes after leaving North
Bimini.
"Everybody said it couldn't
be done," she said. "My body
feels like the F-train subway)
in New York ran civet me, but
emotionally I'm exhilarated."

JI MA

A source close to the
who asked not to be identifle,I,
said the slayings appart!fti%
stemmed from the jail term
handed down last week to
another Collins broth,r.
Dewey. He was sentencf:A to
10 years in jail after twing
found guilty of first-deL T
manslaughter in the April 20
shooting death of Jerry Wa.
Napier, a son of George
Jesse Napier.

A.T. Collins, identified I
House as the lone survivoi
the Dec. 30. 1970 exrilosioli ai
the Finley Coal Co, npar.
Hyden, in which 38 men ti
was wounded in the leg duriiik,
Saturday's shootings'. lb,
surrendered to police a -,111Jrt
time later, while Bart Collins
surrendered several I-loin ,,
later.

that children who can copt
with the violence of tilt
Incredible Hulk or the horror
of Sleeping Beauty would be
seriously worried by Samson."
non-denominational,
The
nonprofit society was started
in 1804 by the Rev. Thomas
Charles, a Welsh clergyman
concerned over the lack of
Bibles in the Welsh language.
It now publishes the Bible in
268 languages and dialects.
The comic strips are drawn
by a team of French artists
directed by a 70-year-old
Roman Catholic priest, the
Rev. Pierre Thivollier. The
society said he had spent
much tune working with
poorly educated children in
- Paris.

Diana Nyad Sets Sights
On Dream Of Swimming
From Cuba To Florida

Lawyer Claims OPEC Is Unfairly
Taking Blame For U.S. Economy
prices. The union contends the
oil producers are subject to
U.S. antitrust laws because
they do business in this
country. The union is seeking
an injunction barring future
oil price increases in excess of
U.S. inflation rates.
In questioning Foster,
Khalid .Abdullah Tariq Al
Mansour, an attorney for a
group called Concerned Black
Americans in Support of
Africa and the Middle East.
charged that "OPEC is an
expedient scapegoat for
American
economic
troubles."
Concerned
Black
Americans has filed friend of
the court briefs in the case on
behalf of the oil producing
nations and has been allowed
to question union Witnesses.

director of the revivalist
By MICHAEL WEST
religious movement National
Associated Press Writer
LONDO>1 AP) — Spider- Festival of Light, says
man, the Incredible Hulk and "Samson the Mighty" panders
monsters from . space can't to a thirst for violence.
"The putting out of Samteach the British Bible Society
much about horror,say critics son's eyes is depicted with a
of the society's new publishing horrifying explicitness which
is totally unnecessary," he
venture.
said.
The
175-year-old
He
the
suggested
organitation
has
just
published a comic-book illustration may violate the
version of the story of Samson, Children and Young Persons
the Old Testament hero who (Harmful Publications) Act
lost his hair, his strength and passed in 1955 to curb comic
his eyes to the beautiful book excesses.
Johnston called on the
Delilah.
He regained his hair and his society to withdraw the book
strength in captivity and from sale and replace the
brought the temple of the blinding scene. The society
Philistines crashing down on said it was ready to discuss
himself and more than 3,000 of the matter with him, but Halls
his foes. The book, for commented: "It is unlikely
youngsters 8 and over, shows
it all in gory, full color.
Speaking modern English in
bubble captions, Samson is
also shown squeezing a lion to
death and setting fire to 300
foxes who run into the
Philistines' fields and set
them aflame.
The high spot is the blinding
JUNO BEACH, Fla. I AP) —
of Samson — a red-hot stake Diana Nyad — fresh from a
being plunged into one eye, the precedent-setting, 89-mile
other a burned-out socket and swim from the Bahamas to
the hero shown full face, Florida
immediately set
writhing in agony.
sights on her ultimate dream,
A first printing' of 15,000 swimming from Cuba to
copies of "Samson the Florida.
Mighty" is on sale for $I a
"That will be my last
copy, competing on magazine
swim," Ms. Nyad said
stands with the usual horror, Monday
after she completed
war and science fiction' the grueling
swim and met one
comics. .
life's goal. "I mean where do
The
Biblec Society's you go after that"
managing editor, David Halls,
But before she tries the
says he plans similar
illustrated versions for the Cuba swim for the second
young of the stories of Moses. time, Miss Nyad said she'll
Abraham and Joseph. He says have to be in better shape.
he started with Samson "I'm not the Farrah
"because he is the most Fawcett-Majors type," she
sensational."
said, "but I am underweight
Johnston, for a marathon swimmer.
Raymond

s
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SET AND WHISTLING
TEAKETTLE ILLUSTRATED IN HARVEST
BLOSSOM PATTERN

Sct
Ulm (;ariand Pattern
Aria

With each $3.00 purchase, you are entftled to purchase one cookware stamp
for 99'. When you have filled your Saver
koshers with 40 stamps, you will be
presented with an attractively gift boxed
8 piece cookware set.
Additional items to expand your basic
set will be featured each week at special
coupon savings. Every item in the Crown
lag Touch line is carried in open stock, so
yea can replace or odd pieces to your eat
WV after the promoter)+, has ended.
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Will Discuss Road Conditions

4

Group To Meet With Officials
HARLAN. Ki
AP Representati% fw
t a croup
pr)testing conditions on a
coal-haul road in Knox County
are scheduled to meet Monday
%Ali transportation officials in
Frankfort, Knox County
Jude e-E xecutive Don I.
BiliOlain said
Meanwhile, about 100
den ionstrators gathered again
Tuesday to protest road
conditions on Kentucky 987
near Smith in Harlan County
and kept some youngsters
from boarding three school
buses.
District Highway Engineer
Glen Cary, at Manchester,
said the state had no current
plans for further repaving of
either road, but that steps
would be taken to control dust

sportation Secretary Calvin
con iplained.
Grayson's office in Frankfort.
The
Harlan
County
Cary said the meeting could
demonstrators, keeping change things, but that
children out of school for the currently, for lack of funds,
second day , said Kentocky 987 there were no plans for full
is unsafe for the buses and resurfacing of either
road.
they're concerned about the
Kentucky 987, he said, "is a
students' Mare
state road ... like several other
The Knox County demon- roads in southeast Kentucky
stration occurred Monday at that the bituminous
surface
the Stinking Creek Comhas been destroyed by heavy
munity on _Kentucky 718. coal hauling."
About 150 persons blocked the
Resurfacing of 2.2 miles of
road and four were arrested. the
road was completed this
They claimed the state had
week, he said. "That leaves
promised to blacktop the road
about 6.5 miles to be mainthis summer.
tained as a gravel surface."
Bingham said he had
We will maintain it as well
arranged for representatives
as we can ... until funds
of the Knox County group to
become available for some
meet Monday with Cary and improvement
the
on
other state transportation remainder a
at later date," he
officials in state Iran- said.
As for dust, he said, "We
EXPENSIVE STOP - A Paris gasoline station attendant
can appreciate the people's
posts new price for premium gasoline after the French
interest and concern on their
government announced increases in prices of
great dust problem up there.
gasoline, heating and diesel oils and electricity, effecWe have instructed the
tive Friday. Premium gasoline will now cost approxmaintenance people to use
imately $2.82 a sallon, and is the most expensive
5 Chemical
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some asphalt material and use
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RICHMOND, Ky.'. i AP)- A Monday, saying he did not
26 Pile
29 Prohibit
The four were released on military investigation has want to prejudice the team's
27 European
Heraldry
38 Beast
30 Irritate
47 As written
40 Hindu
$.500 bond each pending a Sept. begun into the origin of a findings.
31 Conjunction 28 Dry
queen
29 Wager
Mus
32 Deposit
18 appearance in Knox noxious chemical cloud that
He said the independent
48 Hindu cym30 Opening
41 Hebrew
33 Possesses
District Court.
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was ordered by the
sickened
46
people
early.
month
32 Locate
.
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34 Digraph
The Harlan County protest, Friday in Madison County and Army Depot System Com33 Joint
43 State Abbr 49 Regret
3$ Boundary
starting Monday on the first caused Interstate 75 to be mand in Chambersburg, Pa.,
44 The caama 50 King
36 Scale note
37 Gratuity
day of school, was similar to a temporarily closed.
45 Negate
Arthu•
37 Masonic
adding he did not know how
38 Snake
lance
demonstration on the first day
doorkeepers 46 Grafted
39 Redact
A five-man team headed by l'oniz it would last.
40 Tear
of the previous schobl year.
"That's going to have to
U. Col. Donald S. Tribe
Wir to 11
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.The parents said foot-deep arrived Tuesday from Arms. develop," Munnelly said. .*1
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42 European
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potholes made Kentucky 987 facilities in Utah, Penn- know they're going to move as
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mountains
unsafe
for school buses, and a sylvania, Texas and Illinois. rapidly as they can."
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44 Dwizill
spokesman for the group, said Col. John Munnelly,
47 Sieves
A report of the investigation
111
111
51 Mates
Della Mae Hensley, said dust commander of the Lexington will be made public, Munnelly
11111
52 Tense
21
up to four inches thick was Bluegrass Army Depot.
said.
53 God of love
•'killing us."
"We've got nothing to hide.
The team members have
30
54 Emmet
The protest affected at- backgrounds in chemicals and If there's-something wrong,
55 Toward
31
32
tendance
at
Cawood arillfiunition, Munnelly said in we want to correct it," he said.
shelteiElementary School, Hall an interview.
111
56 Slave
A statement released by the
35•
Junior High School and
57 Caustic
They were to determine office of Sen.. Walter D.
39
41
substance
Cawood High School, and the whether the cloud resulted Huddleston, D-Ky., called for
40UU
group of parents said they from the burning of smoke an assessment of the way the
DOWN
1143
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43
1 Scorch
would continue to withhold the screen canisters at the depot's depot burns chemical waste
2 Exchange
approximately 90 students Richmond branch facility.
canisters and for a report on
premium
from classes until the road is
Munnelly called off his own possible long-range' health
3 Domains
paved.
internal investigation on hazards to those who fell ill
.4 Places
Friday.
PEANUTS
The state fire marshal's
office said Monday it probably
rI-tEY, CATCHER!
IT'S LONELY OUT 'THERE
would complete its own inIN RIGHT FIELI7 50 I'M
vestigation of the incident late
GONNA STAND HERE WITH 'fOU
this week.
Spokesman Gilbert Ellis
said a canister similar to those
destroyed at the depot was
burned for comparison purv
••
•
poses. but lab tests would take
several days.
- Everything points to the
IaIIa
fact that this thing originated
at the depot, but ... in a
situation like this, we want to
be absolutely sure." Ellis
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Military Investigation
Begins Into Origin Of
Noxious Chemical Cloud
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EETLE BAILEY
YOU CAN GRAB
THE ROPE NOW,
SARGE. I TIED
IT TO A TREE

HOW
MA NY
KNOTS
DID YOU
TIE?

HE GivE.5 OUT CHECKS
wiThr '%!iRS DITHERS
SITTING NE3CT"
TO HIM

.PHANTOM

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

priiblems of N hill! protesters

AO Army spokesman Fri
Washington, meantime,
reported that nerve gas is still
stored at the depot but said it
was part "of the deterrent
stockpiles" in the nation's
arsenal.
Joe Penton, the public information officer for the U.S.
Army Material Development
fr
YOU DON'T GET
and Readiness Command,
WHAT
TO BE SERGEANT said there are two types of
KIND OF
WITHOUT
nerve agents near Richmond
ER... UH...
KNOTS
DEVELOPING A
and identified theni as:
SLIPKNOTS
DI D YOU
HEALTHY A/V
GB, or Sarin, capable of
USE?
OF DI STR
killing a person in minutes,
after attacking a part of the
central nervous system.
VX, a nerve gas that is
believed to have killed 6,400
sheep when it was tested in
1968 in Utah.
Penton said all the nerve
gases are in liquid form, with
the consistency of a low-grade
HAVE TO. Cu oil, and encased in rocket
-7-0 1-15 WIRE
liquid
containers.
The
becomes a deadly agent upon
detonation.
mei
Penton said a beaker of a
liquid nerve agent sitting on a
desk would be harmless. A
drop off it on the skin would be
deadly, he explained.
Mustard gas, a blistering
'agent first used in World War
1, also is stored at the depot.
Nearly nine years ago, when
some of the nerve gas began
THAT'S NO GHOST.
leaking at the depot, the Army
I CAN'T BLAST
UH,.51Gt..4
HE KNOCKEP OUT
HIM NOW..IN
RUNNI
hauled it out to sea.
TORPEPO. HE'S A
THE AIR. BUT
OUT I
Special trains rolled into the
HOOP.. AFTER THE
WHEN WE
FUE !
here and picked up.418
depot
LAND'.
GOLP.
concrete coffins carrying
12,540 M55 nerve-gas rockets
that had begun leaking.
They were dumped .16,000
feet into the Atlantic Ocean in
international waters off
Florida.
Penton said he hadn't seen
any reports about leaking
nerve gas weapons now at the
depot.

I, Tommy Hendon, as of August
21. 1979 will no longer be
responsible for any debts other
than my own

2. Notice
INJUFT At
CLASSIFICATIONS
&we 11 o ready
riftwook. Moe oil paddy help
yes Wale P. tiessiNcerwee pee
MO INA* hr.
1. Lego! Notice
2. Notice
3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost ond Found
6. Help Wanted
1. Situation Wonted
IC Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sole or Trade
14. Wont To Buy
IS. Articles For Sole
• 16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
111. Sewing Machines
11. Form Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
33. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV -Rod.°
27. Mobile Home Soles
2$. Mob Home Rents
II. Heating- Cooiing
31. Business Rental
31. *ant Fo Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35, Forms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Leos*
SY. Livestock -Supplies
M.Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
44. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. lots For Sole
U.Forms For Sole
66. Homes For Sole
47. Motorcycles
4$. Auto Services
IC. Used Cars
54. Used Trucks
31. CornP9rs
52. Boats ond Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trod.
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Warned
Listed

Free Store 759-4600
The Murray Police
Deportment will be taking sealed bids on
bicycles that have been
unclaimed for a period
of time. These bicycles
will be sold to the
highest bidder on Friday
August 24th between
the hours of 10 and 11
a.m. The bicycles will
be on display at city
hall, South 5th and
Poplar.

753-2287
Delivery
Service
by the bushel bog ton
or truck lood

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds must be submitted by 12 noon the
day
before
publication.
Excluding
classified ads.for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
Now openI North Hills Park
Minaturc Golf Hours. I prn tit
9 pm 7 days a week 3 miles
north of Paris on Highway 641
Riders wanted for carpool to
Paducah Monday through Fri
day 8 to 4 Call 759-4621 after
5 pm

Fre

Naar Tape "Grace"
759-4444 or "Story
about Jesus- 7594445.

A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
IN k Vet ielIN 5;
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

S.lost and Found
s
.

God is love. Bible study.
anytime Bible Facts and Free
Store, 759-4600
Hot tamales. $3 a dozen. Mrs.
Chester
McCuiston, 221
Spruce. phone 753-3592 after
330 pm

Lump Stoker and Egg
Coal

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

South Fina Station new hoL,
open 8 am Id 7 pm Monday
through Saturday. and 1 to 5
Sunday
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS

1 mile south Highway
121

•

CARTER STUDIO
753-8298

Photo Copy
Machine
Sales S. Service

TAPP
COAL
COMPANY
MURRAY
YARD

IF YOU
NEED THEM
Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire (City )
753-1441
Fire (County)
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc.
759-4141
Learn To Read
753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.

Book us now for fall
weddings

Quality
SIGNS
Since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

753-01 23

6. Help Wanted

Lost keys Between Post office
and Holland Drugs Several
keys and 2 discs 753-6150

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted from 230
through 530 for 3 children
Phone 759-1322
Captain D's is now accepting
applications for counter girls
and fry cooks Day and night
Apply
Monday
through
Thursday between 1 and 4 No
phone calls

Lain extra money No investment Take orders for Lisa low
priced Jewelry
For • free
catalogs call toll free 1-80°631-1258
Experienced onlyl Clean-up
and detail used car man Must
be able to work buffer Write
resume and salary expectations
to David 1 Keenan, Keenan
Ford Mercury. Inc White Halt
WI 54173
Full time night manager, part
time day and night shifts Apply in person at Bob's Drive-In.
810 Chestnut Street.

ATTENTION!
Licensed insurance or
real estate salesman to
join on old firm,
established 1950, CM
Wayne Wilson at 3326375
or 753
Janitor Must be able to run
buffer, work late hours Write
P.O. Box 32 1, Murray, KY.
Law office opportunity. Requires office experience, short
hand or speed writing skills.
typing skills, some bookkeeping some knowledge of office
machines and a desire to learn.
Need not apply without above.
Resume to P.O Box 32 G. Murray, KY
Need one full time, 2 part time
employees for Deli-Bakery
Must be able to work day or
night or weekends Apply in
person Big John's
Restaurant help wanted
Gallimore Restaurant, 4929/85.
Sewing machine operators App4 in person Calloway
Manufacturing Company. 111
Poplar-Murray, KY
Wanted farm families interested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett & ,
Associates 753-7273
Wanted Woman to do alterations Apply in person, no
phone calls please, Murray
Tailor Shop, 418 Main.

9. Situation Wanted
Experienced cosmotoligist with
following needing a position at
local salon Excellent haircut
ting and permanent wave
Phone 759-1226
Wanted farm families interested in a top notch major
medical group hospital
coverage Call Bennett &
Associates 753-7273
Would like to babysit in my
home 753-3523
Any business or Real Estate
with potential needing sales,
money, management, etc Mr
Logan (615) 984-7781.

News, Society and
Spcirrs
753-1 9 18
Retool Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753
1916and 753-191 7
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10. Bus. Opportunity
Business
opportunity.
Restaurant for sale, located on
North 16th Street across from
Murray State University campus. Fully equipped eration.
complete with inventory
Owner selling for health
reasons Call Guy Spann Realty,
753-7724.
For sale 30x60 cleanup shop
12 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94 Call 474-2335
after 6 pm

2
hi

fr

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY
Established Children's
ready to wear store in
Northwest
middle
Tennessee. Remodeled and excellent lease,
by owner. Write
Children's Retail
Business, Box 543, St.'
Bethlehem,TN 37155.

NOTICE
The city of Murray, Ky. is accepting
bids on chain link fencing for the central garage on Andrus Drive. Specifications may be obtained at the city
clerk's office Fifth and Poplar. Bids will
be accepted until 1:30 Thursday afternoon, A ust 30 1979.

Pat Hackett

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

--

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN AUTO SALES
Jim Fain Motors now has openings for
sales people, male or female, experience not required, but applicants
must enjoy dealing with people. Salary
plus commission, steady employment,
specialized training are offered with
these positions. If you are seeking a
rewarding profession call Jim Fain
Motors at 753-0632 to arrange for interview. Ail inquiries will be held in
confidence. Ask for Ed Parker.

3
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27. Mobile Home Sales

A:Miscellaneous

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate

55

Used console stereo, $35 Component sets, $15 Also 19 inch 1972 Schultz mobile home
color t v and one year old con- 12x60, central heat and air
sole piano Clayton's-1 & B Phone 753-7951
Music 753-1575
28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent 10x40 mobile home
23. Exterminating
clean, near University Phone
753-3482 or 753-3895
Partially
furnished mobile
12. Insurance
home, two bedrooms $100
Wanted farm families indeposit, $150 per month Gam'erested in a top notch major
ble's Trailer Court Stella 753medical group hospital
4082
:overage Call Bennett &
Three bedroom, fully carpeted,
Associates 753-7273
central heat and air, new fur14..Want To Buy
niture, near University 7535209
Lyndia Cochran Dance Studio
registration for dance and gymnastics Call 153-4647
Tae Kivo Do classes are being
offered at Murray State University Classes 5 days a week.
ages 5 and older Contact 7594906

WANT TO
BUY

run
Write

22. Musical

linley Auction I
Realty Sales
r

Children need a big house, The
one we have lust listed has
plenty of icrom for tiVeryone. 5
bedrooms and 2 baths located
on quiet street. Priced in the
530's.. Call for
an
appointment...753 1492...Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

31. Want To Rent

53. Services Offered

19/6 Cutlass Supreme. triple
black, AM-FM
8-track,
taouatolm
ognoofdloocovod4i0tio00o0.
miles.
acasking $3750 Call 753-1887
1977 Chrysler New Yorker. excellent condition. Call 7532292
1968 Camaro good condition.
6 cylinder, automatic, excellent gas mileage. phone
753-0595, after 6753-1912.
1975 Ford Torino stationwagon
with automatic, air, power
steering. Sealed bids will be
accepted at Murray Cablevision
until August 24. 1979.
1973 Ford Gran Torino wagon,
good shape, $425 Call 4314801

Carpet and vinyl installed free
estamates 7 years experience
in this area Call Bob Mills at
492-8436
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs old or new, quality
work Call 753-0565
Dog Grooming. All breeds. By
appointment. Pick up and
delivery. Connie Lampe. 4362510
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 1539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343
For your coal needs, call 7978318 or write Edward Ipock
Rt 1, Dawson Springs, KY
42408
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates 7531966.

53. SOTVICIS Offered
Neea a carpenter' Will do
paneling additions or what
have you Call 436-2516
Roofing flat or shingles water
proofing and mobile homes 15
years experience Call 4354113
Roofing, patchwork all kinds
shingles all kinds, hot work
Call 753-0147
Small Engine repair efficient
mechanic on duty at all times
Contact Montgomery Ward
Catalog Store 753-1966
Siding. aluminum, vinyl, steel
Free estimates Call 1-247
7201 day or night
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545
Will do plumbing. heating and
air conditioning, repairs and
remodeling around the home
such as: painting. carpentry
and concrete 753-2211 01
753-9600.

One to two bedroom home
A PROVEN
Barber chair. old, $35 159- needed immediately for
METHOD OF
childless Christian couple
4683 after 530 pm
MARKETING
For Sole
Cherry wood, over 20 years old, Prefer out of town, but not
1979 United Feature Syndicate Inc
YOUR HOME.
,
1970 Buick Skylark runs
1 inch stock, 75 cents board necessary Leave number at
good, needs little body work,
For a while those gas lines really slowed
foot 2 inch and 3 inch turning Regal 8 motel office
Georgeous lakeview
S300 Coll 753-9924 after
squares $1 25 board foot, 4 32.Apts. For Rent
them down."
home. Everything
4 00 P.m.
Want to buy a young full blood- inch squares $1.75 board foot
goes with this 3 BR, 2
ed Yorkshire or Hampshire boar Planing available 492-8837 or For rent furnished apartment
bath home in Pine
Estate
Real
Real
43.
Estate
in
New
Concord
Must sell 1970 Chevelle 1975
a
$80
month
43•
dig Call 753-3523
753-5940 after 5 pm
Bluff Shores. Owner
Call 436-2427
model 350 engine automatic
will leave all apWant to buy 8 or 9 foot chisel One karat cluster diamond ring
22 mpg mags $750 or nearest
Purdom & Thurman
pliances including
plow and corn elevator Phone for sale. Call after 5 pm. 753- Furnished or unfurnished, very
offer. See at 700 Meadow Lane
microwav
close
campus
Den
e.
has
to
Call
753-8742
Estate
Insurance & Real
498-8376
7646
or call Lon at 753-5901
Brent Allen Ditching,
wet bar. Ideally
after 5 pm
.
souins.cle Court
Want to buy some Duroc wean- Old
Backhoe-Loader work,
located on 3 lots. Ask1932 V model Ford Roadster, Guttering by Sears, Sears conbarn,
beautifully Furnished apartment, inquire
Kentucky
Murray,
ing ;57,500. Make an
ing pigs Call 753-6215 or 753- weathered oak, barn is full of
replacement, repair and
street rod. Call 492-8322 or tinous gutters installed per
753-4451
100 South 13th Street.
offer.
additions to septic tank
8329
492-8666.
good used lumber, aluminum
your specifications. Call Sears
system.
roofing, fencing, etc. Call 759- One bedroom, partially furnishJohn Smith. Realtor
753-2310 for free estimates.
15. Articles For Sale
50.
Used
Trucks
Choice Waterfront, lake view
quiet,
ed,
school.
near
$200
in4683
after
5.30 pm.
CHOICE
For sale Nickle coin operated
and small acre tracts near lake
cludes utilities Cali 753-6639
1970 Chevrolet pickup V8 House of Ole. Expert furniture
BUILDING SITE
Call 759-1515
Coca Cola drink machine, Regular $200 long black after 5 pm
at Hamlin, KY. about 10 miles
standard transmission, good stripping and refinishing. 1Beautifully wooded lot
527-7941.
Open
$100, antique cash register, leather coat, bought last year,
from
east of Murray. All have good
8-5. Free
work truck, $850. Call 759753-7411 (anytime)
Three bedroom furnished
only 4 miles from Murpickup and delivery. 200 N
Milwaukee brand, cleaned. size 7, $75. 489-2715.
building site'S.-Thit property
4683 after 5:30 pm.
apartment
for
boys,
reray.
First time offered
Main, Benton, KY.
ready to refinish, $60: TV Slightly damaged Fiberglass
can be purchased with a low 44. Lots For Sale
Wet basement? We make wet
1974 Dodge truck, in good confor sale. Has private
stereo console, $75; 12 sting panels, halt price. Ideal for decorated, prime location to
down payment and the balance
Insulation
blown in by Sears, basements dry, work completecampus.
dition.
753-8585.
Call
492-8325
after
5
setting
Lot
Kentucky
on
on
lake
blacktop
Murnear
guitar, $75 Phone 759-4573 trailer pinning. Storage
financed at less than bank
save on these high heating and ly guarenteed. Call or write
road with close access
after 6 pm.
rates. We also have several lake ray at Pine Edge Shore. Walk- pm.
buildings and patios. Kashway 34. Houses For Rent
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- Morgan Construction Co ,
to community water
area homes for sale. John C. ing distance to water. Must 1971 Ford Bronco, 4 wheel 2310. for free estimates.
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
For sale new Baldwin Spinet Building Material, Highway 641 Two bedroom house,
system.
9
sale
miles
Priced
$1200
Call
1-239-7215
at
Neubauer, Realtor. 1111
drive, good condition, $2800
KY 42001, or call day or night,
piano
1963 school bus N, Benton, KY. We stock southeast of Murray. Married
Ken's
Lawnmower
;7500. Phone Koprepair. 718
Sycamore Street, Murray, 753- or 1-443-6045.
Call 753-9871 after 5 pm
camper, stereo and cabinet treated lumber. 502-527-1467 couples only,1 references
South 4th Fast service. 753- 1-442-7026.
perud Realty 753-1222
and
0101 or 753-7531.
45.
Farms
For
Sale
753 4955
1968
VW
Van,
factory built 7400.
Will haul anything that will fit
26. TV-Radio
deposit required. Available mid
for all your real estate
For sale: 22 acres east of Mur- mini-camper with pop-up top, Cicinsed
in a pickup truck. 753-5857.
Swinging bed or sofa hangs Cabinets damaged in transit. 2 September. Call 492-8594
needs.
Electrician
and gas inray on paved highway, 15 acres ice box, sink, table and bed.
elt4s
from ceiling by chain, com- t.v.s and one stereo Works after 6 pm.
Your
trees could be silently sufstallation, will do plumbi
tendable. 7 acres wooded. runs good. $1000. Phone 1plete with brown covered pad, perfect with warranty Selling Two bedroom house,
fering from insect attack and
heating and air conditioni
all elec- Beginner's luck! Clean, extra
354-6217.
beautiful
pond.
building
site,
$130. 4 drawer chest, yellow at large discount Clayton's-1 & tric. $165 per month Call 753- nice, 2 bedroom mobile
or fungus disease. A new
Call 753-7203.
home
fruit trees, $22,000. 753-1560. 51. Campers
utility table, pressure canner B Music, Dixieland Center.
located on tree shaded corner
3582
Licensed electrican. Service method of pesticide injection
753-3959 after 5 pm
10 acres for sale, south of 13x7 camper trailer, good conlot or a perfect ending for
calls our speciality. Call to your trees can correct most
Maco 300 bilateral amatuer
Puryear on old Murray Paris dition, priced reasonable. Call
of these probTems easily and
16. Home Furnishings linear worth $1 per watt, now 36. For Rent Or lease retirees! For more information
Earnest White, 753-0605.
Road,
Scientific and effecapproximat
quickly
500
ely
call
feet
PERFECT
THE
753-1492...
474-2335.
offered
by
Furniture for sale at 301 South only $250 492.8834
Mobile pome anchors. tive. Call today, EPA certified.
road frontage. 759-4885 or in
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
COMBINATION
1967
6th Street
Chevrolet
camper van Aluminum and fiberglass Kelley's Termite & Pest ConPierce Simpson Bengal AMParis 642-0909. No Friday
Mini
Lovely brick 4
with pop top and appliances. underpinning, white, beige, trol. Inc.,
nights
or
Green tweed recliner, in good SSB, CB, base or mobile with
Saturday
calls.
100 South 13th
bedroom
home
and
40
Warehouse
1969 Chevelle 2-door hardtop and brown. Roofs sealed. Also Street, Murray, KY
condition, reasonably priced slider New was $449. now
42071.
concrete
block
50
x
46.
PROVE
Homes
A
N
For
Sale
Call
753-2906
Storage
or
759-4601.
Space
patio awnings, open or screen- Phone 753-3914. 33 years of
$200 492-8834
Call 753-4515
building,
suitable
for
METHOD OF
For sale by owner 2 bedroom 52. Boats and Motors ed in, with or without windows. experience in pest control
For Rent
workshop and or
One yellow sofa, 7 feet long, Repossesed 25 inch color t.v.
MARKE
TING
frame
Also carports, single and douhouse, very nice, im753-475
8
Take
up
monthly payment. Wargarage. Located 8
good condition $100 Call 436mediate possession Days call 1972 14 ft. Astroglass bass ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753- 56. Free Column
YOUR HOME.
ranty. 1 & B Music, 753-7575.
miles from Murray. 753-0550,
boat
2839
with
1969
85
hp 1873 after 6 pm.
nights call 753Free puppies. Call 489-2669
The price is right at
Evinrude. fully equipped.
Refrigerator, large, good condi- Stack 3 MoOey's CB antenna,
1877 or 759-1261
after
6 pm
Warehou
$42,500. Phone Kopse
Excellent 3 bedroom,
$2650. Call 753-1887.
tion. $35 759-4683 after 530 can talk to Canada and Mexico
CARTER
41
/
2
sale
For
owner:
STUDIO
bath
Convenient
by
home
4
Realty,
753in
perud
rustic
57.
Wanted
Storage
New $150 now $75 492setting near Ky. Lake.
bedroom home, gas heat, 1975 16 ft. Cherokee
Pm
1222.
8834
WEDDIN
GS
Wanted:
&
Runabout,
farm families inSpace
walk-through with
On extra large lot with
screened-in porch, vinyl siding,
17. Vacuum Cleaners
terested
70
hp
Johnson.
in
a top notch major
Paris
trailer,
additional
Two Jensen cabinet speakers,
For Rent
lots
PORTRAITS
garage. Upper 530's. Must see
Reduce food cost! Plant a
medical group hospital
less than 50 hours. 901-232available, central heat
1979 model, perfect condition.
Ideal for storing house full-of.
appreciate.
to
1396
Poplar,
apKIRBY
and air with fireplace
garden in large back yard of pointment
coverage. Call Bennett' &
753-8298
8650.
furniture
cars, ontiques,
$50 each. Call Reed 753-7582.
only. 753-9571.
thermostat connecthe 3 bedroom basement
Associates
overflows
VACUUM
business
etc.
753-7273.
For sale or trade: 35 ft.
Wanted . 100 used t.v.s b-w or
tions. Not pictured is a
home...1 acre m-I with small Fire damaged house with houseboat,
Phone 753-7618 after 500
CLEANERS
steel
hull.
i-o.
Call
128 brick workshop
color Will give $50, $100, or
pm
barn for horse. Call 753- seperate undamaged rental
Spring House Cleaning
For foctory outhonzed ports,
753-3660.
with electricity and
up to $200 on trade in for a
1492...Offered by Loretta Jobs property. Big house has central
soles, and service call (9011
plumbing.
Priced
well
Magnavox
touch
tune t.v_ Bring 38.Pets-Supplies
Special
gas heat and is located on a 1972 Glasstron Carlson
Realtors.
612-7619. located at 10?
below replacement
it in at Clayton's-1 & B Music,
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
double lot. $13,500. Call 753- Runabout with 1973 Mercury
Court
W. Washington St
cost.
AKC
Pug
puppies,
these cute
Dixieland Center, Murray, KY.
1687 before 5 pm. 753-4925 115 motor, in excellent condiInsured and experienced. Call day or night:
Square, Pony, In.
puppies make wonderful pets
John Smith. Roaltor
tion. 1968 International Scout
after 5 pm.
27. Mobile Home Sales 753-7438
759-1176
4 wheel drive with V8, in good
19. Farm Equipment 1973. Criterion. 17 X 60. 2 Beginners obedience
47.
Motorcyc
les
condition,'
classes to
gets 'good gas
For sale 10 hp John Deere bedroom, good condition, un- be started September
CL-175 Honda, electric start, mileage. Call 753-6132.
I. for 10
garden tractor Phone 489- furnished. Call 753-2278 after weeks at Paradise Kennels
lights, and signals. In excellent
153-7411 (anytime)
6 pm.
2510
condition. $400. Phone 1-354- 24 foot Pontoon, coast gaurd
Must sign up in advance. Class
equipped. 55 horse Johnson
6217.
Mower, I.H. 7 ft. blade. 3 point 1972 mobile home. 12x56, will be limited. For more infor- 18 acres of investment properoutboard
motor. 436-2367
Every Friday Night 6 p.m.
mation call 753-4106.
ty located on Highway 121
hitch good shape. Phone 753- $4500. Call 753-5612
1978 750 Honda, 6,000 miles, after 6 pm.
"Professional
tiers
rr
South.
Clarks River and
2796 after 6 pm
at 641 Auction
excellent condition. Call 1-838For sale by owner. 1978 New 39. Poultry-Supplies
With Th...Yrrentilh. ''JLii
1974 Pontoon boat with 50 hp
6671 after 5 pm.
New and used grain wagons Moon trailer. 1464, and 5 50 laying hens for sale. Call Railroad. Suitable for heavy
This
week
big
boy Scottie from St. Louis will
Johnson motor. Moving must
Near Hazel - 2 BR.,
commercial uses. Priced at a
from 165 bushel to 500 Wet- acres. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 436-2745.
750
chopper,
Honda
extra
Call
sell.
759-1874
be
after
here
4
pm.
with
furniture, tools, and lots of
kitchen,
large
very
home
reasonable figure, low
more 400 bushel grain carts electric heat and carpet
sharp, for sale or trade for
$50.
dining.
acre
separate
2
Call
Guy
41.
Spann
glass.
Public
Don't
Realty
53.
Sale
miss
Services
this one.
Offered
(same as John Deere 1210) throughout. Like new. Can be
753-7724.
lot. Here's a real Harley. 437-4437
$3600, only 10 to sell at this bought with or without land Four party garage sale, Friday
Alcoa Aluminum siding and
Sale under new management.
bargain at only 1972 Model 500 Kawaski, trim. Call after
price Hydraulic augers for Call 436-2232.
and Saturday 8 til 4. 1015
6 pm. 753actual
3000
Call
miles.
$1000
Don't
$12,900.
wait
to
gravity flow beds. Jim Wilson For sale 1969 mobile home Story Avenue. Something for
1873. Jack Glover.
Auctioneer
753-5463 or 753-0144
call.
Equipment, Barlow. KY, phone 12 X 58 2 bedroom, lots of ex- everyone.
Additions, Repair work, cmr
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
334-3524 or 334-3135.
tras Call 492-8325 after 5 pm
Garage sale, August 24th and
culating fireplaces. roofing, in63 acre farm on 121 S. 2100 miles, $2100. Call 753Three scaffold wagons with For sale mobile home in 25th. corner of London and
surance work. Call Murray
New Concord. 2871.
near
good tires and walk boards. Riviera Courts Furnished, air Talbard. Lots of clothes, feather
Remodeling. 753-5167.
About 25 acres now 48. Auto. Services
$265 each 901-782-3618
conditioned, underpinned, very coats, all weather coats and fur
Byers Brothers & Son-General
tended, 38 acres in
trimmed, large sizes, dishes,
IMMEDIATE
20. Sports Equipment clean 753-3280
timber. Sound invest- A set of factory over the load home remodeling, framing,
cookware, flower pots, crafts.
springs for F100 pickup $90 aluminum siding. gutters, and
POSSESSION
ment at only $47,500.
Full set of. men's golf clubs For sale nice 12 wide 2 pictures, etc. Rain or shine
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or IAttractive
3
bedroom
bedroom
mobile
home, furnishwith new golf bag $65. 753Two-.party
yard
sale.
August
362-4895.
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kithome
in
Lynnwood
ed 435-4128 or see half mile
Only 21,900 will put Four super sharp mag wheels
6262.
Estates. Interior
chen,
west of Lynn Grove on Highway 24th and 25th. 9 am til 5 pm
14
7
size
utility and bath. Bedrooms newly
Call
sell.
X
in
priced
this
3
to
BR.,
Carpet
cleaning,
neat
at reasonable
you
Motorcross bicycle 753-8670. 94
Turn off highway 121 on Penny
tastefully decorated
753-7524.
rates.
on
Prompt
a
large
home
corefficient
and
carpeted
ser. Priced at $27,000.
'Road, first house on left. Items
and exterior features
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489lot, economical 49. Used Cars
ner
for
sale:
toys.
clothes
(children
12 x 18 wooden deck
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
2774.
gas heat, carpeted, a 1976
and adults), iewelry, shoes
and rock garden.
209 Walnut Street
Chrysler Cordoba. 400
good
these
in
buy
infla,children and adults), baby
cleaning,
free
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Price 842,500. Phone
lean burn, burns regular gas. Carpet
Closed All Day Wed.
tionary times.
estimates, satisfied references.
items, dishes, odds and ends.
Kopperud
interior,
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
eather
miles,
37.000
Realty,
753Saturday 7:30 til 5:00 1 In case of rain,
will be held at
1222.
excellent gas mileage (Was Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanPrice of
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
a later date.
wife's car) 492-8834
HAIRCUT S1.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
753-5827 or 753-5816
Per nowt, be.. all. plow. to/ 151
The
Murray
Business
Neat
and
3 bedroom aluminum sidPro3611 owl dn
*
0.1 Pb,
fessional Womens Club will ed home on Woodlawn near
Compare and sale on chain
FREE
hold a garage sale at 503 Blair, Carter School. Has basement
link fencing. Circle A Fencing.
Saturday, August 25th at 8 am with garage, a very convient
753-8407.
-J
20 MILE
161'6
ii 11
Three family yard sale in location and a comfortable
Can't
get those small jobs
DELIVERY
Panarama Shores, starts Friday home. Daft let this get away.
around the house or mobile
Only
$29,000. Call Guy Spann
8 am through Saturday. 436home done? Carpentry, pain•PRESCRIPTIONS .FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
IMINKIKSamommil 753
8984
'
Realty 753-7724
2862.
ting, plumbing, aluminum
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofYard sale, Friday 8-5, Saturday
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U- siding, patios, small concrete
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
8-4.
Lamps,
canning
jars,
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
clothes, ironing board, old
Concrete and block work. Block
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City limits
x 60. Buy the best for less.
records, miscellaneous. 106 N
garages, basements, driveways,
CLOW) MOM ICI S P N III SUM )• 10
17th.
walks, patios, steps, free
Attractive 3 bedroom
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
,. estimates. 753-5476.
home, beautiful landGIGANTIC
scaped yard, gas grill,
Houseboat, Fiberglass & Aluminum 23' x 8' $6995.00
located rear shopping
YARD SALE
For those jobs you
Dotson Sport Convertible Classic, Excellent Condition
center
Saturday, Aug. 25
can't
get anyone to
S1875.00
From 8 cm.
do,
call...
til
5
Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
p.m. at
1973 Ford F-100 Ranger. Full automatic, $11175.00
200 N. 15th St.
JACK STANLEY
Fiberglass cover for long bed pickup $75.00
Equippe
d with vinyl top, bow, stun and
Many inexpensive qualiREPAIR SERVICE
Two small boats, one fiberglass, one aluminum $150
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
ty items. Almost new
and $75.00
WILS
ON
Ph. 759-1021
fall shirts, sweaters,
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
Tour Representative
INSURANCE
and slacks at bargain
4 HP Eska Outboard motor $50.00
We
do almost
fTAL ESTATE
family
753-2827
boat- $2,600.00. Coll 753-1919
prices. Also many low
anything. Our work
153-3263 ANYTIME
ask for Koren between 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
after
priced nk-nocs
5 p.m. or write
is guaranteed.
392 N. 12Ik

1

20' or 30" electric
range and small drop
leaf table with chairs.
Phone 753-5108.

AUCTION SALE

James Travis,

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

I

WALLIS DRUG

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call 436-2196 after S ..m.

1

Pennyrile Tours offers:
Smoky Mountain Trip
Oct. 26-28, 1979
An additional bus has been added. Bus will stop in Murray
for passengers.
New England in the Fall
Sept. 26-Oct. 6, 1979
A second bus has been added
to the Sept. 26-Oct. 6 tour.
One of the most popular tours.
Call Ruth Blackwood,

203 So. 8th St.
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Terrorized Couple For Second Time

Elderly Man Describes Gunning bown Robber
LAF ELAND, Fla. AP
•'I meant to kill hi,•'83-yearold Albert Chestnut said,
describing how he gunned
down an armed robber who
terrorized Chestnut and los
wife for a second time in three
eeks.
Chestnut shot and killed
Charles B. Braxton, 24, a 200who
exrconvict,
pound
authorities say may have been
involved in other recent
robberies in the Lakeland
area.
A 12-gauge shotgun blast to
the head and neck killed

Braxton instantly as he
rummaged through a freezer
in the Chestnuts' home, apparently looking for hidden
cash, police said.
Chestnut said he had only
one thing in mind as he quietly
freed himself after being tied
up, took the- shotgun from
under his bed, crept to within
a few feet of the burglar and
fired.
"I wasn't trying to scare
him or anything," Chestnut
said. "If a man comes in your
home and pushes you around

and treats you like a dog, then
it's time to do something about
Police believe the same
armed robber broke into the
Chestnut's home three weeks
earlier, bound the couple,
ransacked their home and left.
Officials said Tuesday that
no charges would be filed
against Chesnut. "Every
person has the right to protect
their life, home and property," Polk County Sheriff's
spokesman Steve Hulsey said.
The incident began when
Chestnut and his 81-year-old
wife, Bertha, heard a "bump"
at about 5:15 a.m. Tuesday.
Chestnut said he got up to
investigate, found nothing,
then returned to bed.
Minutes later, the couple
was awakened by a familiar
figure with the sawed-off rifle,
identified by police as
Braxton.
Chestnut reached for a
pistol he kept under the pillow.
But the burglar anticipated
the move and tore the gun

Louisa Starts Emergency
Garbage Procedures

..044.0.4140110.1110*
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AHOY'. — President Jimmy Carter waves to boaters as
he and Delta Queen Captain Fred Martin stand outside of
the ship prior to a stop in Wabasha, Minn. The Carter
iamily is on a week-long cruise of the Mississippi River.
AP laserphoto)

.AP,
garbage
Emergency
collection measures have been
initiated in Louisa, following
the closing last week of- a
nearby dump by state natural
resources and environmental
protection offi.cia
Residential garbage
pickups have been discontinued since Aug. 13, with city
sanitation workers giving
their attention to collections at
area schools, businesses and
Louisa General Hospital, said
City Clerk Gloria Johnson.
Mayor Gene Hewlett said he
is attempting to negotiate for
dumping privileges with the
Roe Creek landfill in Boyd
County.
no
if
said
Hewlett

agreement can be reached,
the city will have three
alternatives — no collections,
using a Carter County landfill,
or contracting with a franch'ise hauler.
He said that Louisa
probably will hire a franchise
hauler.

Louisville Bused Students To
Get Guidance On First Day
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
Jefferson County school officials said that first graders
who are being bused to
achieve racial balance in
schools here were to have
plenty of guidance today, the
first day of classes.
-Sometimes you have
problems with running noses
and crying children," stid
Dawson Orman, deputy
superintendent for school
operations, "but right now we
don't foresee difficulties."
"A very generous group of
parents, a large number of
them, have. volunteered to
make sure the children get to
the proper places and
reassure the youngsters," he
added, noting that some of the

parents would ride buses
while others would be
stationed, at vus schools to
greet the first graders.
Orman said the parents of
all first graders to be bused
had been asked to allow the
children to get the experience
of riding buses from the first
day "unless it is absolutely
necessary- that they be
driven to school.
"We feel we are taking all
the safety steps that we can
foresee," Orman said. "We
have a number of monitors to
ride the buses. They've pulled
some security guards out of
high schools to put them on
temporary duty and some
. desegregation monitors will
wipe noses and dry eyes."

Orman said the first graders
will attend school on the same
schedule as other elementary
students.
"They'll start at 8:30 a.m.
and stay until 3:10 p.m.," he
said. "There will be a neighborhood pickup this time for
everybody instead of having
the roundup staging areas for
buses and we think it's going
to be much more successful."
Orman added.

"When he stood up, I pulled
the trigger."
Sheriff's officials said
Braxton had an extensive
criminal record and was
recently released from a state
prison where he served time
on charges of breaking and
entering.

After the burglar left the
couple bound in their
bedroom, Chestnut struggled
out of his ropes, picked up the
shotgun stowed under the bed
and crept up on Braxton.
"He was in the kitchen with
his head in the Deepfreeze, so
I took aim," Chestnut said.

Everyone is Invited
To Hear a
•*les of Gospel
`Wssages at

Almo Church of Christ

ice

Almo, Ky.

August 24, 25, 26, 1979
Times
Preaching
Preaching
Bible Study
Preaching
Preaching

Fri. 7:30 p.m
Sat. 7:30 p.m
Sun. 10:00 a.m
11:00 a.m
7:30 p.m

Hear
Willie Bradshaw
from

Paducah, Kentucky

How To Transfer Your Prescriptions \
Simply bring in your old prescription bottle or phone in the
prescription number. Our Pharmacist will handle it from

ar
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ENJOYED AT BEGLEY'S. ALL THIS AND YOU
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PACKAGE Of 30

CARRIER IN THE DELIVERY PORT. OUR PHARMACIST
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER WITH THE SAME
PROFESSIONAL CARE THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS
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BEGLEY'S
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PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
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PROFESSIONAL
COLORING
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FOR EYES

This is. . . savings at Begley's

STOP BY BEGLEY'S AT 300 SOUTH 8th STREET
WHEN YOU NEED YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION FILLED.

th
A

there and you will enjoy uninterupted service.

efOR RELiff Of DIAARHE A

WALKER GETS GRANT
MINNEAPOLIS,. Minn.
(AP) — The Walker 'Art
Center says it has been
awarded a $330,000 grant from
the National Endowment for
the Humanities.

from Chestnut's grasp, cutting
the elderly man's hand.
"Then he said,'I'm going to
have to tie you up again,' only
this time I left my arms slack
so when he tied us up, it would
be easier to get out," Chestnut
said. "He thought he was
safe."
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